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TRAFFIC ACCIDENT HANDLING METHOD AND DEVICE, AND STORAGE MEDIUM

Nº publicación    25/05/2023US2023162309A1
Solicitantes BEIJING JINGDONG ZHENSHI INFORMATION TECH CO LTD [CN] 
Resumen Provided in the embodiments of the present invention are a

traffic accident handling method and device, and a storage
medium. The traffic accident handling method includes:
acquiring first accident data when a first vehicle has a traffic
accident, wherein a first traffic accident handling device has an
associative relationship with the first vehicle; on the basis of the
first accident data, performing accident penalty determination
processing to obtain a first penalty determination result;
receiving a second penalty determination result sent by a
second traffic accident handling device, wherein the second
traffic accident handling device has an associative relationship
with a second vehicle in the traffic accident other than the first
vehicle, the second traffic accident handling device
corresponds to a second node in a blockchain network and
runs a smart contract, and the second penalty determination
result is obtained by the second traffic accident handling device
performing accident penalty determination processing on the
traffic accident by means of the smart contract; and on the
basis of the first penalty determination result and the second
penalty determination result, determining a first target penalty
determination result.

https://worldwide.espacenet.com/patent/search/family/publication/?q=US2023162309A1
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SECURE MULTI-FACTOR TOKENIZATION-BASED SUB-CRYPTOCURRENCY PAYMENT PLATFORM

Nº publicación    25/05/2023US2023162196A1
Solicitantes TBOL INC [US] 
Resumen Example methods, apparatuses, and systems are presented

that allows a consumer to conduct a purchase backed by a
volatile currency that is not recognized by a merchant as a valid
form of payment, such as a cryptocurrency. A third-party
payment system is configured to issue a secure, reliable token
to replace a reserved amount of volatile currency that
represents a reliable amount of currency that is recognized by
the merchant as a valid form of payment. The third-party
payment platform may issue the reliable amount of currency in
the reliable token based on one or more risk factors associated
with the volatile currency. After purchase, the third-party
payment platform may perform a consumer settlement process
at a later time, including performing a cryptocurrency
blockchain verification process that typically takes at least
several minutes and would be impractical to perform at the
point of sale.

AUTOMATIC COLLECTION OF USER-GENERATED AUDIOVISUAL ASSETS AND GENERATION OF NON-FUNGIBLE TOKEN
ASSETS

Nº publicación    25/05/2023US2023162166A1
Solicitantes KELLER KEATON [US] 
Resumen An automated NFT creation and monetization system includes a fingerprinting module configured to automatically

capture user-generated content from a social media profile of a user, a mechanization module configured to generate
one or more NFT assets associated with the captured user-generated content from the social media profile of the
user, and a library module configured to store the captured user-generated content from the social media profile of
the user and provide a history of one or more blockchain records indicating one or more transfers of ownership of the
one or more NFT assets associated with the captured user-generated content.

BLOCKCHAIN TRANSACTION APPROVAL USING OFFLINE PRIVATE ENCRYPTION KEYS

Nº publicación    25/05/2023US2023162188A1
Solicitantes PYXELCHAIN TECH CORPORATION [US] 
Resumen A distributed storage and computing architecture and associated usage techniques are described for providing

efficient and secure management of blockchain transaction approval using private encryption keys stored offline, such
as via an offline device that stores offline private encryption key(s) and that communicates with an online device using
only encoded QR codes and without any inter-device electronic transmissions or communications, or otherwise using
private encryption keys stored offline. In some situations, automated operations to manage a transaction approval
include using complementary software applications executing on an offline device storing offline private encryption
key(s) and on an online device, with the offline device using its stored offline private encryption key(s) to approve and
cryptographically sign a transaction without exposing those keys to any online devices, and with the online device
receiving the transaction approval information and storing corresponding transaction information on a public
blockchain storage system.

https://worldwide.espacenet.com/patent/search/family/publication/?q=US2023162196A1
https://worldwide.espacenet.com/patent/search/family/publication/?q=US2023162166A1
https://worldwide.espacenet.com/patent/search/family/publication/?q=US2023162188A1
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BLOCKCHAIN-BASED METHOD AND SYSTEM FOR SPECIFYING THE RECIPIENT OF AN ELECTRONIC COMMUNICATION

Nº publicación    25/05/2023US2023162181A1
Solicitantes NCHAIN LICENSING AG [CH] 
Resumen A method and corresponding system is presented for

controlling a blockchain transaction output and/or specifying the
recipient of the output. It also provides a method of controlling
and/or generating an electronic communication. The unlocking
script is provided in order to spend an output from a further
transaction (Tx2) on the blockchain. The input of the transaction
(Tx1) and/or the output of the further transaction (Tx2) may be
associated with a tokenised asset represented on, or
referenced via, the blockchain. The notification address may be
associated with an asset or resource represented on the
blockchain, or a controller of an asset or resource represented
on the blockchain. The notification address may be a network
address, a cryptographic key, a uniform resource locator (URI),
email address or any other address or identifier which can be
represented in the metadata of a transaction script and used as
a destination for an electronic communication.

BLOCK PROPAGATION WITH POISONED TRANSACTIONS IN A BLOCKCHAIN NETWORK

Nº publicación    25/05/2023US2023162186A1
Solicitantes NCHAIN LICENSING AG [CH] 
Resumen Methods and devices for propagating blocks in a blockchain

network. At a first mining node, while hashing a first block
header of a first candidate block, the first mining node sends, to
other mining nodes, a first message specifying transactions and
their order in a first ordered set of transactions contained in the
first candidate block. To prevent the other nodes from relying
on the first mining node having validated the transactions in the
candidate block, the first mining node seeds the first ordered
set with one or more invalid transactions to create a poisoned
ordered set, and provides an encrypted list identifying the
invalid transactions. Once a proof-of-work is found for the
candidate block, the first mining node provides a decryption key
to decrypt the encrypted list and identify the invalid
transactions. It may further provide replacement transactions
for the invalid transactions.

https://worldwide.espacenet.com/patent/search/family/publication/?q=US2023162181A1
https://worldwide.espacenet.com/patent/search/family/publication/?q=US2023162186A1
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BLOCKCHAIN TRANSACTION REBROADCAST

Nº publicación    25/05/2023US2023162178A1
Solicitantes CIRCLE INTERNET FINANCIAL INC [US] 
Resumen Certain aspects of the present disclosure provide techniques for reliable cryptocurrency rebroadcasting. According to

certain embodiments, after an initial transaction broadcast disclosed systems listen to a blockchain to determine if the
transaction was included in the blockchain. If, after a short time period, the transaction is not confirmed, a transaction
database record for the transaction is locked to prevent inadvertent rebroadcast. While the record is locked, the
transaction format and replay information are verified, and depending on the blockchain, is updated. For blockchains
having a transaction fee, the system reviews recent transactions to determine appropriate fees and if needed,
updates the transaction fee accompanying the transaction. Once the replay information is verified/updated, and the
transaction fee is sized appropriately, the database record is unlocked and the transaction is rebroadcasted.

COMPUTER-IMPLEMENTED DECISION MAKING SYSTEM AND METHOD

Nº publicación    25/05/2023US2023162182A1
Solicitantes NCHAIN HOLDINGS LTD [AG] 
Resumen A method of making a decision on a blockchain is disclosed.

First public keys are received from each of a plurality of
participants (A, B, C), wherein each first public key represents a
possible selection by a participant and is related to a
corresponding first private key by a cryptographic operation
having a homomorphic property. The first public keys are
combined to generate second public keys, wherein each
second public key represents a possible decision based on a
combination of possible selections. Third public keys,
corresponding to the second public keys, are communicated to
the participants. A voting blockchain transaction is generated
(Tc voting), wherein an input of the voting transaction is a script
executable by means of a digital signature corresponding to a
first private key of each of a plurality of the participants, wherein
each first private key

https://worldwide.espacenet.com/patent/search/family/publication/?q=US2023162178A1
https://worldwide.espacenet.com/patent/search/family/publication/?q=US2023162182A1
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METHOD FOR IMPLEMENTING A DIGITAL COIN SYSTEM USING A BLOCKCHAIN

Nº publicación    25/05/2023US2023162176A1
Solicitantes NCHAIN LICENSING AG [CH] 
Resumen A computer-implemented method for implementing a system for

issuing digital coins using a blockchain, wherein each digital
coin is issued by an issuing party and represents an amount of
an asset redeemable by a redeeming party in exchange for the
digital coin, wherein the issuing party maintains a record of coin
serial numbers, each coin serial number representing a
respective digital coin; the method being performed by the
issuing party and comprising: obtaining a spending transaction
comprising a first one of a set of coin serial numbers;
determining whether the first coin serial number is present in
the database; and in response to one or more conditions being
met, transferring the amount of the asset represented by the
first coin serial number to the redeeming party, wherein a first
one of the conditions is that the first coin serial number is not
present in the database.

https://worldwide.espacenet.com/patent/search/family/publication/?q=US2023162176A1
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RAPID APPROVAL OF BLOCKCHAIN-BASED TRANSACTIONS

Nº publicación    25/05/2023US2023162175A1
Solicitantes ALDELO LP [US] 
Resumen The present disclosure involves systems, software, and

computer implemented methods for providing rapid approval of
blockchain-based transactions. This includes approval of
transactions prior to the transaction being written to the
blockchain. A transaction system can register with a transaction
manager, such as a cloud-based or cloud transaction manager,
which can maintain a queue of pending transactions and
provide approval for transactions in real-time or near real-time,
while later verifying the pending transactions are written into the
blockchain as expected. This allows the transaction system to
securely confirm the transaction is approved prior to the
transaction being written in the blockchain, based on a real-time
or near real-time analysis of each customer's corresponding
account and transactions.

System for Implementing Artificially Intelligent Smart Contract Escrow Service

Nº publicación    25/05/2023US2023162173A1
Solicitantes JAMES MATTHEW CHARLES [US] 
Resumen The present disclosure provides a system configured to enact an escrow service for transactions between two or

more parties, managed by blockchain implemented event-driven artificially intelligent smart contracts. All
cryptocurrencies are supported, as well as other assets and services, with specific contract templates provided
pre-made for different types of transactions. The funds received from the purchasing party for each managed
transaction are locked into a blockchain wallet address created for the specific transaction contract while the two
parties enact the transaction, and are only released to the selling party after confirmation and approval from the
buying party or after a predetermined amount of time specified in the contract has elapsed.

https://worldwide.espacenet.com/patent/search/family/publication/?q=US2023162175A1
https://worldwide.espacenet.com/patent/search/family/publication/?q=US2023162173A1
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PRIVACY ENFORCER

Nº publicación    25/05/2023US2023161902A1
Solicitantes TELEFONAKTIEBOLAGET LM ERICSSON PUBL [SE] 
Resumen A data protection broker node and methods are provided. In

one embodiment, the data protection broker node is configured
to perform a bootstrap operation between a user and the data
protection broker node, to initialize a blockchain; as a result of
the bootstrap operation, obtain a trusted temporary public
identifier identifying the user; receive a request for a new
transaction associated with the user and join the new
transaction to the blockchain; and authorize the user to use the
trusted temporary public identifier to perform a user transaction
to protect a privacy of the user's data.

ACCESSING INFORMATION BASED ON PRIVILEGES

Nº publicación    25/05/2023US2023161898A1
Solicitantes HEWLETT PACKARD ENTPR DEVELOPMENT LP [US] 
Resumen In some examples, a system is to receive, from a client device,

a query comprising a representation of blockchain information
of an entity associated with an electronic device that advertised
the representation. The system is to further determine whether
a client entity associated with the client device has a privilege to
access response information that is responsive to the query,
and in response to determining that the client entity has the
privilege to access the response information, send, to a
blockchain network, a request containing the blockchain
information to obtain the response information.

https://worldwide.espacenet.com/patent/search/family/publication/?q=US2023161902A1
https://worldwide.espacenet.com/patent/search/family/publication/?q=US2023161898A1
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SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR IDENTIFYING OWNERSHIP AND MANAGING TRANSFER OF OWNERSHIP OF PREMIUM
GOODS

Nº publicación    25/05/2023US2023161847A1
Solicitantes SHIDA DAISUKE [JP] 

SASAKI TAKAMASA [JP] 
Resumen An ownership management system records an article ID, which is unique information for identifying an article, and an

owner ID, which is information indicating an owner of the article, on a blockchain in association with each other, and
generates a two-dimensional code from a hash value acquired from the blockchain at the time of recording, the article
ID, and the owner ID. The ownership management system accepts the two-dimensional code, extracts the hash
value, the article ID, and the owner ID from the accepted two-dimensional code acquires the article ID and the owner
ID recorded on the blockchain by using the extracted hash value, determines a matching relationship between the
article ID and the owner ID extracted from the two-dimensional code, and outputs the extracted article ID and the
owner ID when it is determined that the matching is made.

Protecting Sensitive Data

Nº publicación    25/05/2023US2023161894A1
Solicitantes KYNDRYL INC [US] 
Resumen An example operation may include one or more of capturing a

current version of sensitive data by a data processor node,
hashing, by the data processor node, the current version of the
sensitive data, storing, by the data processor node, a hash of
the current version of the sensitive data on a first blockchain,
encrypting, by the data processor node, the current version of
the sensitive data using a secret key, and storing the encrypted
current version of the sensitive data on a second blockchain.

BLOCKCHAIN FOR ACCESS CONTROL

Nº publicación    25/05/2023US2023164145A1
Solicitantes SCHLAGE LOCK COMPANY LLC [US] 
Resumen A method of using a blockchain in an access control environment according to one embodiment includes transmitting,

by a mobile device, a request to access a passageway secured by a lock device to a first node device, wherein a
plurality of node devices including the first node device store the blockchain, receiving, by the mobile device, a
lock-specific access token from one of the plurality of node devices in response to validation of a blockchain
transaction associated with the request received from the mobile device by the plurality of node devices, transmitting,
by the mobile device, the lock-specific access token to the lock device, receiving, by the mobile device, a verification
message from the lock device in response to successful authentication of the lock-specific access token, and
transmitting, by the mobile device, a notification of verification to the first node device to amend the blockchain.

https://worldwide.espacenet.com/patent/search/family/publication/?q=US2023161847A1
https://worldwide.espacenet.com/patent/search/family/publication/?q=US2023161894A1
https://worldwide.espacenet.com/patent/search/family/publication/?q=US2023164145A1
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System and Method for Verifying and Providing Compensation for Participation in Real-Time Streaming of Multimedia Over a
Decentralized Network

Nº publicación    25/05/2023US2023164207A1
Solicitantes INFRARED5 INC [US] 
Resumen The present invention relates to systems and methods suitable

for verifying and compensating nodes for streaming multimedia.
In particular, the present invention relates to systems and
methods that utilize a blockchain to verify and compensate
devices for computational resources contributions when
streaming multimedia over a decentralized network.

METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR SELECTING DISTRIBUTED CONSENSUS NODE BASED ON PROOF OF NONCE

Nº publicación    25/05/2023US2023163963A1
Solicitantes ELECTRONICS AND TELECOMMUNICATIONS RES INSTITUTE [KR] 
Resumen Disclosed herein is a method for selecting a consensus node in

an apparatus for generating a blockchain. The method may
include reading a nonce from the nonce chain of a node,
performing an operation on the read nonce and previous height
information, and comparing the result of the operation with a
reference value in order to select the node as a consensus node.

ELECTRONIC DEVICE INCLUDING PARTIAL LEDGER AND METHOD IN BLOCKCHAIN NETWORK

Nº publicación    25/05/2023US2023163982A1
Solicitantes SAMSUNG ELECTRONICS CO LTD [KR] 
Resumen An electronic device may include a memory storing a partial ledger including a part of a full ledger for a blockchain

network, and at least one processor configured to generate an ending block as a block chained after the transaction
block. The ending block includes an ending hash value of a transaction block and signature data and the signature
data includes the ending hash value signed with a private key. The ending block may be chained after the transaction
block. The ending block may be stored in the memory.

SYSTEMS AND METHODS FOR PROVIDING SECURITY FOR QR CODES

Nº publicación    25/05/2023US2023163981A1
Solicitantes SUBRAMANIAN HEMANG [US] 

THE FLORIDA INTERNATIONAL UNIV BOARD OF TRUSTEES [US] 
Resumen Systems and methods for providing additional security for quick response (QR) codes are provided. An additional

layer of security for QR codes, a mechanism to record the reputation of the payload in a QR code, and other
functionality are provided. A combination of a public blockchain system, public key encryption, and a redirection
mechanism can be used.

https://worldwide.espacenet.com/patent/search/family/publication/?q=US2023164207A1
https://worldwide.espacenet.com/patent/search/family/publication/?q=US2023163963A1
https://worldwide.espacenet.com/patent/search/family/publication/?q=US2023163982A1
https://worldwide.espacenet.com/patent/search/family/publication/?q=US2023163981A1
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INFORMATION INTEGRITY IN BLOCKCHAIN AND RELATED TECHNOLOGIES

Nº publicación    25/05/2023US2023163957A1
Solicitantes MORD BENJAMIN ALLAN [US] 

MORD ALLAN J [US] 
Resumen Described are techniques for securing a most recent block in a

data structure such as a blockchain. Techniques include
configuring a data processing node that is deployable to a
physical location, with a module that generates a verification
signing key (VSK) pair, the VSK pair including a private VSK
key that is known only to the data processing node, and a
public VSK key, receiving by the data processing node, an
indication of the deployment to the physical location, generating
in response to the indication, by the data processing node the
verification signing key (VSK) pair, and transmitting from the
data processing node the public VSK key to one or more
electronic devices. These techniques assure to a high degree
that the generated private key remains unknown and thus can
be used to secure the most recent block that is added to a data
structure such as a blockchain.

SYSTEMS AND METHODS FOR LINKAGE DATA ELEMENTS

Nº publicación    25/05/2023US2023163950A1
Solicitantes MEGACHAIN INC [CA] 
Resumen An improved data structure approach, and corresponding

computational systems and methods are described to provide a
technical approach that can be used for improving
computational performance where a blockchain data structure
is being accessed continuously or periodically for validation of
recordals of one or more events that have taken place. A hybrid
off-chain (or off-contract)/on-chain solution is utilized to provide
a mechanism for establishing data linkages between the
off-chain (or off-contract) records and on-chain data payloads.

https://worldwide.espacenet.com/patent/search/family/publication/?q=US2023163957A1
https://worldwide.espacenet.com/patent/search/family/publication/?q=US2023163950A1
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BLOCKCHAIN FOR GENERAL COMPUTATION

Nº publicación    25/05/2023US2023163948A1
Solicitantes NCHAIN LICENSING AG [CH] 
Resumen A computer-implemented method that may be implemented

using a blockchain network including monitoring a
computational task distribution system to detect a challenge to
a proposer string provided by a proposer computer system in
response to a request made by a requester computer system,
and as a result of detecting the challenge, at least: resolving the
challenge using a first blockchain network by at least selecting
a solution from a set of solutions provided to the first blockchain
network, the set of solutions at least including the proposer
string; and distributing digital assets from the first digital asset
and the second digital asset to one or more parties of the
computational task distribution system based at least in part on
the solution.

METHOD AND SYSTEM FOR AUDITING SMART CONTRACTS

Nº publicación    25/05/2023US2023163947A1
Solicitantes MASTERCARD INT INCORPORATED [US] 
Resumen A method and system are disclosed to audit smart contracts.

The method includes: publishing, with a processing server, a
smart contract bytecode with metadata on a blockchain;
retrieving, with the processing server, the published smart
contract bytecode with metadata from the blockchain;
extracting, with the processing server, the smart contract
bytecode from the published smart contract bytecode; and
verifying the smart contract bytecode by comparing a computed
hash of a high-level source code of the published smart
contract bytecode with the metadata retrieved from the
blockchain.

https://worldwide.espacenet.com/patent/search/family/publication/?q=US2023163948A1
https://worldwide.espacenet.com/patent/search/family/publication/?q=US2023163947A1
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Method For Managing Blockchain-based Advertising And Virtual Asset And Method For Managing Virtual Asset For Electronic
Devices Based On Blockchain

Nº publicación    08/05/2023KR20230061113A
Solicitantes 엘지전자주식회사 
Resumen 본 명세서는 블록체인 기반의 광고 및 가상 자산 관리 방법 및 블록체인 기반 전자 장치의 가상 자산 관리 방법에 관한

것이다. 본 명세서의 일 실시예에 따른 블록체인 기반의 광고 및 가상 자산 관리 방법은, 광고주 서버로부터 광고 의뢰
블록을 수신하는 단계, 사용자 단말에 상기 광고 의뢰 블록과 대응되는 광고의 시청에 대한 광고 수신 제안 블록을
송신하는 단계, 상기 사용자 단말로부터 상기 광고의 시청을 위한 광고 범위 설정 블록을 수신하는 단계, 상기 광고주
서버로부터 광고 데이터 블록을 수신하는 단계 및 상기 광고 데이터 블록 및 상기 광고 범위 설정 블록을 참조하여
사용자의 전자 장치에 광고 컨텐츠 블록을 송신하는 단계를 포함한다.

P2P Blockchain-based Korean P2P insurance premium and insurance money calculation model creation system device and
method thereof

Nº publicación    08/05/2023KR20230060944A
Solicitantes 포항공과대학교산학협력단 
Resumen 본 발명의 블록체인 기반 한국형 P2P 보험 보험료 및 보험금 산출 모델 생성 시스템은, 블록체인 기반 보험 플랫폼에

참여하기 위한 적어도 하나의 구성원 단말에 탑재되어 실행되는 블록체인 기반 한국형 P2P 보험 보험료 및 보험금
산출 모델 생성 장치 및 적어도 하나의 구성원 단말이 각각 독립된 구성원 단말로서 블록체인 기반 보험 플랫폼에
참여하고, 스마트 컨트랙트와 관련된 트랜잭션에 대한 체인코드를 실행하여 인증된 트랜잭션을 블록에 기록하는
블록체인 기반 보험 플랫폼 서버를 포함한다.

Validation system of test report based on blockchain network for identity authentication

Nº publicación    08/05/2023KR20230060829A
Solicitantes 주식회사라온스토리 
Resumen 실시예에 따른 신원 인증용 블록체인 네트워크에 기반한 시험성적서의 유효성 검증 시스템은, 제조사의 원본

시험성적서와 관련된 제조사VC를 발급하고, 상기 발급된 제조사VC를 제2 블록체인 네트워크상에 기록하는 앱서버;
및 상기 제2 블록체인 네트워크를 통해 상기 제조사VC를 획득하고, 상기 앱서버로 상기 원본 시험성적서에 대응하는
비교 대상 시험성적서의 2차원 코드를 전송하는 제2 제조사 단말기;를 포함하고, 상기 앱서버는, 상기 제2 제조사
단말기로부터 수신한 상기 2차원 코드의 제2 코드값을 추출하며, 상기 추출된 제2 코드값을 포함하는 상기 비교 대상
시험성적서의 유효성 검증 요청을 제1 블록체인 네트워크상에 전송하고, 상기 제2 제조사 단말기는, 상기 제1
블록체인 네트워크를 통해 수행된 상기 제2 코드값에 기반한 상기 비교 대상 시험성적서의 유효성 검증 결과를 상기
제1 블록체인 네트워크로부터 수신할 수 있다.

Metaverse Server And Method For Managing Blockchain-based Credit Payment

Nº publicación    08/05/2023KR20230061112A
Solicitantes 엘지전자주식회사 
Resumen 본 명세서는 메타버스 서버 및 메타버스 서버의 블록체인 기반 신용 결제 관리 방법에 관한 것이다. 본 명세서의 일

실시예에 따른 메타버스 서버의 블록체인 기반 신용 결제 관리 방법은, 신용카드사 서버로부터 사용자의 물품 구매에
따른 신용 결제 금액에 대한 결제 요청을 수신하는 단계, 미리 정해진 결제 비율에 따라서 상기 신용 결제 금액에 대한
신용카드사 결제 금액 및 가상 자산 결제 금액을 결정하는 단계, 환전 서버에 상기 사용자가 소유한 가상 자산의 법정
화폐로의 환전을 요청하는 단계 및 은행 서버에 상기 가상 자산 결제 금액과 대응되는 법정 화폐를 상기 물품을
판매하는 판매자의 계좌로 송금할 것을 요청하는 단계를 포함한다.

LIVESTOCK PRODUCT CERTIFICATION MANAGEMENT SYSTEM AND METHOD USING BLOCKCHAIN

Nº publicación    03/05/2023KR20230058766A
Solicitantes 주식회사유라이크코리아 
Resumen 본 발명은 블록체인을 이용한 축산물 인증 관리 시스템 및 방법에 관한 것으로, 보다 상세하게는 가축의 생육, 도축,

이송 및 유통과정을 블록체인 기술을 이용하여 축산품 관련 정보를 저장하고, 인증된 축산물을 구매자가 직접
확인하여 신뢰도 높은 제품을 제공할 수 있는 블록체인을 이용한 축산물 인증 관리 시스템 및 방법에 관한 것이다.

https://worldwide.espacenet.com/patent/search/family/publication/?q=KR20230061113A
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LVDC Blockchain-based LVDC distribution system

Nº publicación    03/05/2023KR20230058207A
Solicitantes 대호전기주식회사 
Resumen 본 발명은 블록체인 기반 LVDC 배전시스템에 관한 것으로서, 더욱 상세하게는 블록체인을 활용하여

LVDC배전망내에서 이루어지는 발전, 소비, 거래 등의 정보를 수집, 저장, 공유함으로써 전력 거래의 안정성과
투명성을 높일 수 있는 블록체인 기반 LVDC 배전시스템에 관한 것이다. 본 발명에 따른 블록체인 기반 LVDC
배전시스템은 신재생에너지 및 에너지저장장치가 결합된 DC 마이크로그리드 환경에서 분산자원들 즉, 전력생산자 및
프로슈머와 전력소비자 상호간 전력 거래에 있어서 블록체인을 적용함으로써 전력 거래의 탈 중앙화, 전력 거래의
안정성 및 투명성을 확보할 수 있다.

Digital asset register system and method for digital asset of real estate

Nº publicación    03/05/2023KR20230059112A
Solicitantes 온기현 
Resumen 본 발명은 채권 디지털 자산화 방법에 관한 것으로, 일 실시예에

따르면, 발행하고자 하는 채권의 신청 정보를 수신하는 단계;
수신된 신청 정보에 기초하여 채권 발행 여부를 심사하는 단계;
상기 심사를 통과하는 경우 상기 발행하고자 하는 채권의 지분
수를 결정하고 투자자를 모집하는 단계; 및 상기 발행하고자
하는 채권에 해당하는 디지털 토큰을 발행하는 단계를 포함하는
채권 디지털 자산화 방법을 개시한다.

DISASTER RECOVERY METHOD USING BLOCKCHAIN

Nº publicación    03/05/2023KR20230059679A
Solicitantes 충남대학교산학협력단 
Resumen 본 발명은, 백업단계와 복구단계를 포함하는 재해 복구 방법에 있어서, 상기 백업단계는, (a) 사용자 단말이 제1

개인키와 제1 공개키를 생성하는 단계; (b) 제공자 서버가 제2 개인키와 제2 공개키를 생성하고 제2 공개키를 사용자
단말에 전송하는 단계; (c) 사용자 단말이 제1 공개키로 데이터를 암호화하고 제1 개인키와 제2 공개키로 재암호화키를
생성하는 단계; (d) 사용자 단말이 암호화된 데이터를 분산 스토리지에 저장하는 단계; 및 (e) 사용자 단말이 데이터
복구 시 필요한 권한을 정책으로 작성하기 위해 스마트 컨트랙트를 호출하는 트랜잭션을 제출하는 단계;를 포함하는
것을 일 특징으로 한다.

METHOD AND SYSTEM FOR COLLECTING FOOD WASTE BASED ON BLOCKCHAIN

Nº publicación    03/05/2023KR20230059255A
Solicitantes 주식회사씨앤에스아이티엠 
Resumen 본 발명의 실시예에 따르면, 서비스 서버가, 블록체인에 기반하여 음식물 쓰레기 수거를 하기 위한 방법으로서, (a)

음식점 단말기로부터 배출 대상 음식물 쓰레기 무게 정보를 포함하는 배출 신청을 수신하고, 수신된 정보를 수거업체
단말기에 전송하는 단계; (b) 수거업체 단말기로부터 수거 배정 정보를 수신한 운반기사 단말기로부터 각 수거
위치에서 수거한 음식물 쓰레기 실측 무게 정보를 수신하고, 실측 무게에 따른 수거 비용 결제 요청을 상기 음식점
단말기에 전송하는 단계; 및 (c) 상기 수거업체 단말기로부터 음식물 쓰레기 처리 요청을 수신하고, 수신된 정보를
처리업체 단말기에 전송하는 단계를 포함하고, 상기 배출 신청 정보, 각 수거 위치에서 수거한 음식물 쓰레기 실측 무게
정보는 블록으로 생성되어, 블록체인 네트워크에 저장되는, 블록체인 기반 음식물 쓰레기 수거 방법이 제공된다.

AI Application for the recording and Blockchain saving of voice agreement using AI voice analyzer

Nº publicación    03/05/2023KR20230059089A
Solicitantes 박범철 
Resumen 본 발명은 장소와 시간에 제약없이 상호간의 구두합의를 공신력있는 제3자가 청취, 녹음, 저장, 및 관리하는 서비스로

한쪽의 일방적인 주장으로 야기되는 많은 분쟁의 소지를 줄일 수 있으며, 분쟁시 보다 공정한 심판을 할 수 있도록
어느정도의 증거력이 있는 증거를 제공한다.

https://worldwide.espacenet.com/patent/search/family/publication/?q=KR20230058207A
https://worldwide.espacenet.com/patent/search/family/publication/?q=KR20230059112A
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https://worldwide.espacenet.com/patent/search/family/publication/?q=KR20230059089A
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THE SYSTEM FOR CARRY IN AND OUT REGISTRATION AND INLAND TRANSPORTATION OF IMPORTED CARGO USING
BLOCKCHAIN AND OPERATING METHOD OF THE SAME

Nº publicación    04/05/2023KR20230060218A
Solicitantes 주식회사한국무역정보통신 
Resumen 블록체인을 이용한 수입화물의 반출입 등록 및 내륙운송 시스템 및 그 동작 방법이 제공된다. 상기 동작 방법은,

화물반입정보가 생성된 화물에 대해 화주 단말로부터 포워더 단말에 대한 하우스 D/O(Delivery Order)의 발급 요청을
제공받고, 상기 발급 요청에 대응하여 포워더 단말로부터 발급된 하우스 D/O를 상기 화주 단말에 제공하는 단계, 상기
화주 단말로부터 제공된 상기 화물의 운송 지시를 운송사 단말로 전송하는 단계; 상기 운송 지시에 대응하여 생성된
배차 정보를 운송사 단말로부터 제공받아 상기 블록체인 네트워크에 기록하는 단계; 보세장치장 단말로부터 상기 배차
정보에 기초하여 생성된 상기 화물의 반출 계획 정보를 상기 블록체인 네트워크에 기록하는 단계; 및 상기 화물의 반출
요청에 대하여, 상기 블록체인 네트워크에 저장된 상기 배차 정보 및 상기 반출계획 정보에 기초하여 상기 반출 요청의
승인 결과를 제공하는 단계를 실행하도록 하는 명령어를 저장한다.

APPARATUS AND METHOD FOR MANAGING TRUST-BASED DELEGATION CONSENSUS OF BLOCKCHAIN NETWORK
USING DEEP REINFORCEMENT LEARNING

Nº publicación    04/05/2023KR20230060461A
Solicitantes 연세대학교산학협력단 
Resumen An apparatus for managing delegation consensus of a

blockchain network, obtains state information including trust of
each delegated node in the current epoch of the blockchain
network, determines an action including a delegation rate by
performing a neural network operation on the state information,
creates, according to the determined action, a local trust
opinion (hereinafter, LTO) matrix representing a mutual
subjective evaluation of each delegated node, and selects,
based on the trust calculated using the LTO matrix, K delegated
nodes according to the determined delegation rate among N
nodes.

CLOSED-NETWORK BLOCKCHAIN SYSTEM ALLOWING OUTSIDERS TO PARTICIPATE AND PROCESSING METHOD OF
THE WORK OF EXTERNAL PARTICIPANTS OF THERE

Nº publicación    04/05/2023KR20230060363A
Solicitantes 한국전력공사 
Resumen 본 발명의 외부자의 참여가 가능한 폐쇄망 블록체인 시스템은, 외부 참여자를 위한 유저 인터페이스를 제공하는

웹페이지 역할을 수행하는 관리 포털; 상기 외부 참여자의 명령어를 폐쇄망으로 전달하며, 명령어 및 블록체인
네트워크 접속 히스토리를 저장하며, 상기 폐쇄망과 외부망을 중계하는 명령 전달 장치; 상기 명령 전달 장치로
인가되는 데이터를 분석하여 보안을 확인하는데 있어서 기준을 관리자의 지정에 따라 설정하는 관제부; 및 상기
폐쇄망에 구현된 노드들로 구성되어 운영되며, 데이터를 분산 저장·관리하는 블록체인 네트워크부를 포함할 수 있다.

METHOD AND SYSTEM FOR TRADING COPYRIGHT OF DESIGN BASED ON BLOCKCHAIN

Nº publicación    04/05/2023KR20230060007A
Solicitantes 예스튜디오주식회사 
Resumen 블록체인 기반의 도안의 저작권 거래 방법 및 시스템이 제시된다. 일 실시예에 따른 블록체인 기반의 도안의 저작권

거래 방법은, 적어도 하나 이상의 창작자로부터 컬러링(Coloring) 도안을 제공받는 단계; 상기 컬러링 도안 또는 컬러링
도안의 정보를 사용자의 단말에 디스플레이하는 단계; 및 상기 창작자 또는 상기 컬러링 도안의 저작권을 가진
사용자가 판매를 결정함에 따라 등록된 상기 컬러링 도안의 저작권을 판매하는 단계를 포함하고, 상기 컬러링 도안의
저작권을 구매한 사용자는 상기 컬러링 도안의 저작권을 가진 사용자가 되며, 상기 컬러링 도안의 저작권을 가진
사용자가 판매를 결정함에 따라 등록된 상기 컬러링 도안의 저작권을 재판매할 수 있다.

https://worldwide.espacenet.com/patent/search/family/publication/?q=KR20230060218A
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Metaverse Service Apparatus with Blockchain Technology and Driving Method Thereof

Nº publicación    04/05/2023KR20230060425A
Solicitantes 주피닉스스튜디오 
Resumen 본 발명은 블록체인기술이 적용된 메타버스 서비스 장치 및 그 장치의 구동방법에 관한 것으로서, 본 발명의 실시예에

따른 블록체인기술이 적용된 메타버스 서비스 장치는, 사용자 단말장치에서의 서비스 요청에 따라 가상 상품을
판매하는 메타버스 서비스 화면을 제공하는 통신 인터페이스부, 및 제공한 메타버스의 서비스 화면에서 사용자
단말장치의 사용자가 임의의 가상 상품을 구매할 때 가상 상품의 원본 데이터에 대한 사본 데이터를 생성하고, 사본
데이터에 링크되는 링크 정보 및 소유권에 대한 계약 정보를 NFT 형태로 생성하여 블록체인을 형성하는 노드에 저장
및 관리하는 제어부를 포함할 수 있다.

NFT METHOD SYSTEM AND NON-TRANSITORY COMPUTER-READABLE RECORDING MEDIUM FOR ISSUING NFT ON
INDI GAME AND GAME ASSET BY USING BLOCKCHAIN TECHNOLOGY

Nº publicación    04/05/2023KR20230060321A
Solicitantes 백청순오현석 
Resumen 본 발명의 일 태양에 따르면, 블록체인 기술을 이용한 인디 게임 및 게임 애셋의 NFT를 발행하는 방법이 제공된다.

Platfrom system for advertising reawrd using blockchain and method of providing

Nº publicación    04/05/2023KR20230060133A
Solicitantes 박성호 
Resumen 본 발명은 보상형 리워드 방식으로 이용자와 광고주의 상호 이익을 제공하며 광고효과를 극대화할 수 있는 블록체인을

이용한 광고 리워드 플랫폼 시스템 및 제공 방법에 관한 것으로서, 더욱 상세하게는, 본 발명에 따른 블록체인을 이용한
광고 리워드 플랫폼 시스템은, 인터넷망을 통해 광고 리워드 서비스를 제공하는 플랫폼 서버에 접속하는 이용자
단말기 및 상기 이용자 단말기로부터 이용자 정보를 입력받아 데이터베이스부에 저장하고 관리하는 회원관리모듈과,
상기 이용자 정보에 기초하여 상기 이용자 단말기로 맞춤형 광고 리스트를 제공하고 상기 이용자 단말기로부터 선택된
광고를 제공하는 광고관리모듈과, 이용자가 상기 이용자 단말기를 통해 상기 제공된 광고를 시청함에 따른 블록체인
기반의 토큰을 상기 이용자에게 지급하는 토큰관리모듈을 포함하는 플랫폼 서버를 포함한다.

BLOCKCHAIN TRANSACTION SYSTEM BASED ON VIRTUAL ASSETS AND METHE THERE OF

Nº publicación    04/05/2023KR20230060402A
Solicitantes 주유미테크 
Resumen 본 발명인 가상자산에 기초한 블록체인 거래시스템은 창조자에 의해 가상자산에 대한 정보 및 가상자산에 대한

기여조건이 등록되는 가상자산등록부, 기여자에 의해 기여조건이 충족되어 가상자산의 가치가 증대되고,
실제자산으로 실제화되는 가치증대프로세스부, 기여조건을 충족시킨 기여자의 기여율에 대응한 자산토큰을
기여자에게 분배하는 제1 자산토큰분배부, 및 실제자산의 시장가격에 기초하여 자산토큰을 구매자에게 분배하는 제2
자산토큰분배부를 포함한다.

BIODATA MEDIATION SYSTEM USING NFT OF BLOCKCHAIN AND METHOD THEREFOR

Nº publicación    19/05/2023WO2023085490A1
Solicitantes BIGSTER INC [KR] 
Resumen The present invention relates to a biodata mediation system and method using an NFT. The purpose of the present

invention is to convert biodata into an NFT together with ownership information, transaction log information, or the like
in an institution or personal terminal, register the NFT in a blockchain, and manage and mediate same. To this end,
the present invention comprises: an NFT conversion module installed and driven in each institution or personal
terminal that supplies an NFT; a blockchain management server that manages NFTs distributed and stored in a
blockchain network; and a mediation server that mediates registration or certification of or demand for an NFT among
an NFT supply institution or individual, an NFT demand institution or individual, and the blockchain management
server. Therefore, the present invention enables: the standardization of distribution of biodata between institutions or
between an institution and an individual; clear tracking of history of handover or trading, transfer or inheritance, or the
like; and the transparency of profit distribution.

https://worldwide.espacenet.com/patent/search/family/publication/?q=KR20230060425A
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SYSTEM FOR VERIFYING NFT ORIGINAL OF BLOCKCHAIN AND METHOD THEREFOR

Nº publicación    19/05/2023WO2023085489A1
Solicitantes BIGSTER INC [KR] 
Resumen The present invention relates to a system and a method for verifying an NFT original of a blockchain, and is to

determine the authenticity of an NFT by using a registered file itself. To this end, the present invention comprises an
NFT creation module which: in an organization or a personal terminal, adds an NFT identification value to a header of
an original file and transmits same to a blockchain and then receives and stores an NFT ID for the NFT identification
value from the blockchain; and during NFT verification, receives an NFT ID and an NFT identification value, retrieves
NFT information of the blockchain through the NFT ID, generates an NFT verification value combined with a part of
the NFT information, and compares the input NFT identification value with the generated NFT verification value to
determine the authenticity of the original, so that verification of an NFT original of a blockchain is possible using a
registered file itself in an organization or a personal terminal without separate additional data.

METHOD FOR MANAGING CARBON EMISSIONS USING BLOCKCHAIN AND SYSTEM THEREFOR

Nº publicación    19/05/2023WO2023085725A2
Solicitantes INJE UNIV INDUSTRY ACADEMIC COOPERATION FOUNDATION [KR] 
Resumen Disclosed are a method for managing carbon emissions using a blockchain and a system therefor. A method for

managing carbon emissions according to one embodiment may comprise the steps of: registering design data on a
computer aided design (CAD) system for production; analyzing production factor data on the basis of the registered
design data; generating a bill of distribution (BOD) for supplying materials, on the basis of the design data and the
production factor data; registering the generated BOD on a blockchain for carbon disclosure; generating a bill of
material (BOM) for production management on the basis of the design data; and registering the generated BOM on
the blockchain.

PRODUCT APPRAISAL CERTIFICATION SYSTEM AND METHOD

Nº publicación    19/05/2023WO2023085115A1
Solicitantes KUMAGAI EMI [JP] 
Resumen [Problem] To provide a secure product appraisal certification

system with which highly reliable appraisal certification can be
carried out. [Solution] A hashed identifier individually assigned
to a product 5 requiring appraisal is generated on the basis of
digital property data of the product requiring appraisal, a
non-fungible token (NFT) of the product 5 requiring appraisal,
which is linked to the generated identifier, is recorded in a
blockchain, and a generated transaction hash or a
two-dimensional code in accordance therewith is output, and
each time ownership of the product 5 requiring appraisal is
transferred, a first blockchain wallet address of the owner to
whom the transfer has been made is recorded in association
with the NFT.

https://worldwide.espacenet.com/patent/search/family/publication/?q=WO2023085489A1
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PRODUCT AUTHENTICATION CERTIFICATION SYSTEM AND METHOD

Nº publicación    19/05/2023WO2023084816A1
Solicitantes CRYPTOMALL OU [EE] 

CRYPTOMALL JAPAN INC [JP] 
Resumen [Problem] To provide a product authentication certification

system that can certify authentication in a firm and highly
reliable manner. [Solution] The product authentication
certification system is characterized by comprising: a
distribution type file server 3 that registers digital image data of
authentication requiring products 5 by associating the image
data with incidental information thereof and that generates, on
the basis of the registered digital image data and the incidental
information, hashed identifiers individually assigned to the authentication requiring products 5; and a dedicated
platform 8 that records, on a blockchain, non-fungible tokens (NFT) associated with the identifiers generated by the
distribution type file server 3 and that outputs generated transaction hashes or two-dimensional codes corresponding
to the hashes.

METHOD FOR DETECTING MALICIOUS NODE IN BLOCKCHAIN AND BLOCKCHAIN

Nº publicación    19/05/2023WO2023082903A1
Solicitantes WEBANK CO LTD [CN] 
Resumen Disclosed are a method for detecting a malicious node in a

block chain and a block chain. The method comprises: a notary
node acquires an authenticated verification message, a first
verification message from a first sending node, a second
verification message from a second sending node and a third
verification message from a receiving node; and the notary
node determines a malicious node among the receiving node,
the first sending node and the second sending node according to the authenticated verification message, the first
verification message, the second verification message and the third verification message. When the method is used
in Fintech, the malicious node among the receiving node, the first sending node and the second sending node may
be determined by verifying the consistency relationship between a ciphertext message declared by each node and an
authenticated ciphertext message.

BLOCKCHAIN-BASED FULL LIFE CYCLE ASSESSMENT DATA SYSTEM AND CONTROL METHOD THEREFOR

Nº publicación    19/05/2023WO2023082522A1
Solicitantes NAT INDUSTRIAL INNOVATION CENTER OF POLYMER MATERIALS CO LTD [CN] 
Resumen The present invention provides a blockchain-based full life cycle

assessment (LCA) data system and a control method therefor.
The data system comprises a data module, a network module,
and a terminal module; the network module performs data
interaction with a full LCA blockchain; the data module
comprises an application server, at least one management
server, and a plurality of database servers; the terminal module
comprises a management system terminal about full LCA data;
the management system terminal establishes a communication
connection with the application server; and the network module
establishes a communication connection with the management
system terminal by means of the Internet and is configured to
update and store the full LCA data. According to the data
system provided by the present invention, the blockchain is
combined with LCA, such that the openness of a public chain is
reserved, and the security of an alliance chain is also
considered. On the basis of realizing the openness,
transparency, and security of the full LCA data system, the operation speed of the data system is ensured.

https://worldwide.espacenet.com/patent/search/family/publication/?q=WO2023084816A1
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MATRIX CONSORTIUM BLOCKCHAIN BASED SPONSORING METHOD CAPABLE OF CONCEALING REAL NAME

Nº publicación    19/05/2023WO2023082690A1
Solicitantes NANJING UNIV OF POSTS AND TELECOMMUNICATIONS [CN] 
Resumen Provided in the present invention is a matrix consortium

blockchain based sponsoring method capable of concealing a
real name. A plurality of behavior bodies, such as a public
welfare institution, an enterprise, an individual, a government
and a supervision organization, are gathered together by
means of a consortium blockchain system; a matrix consortium
blockchain is designed to optimize the structure and build a
consortium; a sponsor and a sponsorship receiver can conceal
real-name information, but the transparency and authenticity of
sponsorship information are not affected, such that traceability
and accountability are ensured; and a consensus mechanism is
optimized, and the behavior integrity of the sponsor is
promoted. By means of the present invention, the advantages
of a blockchain are given full play in public welfare scenarios,
and the privacy of a user is effectively protected.

QUANTUM KEY-BASED BLOCKCHAIN NETWORK AND DATA SECURE TRANSMISSION METHOD

Nº publicación    19/05/2023WO2023082600A1
Solicitantes JINAN INSTITUTE OF QUANTUM TECH [CN] 
Resumen Disclosed are a quantum key-based blockchain network and a

data secure transmission method. According to the specific
architecture of the blockchain network, a corresponding
quantum key distribution network is deployed to provide
required quantum keys for blockchain nodes, so as to allow
quantum key-based data secure transmission. Therefore, a
symmetric key can be provided for blockchain nodes by means
of high-security quantum key distribution technology, thereby
ensuring that the key cannot be effectively intercepted in a
distribution process, and in addition, an unpredictable true
random number is generated by means of a quantum random
number source, thereby ensuring that it is difficult to predict the
random number and thus greatly improving the security of the
symmetric key and improving the security of data transmission
between blockchain nodes. The present invention is particularly
suitable for blockchain systems requiring high security
protection, such as on-chain government affairs, on-chain free
trade and the like.

https://worldwide.espacenet.com/patent/search/family/publication/?q=WO2023082690A1
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BLOCKCHAIN NETWORK SECURITY COMMUNICATION METHOD BASED ON QUANTUM KEY

Nº publicación    19/05/2023WO2023082599A1
Solicitantes JINAN INSTITUTE OF QUANTUM TECH [CN] 
Resumen Disclosed in the present invention is a blockchain network

security communication method based on a quantum key. On
the basis of a blockchain network formed by means of
combining quantum key distribution technology and blockchain
technology, the method implements the process of quantum
key distribution, acquisition and encryption transmission with
simple steps which are easy to control and implement, so as to
ensure the secure conduction of communication services in the
blockchain network.

SYSTEMS AND METHODS FOR PROVIDING A DIGITAL MEDIA RENTAL PLATFORM

Nº publicación    19/05/2023WO2023082008A1
Solicitantes TECH FACERENT INC [CA] 
Resumen A system and method for securely transferring a non-fungible token (NFT) of a digital media file for a determined

period of time are provided. The system has a front-end computing device and a back-end computing device. The
front end is configured to: receive a request to create a rental NFT; send an issue rental NFT request to a back end;
and show a notification to the renter account of the completion of the rental NFT creation. The back end is configured
to: receive the issue rental NFT request; create terms for the rental NFT; calculate a terms secure hash; send a mint
rental NFT instruction to a blockchain; receive a rental NFT ID from the blockchain; store a rental NFT data record for
the rental NFT; and send the notification to the front-end computing device of the completion of the rental NFT
creation.

https://worldwide.espacenet.com/patent/search/family/publication/?q=WO2023082599A1
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JOURNEY VALIDATION TOOL

Nº publicación    18/05/2023AU2021215367A1
Solicitantes BEACONSOFT LTD 
Resumen The present invention relates to a user digital journey validation

method comprising the steps of: connecting, by a fully
distributed blockchain computer system, a trust network
comprising: a plurality of user nodes; a plurality of trusted party
nodes; a visitor node corresponding to a visitor to a digital
service; and a plurality of links, the user nodes corresponding to
users, the trusted party nodes corresponding to trusted parties,
the visitor node being the most recent node in the trust network,
the links being the connections between nodes; rating, by the
trust network, the visitor node, the rating being a visitor trust
score; recording, via a digital journey mapping system, a digital
journey of the visitor; analysing, by the Al system, the digital
journey of the visitor; detecting, by the Al system, bot-like
behaviour associated with the visitor node or the user nodes;
assigning, by the Al system, a warning flag to the visitor node or
the user if the visitor node or user node has associated bot-like
behaviour; removing, by the Al system, any fraudulent nodes in
the trust network, the fraudulent nodes being user nodes or
visitor nodes having associated warning flags; updating, by the
trust network, the visitor trust score based on the analysis
results of the digital journey and the removal of any links
connected to or from fraudulent nodes; and providing, by the Al
system, a signal or value indicative of a degree of
trustworthiness, to the digital service. The present i

BLOCKCHAIN MINE AT OIL OR GAS FACILITY

Nº publicación    18/05/2023US2023153928A1
Solicitantes UPSTREAM DATA INC [CA] 
Resumen Methods and systems of operating a blockchain mining device

using natural gas produced at a hydrocarbon production,
storage, or processing site/facility. A generator may be
retrofitted to an existing prime mover used to pump the well,
and the generator may be used to power the blockchain mining
device. Portable mining devices may be hooked up to a
casinghead gas supply at a remote, isolated oil facility. Power
loading levels may be modulated by adjusting mining
transaction levels to correspond with combustible gas
production levels.

https://worldwide.espacenet.com/patent/search/family/publication/?q=AU2021215367A1
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BLOCKCHAIN BASED RADIOLOGY BILLING, RADIOLOGIST MANAGEMENT, AND RADIOLOGY DATA TRACKING SYSTEM

Nº publicación    18/05/2023US2023153874A1
Solicitantes RANDAZZO WILLIAM THOBURN [US] 

CORNBLATH ELI [US] 
Resumen A blockchain-based radiology billing, radiologist management, and radiology data tracking system that generates

non-fungible tokens on the blockchain based on data retrieved from radiology workflows in the medical record for use
in a marketplace. This invention may include a non-transitory computer-readable medium that records relevant data
from the radiology information system, picture archiving and communication system, and electronic medical record,
sorts and stores the data as metadata, transmits the sorted and stored metadata into a mint function on a smart
contract on the blockchain, executes the creation of non-fungible tokens on the blockchain based on the metadata,
imports the minted NFT into a marketplace, and allows a user to interface with the minted NFT on the marketplace.
The marketplace enables collection of payment for radiology clinical services provided, payment for clinical radiology
services provided, and tracking of clinical radiology work performed.
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METHOD AND DEVICE FOR PREVENTING FORKING OF BLOCKCHAIN

Nº publicación    18/05/2023US2023153806A1
Solicitantes CHEN BANGDAO [CN] 

THE BLOCKHOUSE TECH LIMITED [GB] 
Resumen Disclosed is a method and device for preventing blockchain

forking. The method includes: selecting s consecutive blocks
Bn to Bn+s; generating a key pair for block Bm by a node An
that creates the block Bn; holding the node An active in the
blockchain's continuously generating blocks Bn+1 to Bn+s until
the block Bn+s of s consecutive blocks becomes tamper-proof;
in response to that, signing on the block Ban+s with the private
key PK′n; in response to the blockchain's subsequently
generating a block Bm(m>n+s), placing the signature in Bm;
making nodes creating each of the s blocks Bn to Bn+s all
execute afore-mentioned steps, thereby forming multiple
backlinks associated with the blockchain's block size. The
number of backlinks is used for determining blockchain forking
by a newly-added node creating a new block.

https://worldwide.espacenet.com/patent/search/family/publication/?q=US2023153806A1
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METHOD AND SYSTEM FOR GROSS SETTLEMENT BY USE OF AN OPAQUE BLOCKCHAIN

Nº publicación    18/05/2023US2023153805A1
Solicitantes MASTERCARD INTERNATIONAL INC [US] 
Resumen A method for confirmation of an electronic transaction using a

blockchain includes: receiving transaction data, the transaction
data including a transaction amount and currency code;
generating a transaction message formatted based on one or
more standards including a first data element configured to
store the transaction amount, a second data element
configured to store the currency code, and a third data element
configured to store an invoice identifier; transmitting the
transaction message to a financial institution via a payment
network; receiving a return message from the financial
institution via the payment network formatted based on the one
or more standards and including a data element configured to
store the transaction amount, currency code, and invoice
identifier; and generating a hash value based on application of
hashing algorithms to the transaction amount, currency code,
and invoice identifier stored in the data element included in the
received return message.

METHOD THAT USES BLOCKCHAIN TECHNOLOGY TO MODERNIZE FUNERAL AND MEMORIAL SERVICE INDUSTRY

Nº publicación    18/05/2023US2023153801A1
Solicitantes PLACIDE NICOLAS [US] 
Resumen A method of using a digital platform that uses blockchain technology and smart contracts to connect end users of

funeral and memorial services to body removal services and body storage services. The digital platform will allow
body removal services, body storage services, and funeral home service providers to remain compliant with state
regulations that are written to govern the funeral and memorial service industries. The method will allow end users to
choose a specific funeral package and will allow them payment using a digital token, the digital token will be secured
by smart contracts and the packages shall be deployed and memorialized on a blockchain.

COMPUTERIZED TRADING SYSTEM FOR ASSET-BASED, SMART-CONTRACT TOKENS INCLUDING AUTOMATED
DECENTRALIZED AUTONOMOUS ORGANIZATION TOKEN AND ASSET TRANSFER

Nº publicación    18/05/2023US2023153799A1
Solicitantes MR INNOVATIONS LLC [US] 
Resumen An automated computerized trading system is provided wherein a decentralized autonomous organization (DAO)

includes a wallet having blockchain-based, smart-contract controlled cryptoassets associated with a commodity. The
DAO receives data infeed from Application Programming Interfaces (APIs) from the blockchain to obtain cryptoasset
price data and from an exchange to obtain commodity price data. The DAO stores commodity price and cryptoasset
price spread targets and automatically initiates trading activity based on the price spread targets. A governance smart
contract automatically distributes governance cryptoassets to public wallets that have contributed the crytpoassets to
the DAO wallet.
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SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR BLOCKCHAIN TOKENS FOR GAMING

Nº publicación    18/05/2023US2023153821A1
Solicitantes POCKETFUL OF QUARTERS INC [US] 
Resumen A system and method for in-game tokens or specialized virtual

currency which may be used for a variety of transactions,
including within a plurality of games, yet for which transactions
may be sufficiently controlled to avoid adverse real world
effects. The system and method provide blockchain tokens for
gaming, in which transactions related to such blockchain
transactions are both controlled and flexible.

TOKENIZING SCARCE GOODS WITH PROVENANCE HISTORY BOUND TO BIOLOGICAL FINGERPRINTS

Nº publicación    18/05/2023US2023153832A1
Solicitantes NUMERAIRE FINANCIAL INC [US] 
Resumen Techniques for enabling the creation of a digital asset

representation of physical goods (e.g., luxury items) produced
in limited quantities or heirloom-goods associated with
restricted ownership rules. Anti-counterfeiting mechanisms are
proposed for both classes of goods. The provenance of both
classes of goods is traced using cryptography and
decentralized ledger technology. For example, mechanisms to
restrict ownership of heirloom-goods are proposed based on
the combination of the DNA biological fingerprint of the patron
who originated the goods and smart contract technology. The
goods can be represented as digital tokens on the blockchain,
binding manufacturing evidence to the token. For
heirloom-goods that have restricted ownership rules, persons
seeking to acquire the good via the digital token and smart
contract are required to prove that they satisfy the entitlement
rules based on a biological relationship to the patron.
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BLOCKCHAIN-BASED DATA STORAGE METHOD, SYSTEM AND APPARATUS

Nº publicación    18/05/2023US2023153811A1
Solicitantes BEIJING WODONG TIANJUN INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY CO LTD [CN] 

BEIJING JINGDONG SHANGKE INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY CO LTD [CN] 
Resumen Disclosed are a blockchain-based data storage method, system

and apparatus. An implementation solution is: in response to
receiving a matching result sent by a computing node, acquiring
data to be stored of a requesting node the node information
being obtained by the computing node from a first blockchain;
initiating a transaction according to the data to be stored of the
requesting node, and generating transaction data
corresponding to the data to be stored of the requesting node;
verifying the transaction according to metadata; receiving a
result sent by the requesting node that the verification is
passed; and in response to the transaction passing the
verification and receiving the result sent by the requesting node
that the verification is passed, storing the transaction data in a
second blockchain.

METHOD AND SYSTEM OF MINING BLOCKCHAIN TRANSACTIONS PROVIDED BY A VALIDATOR NODE

Nº publicación    18/05/2023US2023153769A1
Solicitantes NCHAIN LICENSING AG [CH] 
Resumen Validator nodes and methods of operating a validator node to

process blockchain transactions. The validator node provides a
plurality of mining nodes with access to a set of unconfirmed
transactions, typically by providing a hash of those transactions,
in exchange for a token from each of the mining nodes. If one
of the plurality of mining nodes successfully mines a block
containing the set of unconfirmed transactions, the validator
node refunds the token to that mining node and retains the
remaining tokens. If a miner other than one of the plurality of
mining nodes successfully mines a block before any of the
plurality of mining nodes is able to mine a block containing the
set of unconfirmed transactions, then the validator node
transfers to each of the plurality of mining nodes a modified
token.
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SYSTEMS AND METHODS FOR E-CERTIFICATE EXCHANGE AND VALIDATION

Nº publicación    18/05/2023US2023153768A1
Solicitantes XSPERO U S [US] 
Resumen Systems and methods described herein include first and

second devices including one or more processors and memory,
the first device being configured to purchase one or more
certificates by a first process via one or more blockchain
transactions. The second device may be in communication with
the first device, and may be redeem the one or more
certificates received by a second process via one or more
blockchain transactions. The second device may exchange one
or more codes to designate the one or more certificates as
used on the first device. The system may include one or more
servers in communication with the second device, and may be
automatically generate a message containing updated
redemption information of the one or more certificates when the
updated redemption information has been stored in one or
more databases, which may be in communication with the one
or more servers.

ARCHITECTURES, SYSTEMS AND METHODS FOR PROGRAM DEFINED SYSTEM

Nº publicación    18/05/2023US2023153614A1
Solicitantes MILESTONE ENTERTAINMENT LLC [US] 
Resumen In one aspect, the inventions include a system for control of a

software defined computer network state system. First, an
application plane layer is adapted to receive instructions
regarding operation of the state system. Preferably, the
application plane layer is coupled to an application plane layer
interface. Second, a control plane layer includes an adaptive
control unit, such as a cognitive computing unit, an artificial
intelligence unit or a machine-learning unit. Third, a data plane
layer includes an input interface to receive data input from one
or more data sources. A title transfer network element is
provided to transfer digital assets via a blockchain. The system
may use domain transformations and difference engines.
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PROVISIONING A REMOTE UNIT VIA A BLOCKCHAIN NETWORK

Nº publicación    18/05/2023US2023156455A1
Solicitantes SALKINZIS APOSTOLIS [GR] 

LENOVO SINGAPORE PTE LTD [SG] 
Resumen Apparatuses, methods, and systems are disclosed for

provisioning a remote unit via a smart contract in a blockchain
network. One apparatus (300) includes a processor (305) and a
transceiver (325), wherein the processor (305) controls the
transceiver (325) to emit (905) a first event in response to
receiving a first blockchain message from a first blockchain
address and collect (910) a plurality of second blockchain
messages. Here, the first event including information about a
remote unit (105) and each second blockchain message
containing a subscription offer for the remote unit. The
transceiver (325) emits (915) a second event in response to
receiving a third blockchain message from the first blockchain
address. Here, the third blockchain message including user
selection of one of the collected subscription offers. The
transceiver (325) receives (920) a fourth blockchain message
containing provisioning data for the remote unit (105) and emits
(925) a third event after successfully validating the fourth
blockchain message. Here, the third event comprising the
provisioning data for the remote unit.
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BLOCKCHAIN NETWORK SYSTEM

Nº publicación    18/05/2023US2023155987A1
Solicitantes UNIV KYOTO [JP] 
Resumen A blockchain network system includes a plurality of sensor

devices and a blockchain network. The sensor devices are
communicably connected with each other via the blockchain
network, and sensor data acquired by the sensor devices is
managed on the blockchain network in a distributed manner
The sensor device includes a sensor unit for sequentially
acquiring sensor data in real space on a frame-by-frame basis,
a data processing unit for processing the sensor data, a data
storage unit for storing the sensor data, an encryption unit for
encrypting the sensor data, and a registration unit for
registering the sensor data encrypted by the encryption unit on
the BC network. The data processing unit aggregates the
sensor data with a predetermined number of frame
aggregations. The encryption unit collectively encrypts the
sensor data aggregated by the data processing unit with the
predetermined number of frame aggregations.

METHOD AND DEVICE FOR PROVIDING BLOCKCHAIN DID-BASED CERTIFICATE DISTRIBUTION SERVICE

Nº publicación    18/05/2023US2023155843A1
Solicitantes SWEMPIRE CO LTD [KR] 
Resumen The present disclosure relates to a method and a device for

providing a blockchain DID-based certificate distribution
service, whereby a certificate can be combined with a form and
thereby used as a certificate to be submitted, to an individual or
a corporation, for a specific order of business.
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FRAUD VERIFICATION DEVICE AND FRAUD DETECTION SYSTEM

Nº publicación    18/05/2023US2023155847A1
Solicitantes NEC SOLUTION INNOVATORS LTD [JP] 
Resumen The confirmation block acquisition means 81 acquires a block

confirmation transaction which is a transaction including a first
merkle root hash calculated from a block header of a block in a
target range in a first blockchain and a block number indicating
a block of the target range, from a second blockchain. The
unauthorized operation verification means 82 identifies a block
in the first block chain from the block number included in the
acquired confirmation transaction, calculates a second merkle
root hash from the block header in the identified block, and
compares whether the first merkle root hash and the second
merkle root hash match to detect an unauthorized operation on
the identified block.

BLOCKCHAIN-IMPLEMENTED METHOD AND SYSTEM

Nº publicación    18/05/2023US2023155846A1
Solicitantes NCHAIN HOLDINGS LTD [AG] 
Resumen This invention relates generally to distributed ledger technology

(including blockchain related technologies), and in particular the
use of a blockchain in implementing, controlling and/or
automating a task or process. It may relate to the use of a
blockchain or related technology for recording or representing
the execution of a portion of logic. This portion of logic may be
arranged to implement the functionality of a logic gate, or
plurality of logic gates, such as AND, XOR, NOT, OR etc.. An
embodiment of the invention may comprise the steps of:
providing a blockchain Transaction comprising a redeem script
for an output, wherein the redeem script comprises: i) a plurality
of input parameters, wherein each input parameter is uniquely
associated with a potential state of at least one data source
supplied to an unlocking script of a further transaction arranged
to spend the output; and wherein one of the input parameters
which is a target output parameter; ii) logic arranged to provide
a result based on: A) a calculation performed on the input
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BLOCKCHAIN-BASED ELECTRICITY CHARGE SETTLEMENT METHOD AND SYSTEM FOR ENERGY STORAGE STATION

Nº publicación    18/05/2023US2023155381A1
Solicitantes STATE GRID BLOCKCHAIN TECH BEIJING CO LTD [CN] 

STATE GRID DIGITAL TECH HOLDING CO LTD [CN] 
STATE GRID XIONGAN FINANCIAL TECH GROUP CO LTD [CN] 
STATE GRID HENAN INFORMATION & TELECOMMUNICATION COMPANY [CN] 
INFORMATION AND COMMUNICATION BRANCH OF STATE GRID FUJIAN ELECTRIC POWER CO LTD [CN] 

Resumen Disclosed is a blockchain-based electricity charge settlement
method and system for an energy storage station. A trusted
terminal directly collects two-way electricity quantity data of an
energy storage station, and distributes the two-way electricity
quantity data to a blockchain; and a consensus node of a
power-consuming enterprise and a consensus node of an
energy storage station investment operator in the blockchain
perform consensus calculation on the two-way electricity
quantity data, and write the two-way electricity quantity data
into the blockchain after reaching a consensus. The two-way
electricity quantity data is accurate and cannot be tampered with, ensuring authenticity of the two-way electricity
quantity data. A smart settlement contract is executed, an electricity charge settlement result is generated
automatically to ensure authenticity of the electricity charge settlement result, and the electricity charge settlement
result is written into the blockchain to prevent the electricity charge settlement result from being tampered with.

SECURE BLOCKCHAIN DATA RECOVERY

Nº publicación    18/05/2023AU2021415915A1
Solicitantes ITRON INC 
Resumen A first device participating in a blockchain receives an indication

of an error in the blockchain being maintained by the first
device. The first device determines a defective block of the
blockchain and receives a replacement for the defective block
from a second device. The first device determines a
recalculated blockchain that includes the replacement for the
defective block.
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SECURE TRIMMING OF BLOCKCHAIN IN A RESOURCE-CONSTRAINED NETWORK

Nº publicación    18/05/2023AU2021411389A1
Solicitantes ITRON INC 
Resumen Based at least in part on a determination of an amount of

remaining storage available in a device being relative to a
particular level, a device trims at least a portion of the
blockchain from the device including by making storage
allocated to the portion of the blockchain available. The device
recalculates the blockchain without the portion of the blockchain
that has been trimmed from the device. Further, the device
sends a message to another device participating in the
blockchain, the message including at least the hash for the
recalculated blockchain.

METHOD FOR SPLITTING SHARES AND GENERATING LAND REGISTRATION MAP AND ADDRESS FOR ASSETS OF
WHICH OWNER CANNOT BE SPECIFIED OR OWNERSHIP DOES NOT EXIST, AND SYSTEM THEREFOR

Nº publicación    11/05/2023US2023144946A1
Solicitantes SONG EUN HA [KR] 

GOO JA RYONG [KR] 
Resumen The present inventive concept relates to a method for splitting

shares and generating a land registration map and address for
assets of which owner cannot be specified or ownership does
not exist, and a system therefor, and provides a method for
splitting common assets of which owner cannot be specified or
does not exist into a plurality of units of shares, generating a
land registration map for the shares, and generating an address
for the generated land registration map, and a system therefor,
thereby registering each of the plurality of units of shares split
from the common assets with the generated land registration map and address, by recording same on a blockchain.
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SYSTEMS AND METHODS FOR HIERARCHICAL ORGANIZATION OF DATA WITHIN NON-FUNGIBLE TOKENS OR
CHAIN-BASED DECENTRALIZED

Nº publicación    11/05/2023WO2023081844A1
Solicitantes VENEZIA NICHOLAS M [US] 
Resumen Systems and methods for controlling access to resources. The

methods comprise a data structure (e.g., a blockchain, etc.)
using a parent NFT or child NFTs to control access to
resources and recording data in a block indicating performance
of a transaction or activity in relation to the resources. At least
one block comprises the parent NFT with the child NFTs nested
therein. The parent NFT may comprise a first smart contract
defining a main policy for accessing or using the resources. The
child NFT may comprise a second smart contract defining a
sub-policy for accessing or using the resources.

LATENCY AND COMPUTATIONAL PERFORMANCE ON A BLOCKCHAIN

Nº publicación    11/05/2023WO2023081040A1
Solicitantes PAYPAL INC [US] 
Resumen Blockchain latency is improved by unclogging a mempool,

which frees up electronic memory and reduces CPU usage and
network bandwidth. Mining data of one or more initial blocks of
a blockchain is accessed. The mining data reveals, for each
miner, the time delay between individual transactions mined by
that miner. A subset of miners is then determined to have lower
time delays than miners not in the subset. Thereafter, a
different random number is generated for each new block of the
blockchain system to be mined. Based on a comparison of this
random number and a predefined threshold, either an
exploitation phase or an exploration phase is entered for the
mining of each new block. In the exploitation phase, mining
tasks are assigned only to the subset of the miners. In the exploration phase, mining tasks are assigned to both
miners within the subset and miners not in the subset.
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PRIVACY ENHANCING SELF-SOVEREIGN IDENTITY SYSTEM AND METHOD BASED ON TRUSTED EXECUTION
ENVIRONMENT AND BLOCKCHAIN

Nº publicación    11/05/2023WO2023080332A1
Solicitantes NAT UNIV PUSAN IND UNIV COOP FOUND [KR] 
Resumen The present invention relates to a privacy enhancing

self-sovereign identity system and method based on a trusted
execution environment and blockchain, the method comprising
the steps in which: a user terminal selects an independent
trusted device, generates a symmetric key, and transmits the
symmetric key to the independent trusted device; the user
terminal requests an issuance device to issue a credential; the
issuance device issues the credential and transmits the
credential to the user terminal; the user terminal generates a
verifiable presentation that is essential data required for using a
service, encrypts the verifiable presentation with the symmetric
key, and stores the encrypted verifiable presentation; the user
terminal transmits a service use request message to a
verification device for providing the service, wherein the service
use request message includes the position of the encrypted
verifiable presentation and the address of the independent
trusted device selected by the user terminal; the verification
device transmits the position and execution code of the
encrypted verifiable presentation to the independent trusted
device; the independent trusted device acquires the encrypted
verifiable presentation by using the position of the encrypted
verifiable presentation; the independent trusted device decrypts
the encrypted verifiable presentation by using the symmetric
key, thereby acquiring the verifiable presentation; and the
independent trusted device executes th

INFORMATION PROCESSING DEVICE, INFORMATION PROCESSING METHOD, AND PROGRAM

Nº publicación    11/05/2023WO2023079832A1
Solicitantes SONY GROUP CORP [JP] 
Resumen An information processing device according to one embodiment of the present feature comprises a transmission unit

and an execution unit. The transmission unit transmits, to a blockchain, encrypted contract information relating to a
payer who pays a prescribed amount of money and a recipient who receives the prescribed amount of money. The
execution unit automatically executes payment on the basis of the contract information. Thus, automatic payment is
made possible while protecting the privacy of contract information managed by the blockchain. Additionally, various
use cases can be flexibly handled, in a state in which privacy is protected, by using the functionalities of the
blockchain and a smart contract.
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BLOCKCHAIN-BASED REMITTANCE PATH MANAGEMENT

Nº publicación    11/05/2023WO2023078158A1
Solicitantes ALIPAY HANGZHOU INF TECH CO LTD [CN] 
Resumen The present disclosure provides a blockchain-based remittance

path management method and apparatus. A first smart contract
is stored on a blockchain, the first smart contract being used to
manage an available remittance path of at least one participant
of multiple participants in a target remittance transaction; the
available remittance path of the at least one participant is used
to indicate an available remittance path that can be provided by
the at least one participant for the target remittance transaction,
and the at least one participant comprises a first participant.
The method comprises: receiving a first call request of the first
smart contract from the first participant, the first call request
being used to set the available remittance path of the first
participant; maintaining the available remittance path of the first
participant in the first smart contract according to the first call
request.

BLOCKCHAIN ATTACK INTERCEPTION METHOD AND APPARATUS

Nº publicación    11/05/2023WO2023078097A1
Solicitantes WEBANK CO LTD [CN] 
Resumen Provided in the embodiments of the present invention are a

blockchain attack interception method and apparatus. The
method comprises: during the process of a blockchain platform
executing a transaction request, for a sub-transaction operation
for calling a smart contract, generating a sub-transaction
identifier of the sub-transaction operation; for a read/write
operation for a persistent storage space in the sub-transaction
operation, generating a read-write record of the sub-transaction
operation, the read-write record comprising a read-write type, a
sub-transaction identifier and a read-write address, wherein the sub-transaction identifier generated each time when
the smart contract is called is different; after the blockchain platform completes the execution of the transaction
request, performing a conflict check on the read-write record of each sub-transaction operation; and if the read-write
conflict between different sub-transaction identifiers for the same read-write address forms a smart contract calling
operation, rolling back the transaction request. The method can realize pre-interception of a reentrancy attack,
thereby eliminating reentrancy attack losses.
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BLOCKCHAIN-BASED CROSS-BORDER REMITTANCE

Nº publicación    11/05/2023WO2023078124A1
Solicitantes ALIPAY HANGZHOU INF TECH CO LTD [CN] 

ANT BLOCKCHAIN TECH SHANGHAI CO LTD [CN] 
Resumen Disclosed are a blockchain-based cross-border remittance

method and apparatus, and an electronic device. In the present
application, cross-chain communication is performed on the
basis of a first smart contract deployed in a first blockchain and
a second smart contract deployed in a second blockchain;
account fund information stored in the second blockchain and
related to a cross-border remittance service is obtained, and
data verification is performed on the account fund information
and remittance information stored in the first blockchain; a
transaction state of the cross-border remittance service is
updated and maintained according to the data verification
result. On one hand, data consistency of cross-chain data
related to the cross-border remittance service is ensured; on the other hand, a cross-border remittance participant
can inquire and confirm the transaction state of the cross-border remittance service in real time on the basis of the
decentralized architecture of the blockchain and the characteristic that data cannot be tampered, thereby improving
the transparency and security of cross-border remittance.

BLOCKCHAIN-BASED CROSS-BORDER REMITTANCE

Nº publicación    11/05/2023WO2023078119A1
Solicitantes ALIPAY HANGZHOU INF TECH CO LTD [CN] 

ANT BLOCKCHAIN TECH SHANGHAI CO LTD [CN] 
Resumen Disclosed are a blockchain-based cross-border remittance

method and apparatus, and an electronic device. In the present
application, in a scenario where a participant of cross-border
remittance comprises a mobility provider, the state of
cross-border remittance is maintained and propelled on the
basis of a smart contract, which is deployed in a blockchain.
Therefore, the account arrival time of cross-border remittance
and service charges of intermediate stages are reduced, and
the cross-border remittance efficiency is improved; moreover,
since each participant of cross-border remittance can query the
progress state of cross-border remittance in real time and
perform verification and confirmation, the transparency and
security of cross-border remittance are improved.
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ENCRYPTION METHOD AND APPARATUS, AND RELATED DEVICE

Nº publicación    11/05/2023WO2023078013A1
Solicitantes HUAWEI CLOUD COMPUTING TECH CO LTD [CN] 
Resumen Provided in the present application are an encryption method

and apparatus, and a related device, wherein the method is
applied to a user node in a blockchain network. The method
comprises: first, acquiring a first extended public key, which
comprises encrypted blood relationship information, first
supervision authorization information and a public key of a user
node; then, encrypting first data by using the public key of the
user node, so as to obtain first ciphertext; and finally, uploading
the first extended public key and the first ciphertext to a
blockchain, wherein the blood relationship information reflects
an association relationship between a private key of each of a
plurality of nodes and a private key of the user node, the first
supervision authorization information is used by a first
authorized node among the plurality of nodes to restore a first
decryption key, and the first decryption key is used for
decrypting the encrypted blood relationship information.
Therefore, a requirement of a user for customizing a supervision superior can be met, and the problem in the prior art
of an affiliation relationship between a user and a superior thereof being additionally exposed is solved.

BLOCKCHAIN RIGHTS MANAGEMENT METHOD, BLOCKCHAIN SYSTEM, DEVICE, PROGRAM, AND MEDIUM

Nº publicación    11/05/2023WO2023077795A1
Solicitantes CHINA ACADEMY INF & COMM TECH [CN] 
Resumen Embodiments of the present disclosure provide a blockchain

rights management method, a blockchain system, a device, a
program, and a medium. The method comprises: a first node
receives an operation request for a second node, the first node
being a node manager in a blockchain system; the first node
votes for the node operation request, sends a first voting
request to another node manager, obtains a voting result and a
voting signature fed back by the another node manager, packs
the obtained voting result and voting signature into a first block
and publishes same to the blockchain system; at least one
blockchain node verifies the voting result and voting signature
in the first block, and if the verification is successful, appends
the first block to a local ledger; and if the voting result in the first
block satisfies a first preset condition, the node operation
request is responds to. In this way, flexible and reliable rights
control can be achieved by means of a natural distributed trust
mechanism of the blockchain system.
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BLOCKCHAIN-BASED PRIVACY PROTECTION SCHEME AGGREGATION METHOD AND APPARATUS

Nº publicación    11/05/2023WO2023077627A1
Solicitantes WEBANK CO LTD [CN] 

UNIV XIDIAN [CN] 
Resumen Provided in the embodiments of the present application are a

blockchain-based privacy protection scheme aggregation
method and apparatus. The method comprises: a blockchain
system receiving local scheme gradient ciphertext uploaded by
each client; the blockchain system issuing an aggregation task
to an aggregation server and a verification server by means of
a smart contract, wherein the aggregation task is used for
aggregating the local scheme gradient ciphertext of each client
by means of an aggregation rule, so as to acquire global scheme gradient ciphertext; the blockchain system
determining the global scheme gradient ciphertext on the basis of aggregation results of the aggregation server and
the verification server executing the aggregation task; and the blockchain system issuing the global scheme gradient
ciphertext to each client, wherein after being decrypted, the global scheme gradient ciphertext is used by the client to
train a local scheme. The method is used for reducing the calculation overheads of a blockchain node, and improving
the accuracy of a global scheme gradient.

SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR EXECUTION OF LIMIT TRADES ON DECENTRALIZED EXCHANGES

Nº publicación    11/05/2023US2023141423A1
Solicitantes FANTINI FABRIZIO [GB] 

WARD JOEL MAYNARD [US] 
MANZI MARCO [IT] 

Resumen A system for execution of limit trades on decentralized exchanges comprising a computer service system configured
for receiving from a client device a limit order for swapping a desired quantity of a first digital asset for a second digital
asset at a desired target price. A smart contract on a blockchain network is then generated corresponding to the
order. By depositing the desired quantity of the first digital asset the smart contracts creates a single-sided liquidity
pool on the blockchain network. For real-time monitoring of price feeds the smart contract interacts with a
decentralized oracle system. On finding one or more matches for the swapping at said target price the position is filled
using liquidity pool. User receives the exact number of the second digital asset which the user wanted at the target
price in exchange of the first digital asset without any price impact, liquidity fee or slippage.

A METHOD AND A SYSTEM FOR SECURING DATA, ESPECIALLY DATA OF BIOTECHNOLOGICAL LABORATORIES

Nº publicación    11/05/2023US2023141331A1
Solicitantes DICELLA SP Z O O [PL] 
Resumen The invention is related to a method for securing data,

especially data of biotechnological laboratories, using
blockchain technology, realized in a system comprising a
central server and two or more subsystems, each of them
controlled by a dedicated sub-server, wherein each of the two
or more subsystems comprises: a first blockchain database for
storing information data (“data part”), a second blockchain
database for storing access data (“credentials part”), wherein
users having access to the first database are able to allow or
forbid to another user to read from the first database the data
authored by them user by adding the digital key of said another
user with information of corresponding permissions to the
second database, —wherein every authorized user having access to the first database is able to revoke from another
user previously granted rights regarding access to data in the first database authored by said authorized user,
wherein said method for securing data includes verification by the central server of compatibility and immutability of
blockchain databases in said two or more subsystems by: —collecting hashes and optionally timestamps from
blockchain databases said two or more subsystems, preferably by collecting only said hashes and optionally
timestamps, —exchanging new transactions between the central server and the sub-servers exchange and
independently verifying compatibility of hashes, with the use of the private key of the sub-server to avo
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BLOCKCHAIN-IMPLEMENTED CONTROL METHOD AND SYSTEM FOR CONTROLLING AN EXTERNAL PROCESS OR
SYSTEM

Nº publicación    11/05/2023US2023144153A1
Solicitantes NCHAIN HOLDINGS LTD [AG] 
Resumen A computer-implemented method for controlling an external

process or system and allowing a modification of blockchain
transaction outputs, the method comprising one or more steps
to generate a blockchain transaction comprising at least one
signed input which comprises a value and at least one
modifiable output, extract one or more values from one or more
signed inputs associated with one or more combination locks,
provide one of the values to a portion of logic to obtain a result,
and use the result to modify at least one modifiable output of
the transaction, wherein the transaction represents the result,
wherein the values are extracted external from the blockchain
transaction, and wherein the transaction are submitted to the blockchain.

DECENTRALIZED SYSTEM FOR PERFORMING BLOCKCHAIN-BASED TOKEN MANAGEMENT USING A SIDE-BLOCKCHAIN
NETWORK

Nº publicación    11/05/2023US2023140933A1
Solicitantes VIRTUE GAMING HOLDING LTD [MT] 
Resumen A decentralized system is provided for using smart contracts

executed on a side-blockchain network for performing token
management by limiting token withdrawals from restricted
wallets until an owner of the restricted wallet has met specified
criteria and by permitting recapture of tokens from restricted
wallets when the owner of the restricted wallet fails to meet the
specified criteria within a specified time limit.
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SYSTEMS AND METHODS FOR HIERARCHICAL ORGANIZATION OF DATA WITHIN A NON-FUNGIBLE TOKENS OR
CHAIN-BASED DECENTRALIZED SYSTEMS

Nº publicación    11/05/2023US2023143854A1
Solicitantes VENEZIA NICHOLAS M [US] 
Resumen Systems and methods for controlling access to resources. The

methods comprise a data structure (e.g., a blockchain, etc.)
using a parent NFT or child NFTs to control access to
resources and recording data in a block indicating performance
of a transaction or activity in relation to the resources. At least
one block comprises the parent NFT with the child NFTs nested
therein. The parent NFT may comprise a first smart contract
defining a main policy for accessing or using the resources. The
child NFT may comprise a second smart contract defining a
sub-policy for accessing or using the resources.

METHODS, SYSTEMS, AND DEVICES FOR FEDERATED BLOCKCHAIN-ENABLED HANDOVER AUTHENTICATION

Nº publicación    11/05/2023US2023143554A1
Solicitantes AT & T IP I LP [US] 
Resumen Aspects of the subject disclosure may include, for example,

authenticating, by a federated blockchain controller, a user
equipment located within a cell coverage area of a network that
includes heterogeneous cells. The federated blockchain
controller can provide encryption data to the user equipment
and corresponding authentication information to one or more
multi-access edge computing (MEC) devices associated with
the heterogeneous cells to enable secure and efficient
handovers for the user equipment amongst the heterogeneous
cells, without a need for additional handover reauthentication
procedures. Other embodiments are disclosed.

REMOTE EXECUTION OF A GAME PLAY PRODUCING OUTPUT

Nº publicación    11/05/2023US2023143044A1
Solicitantes SG GAMING INC [US] 
Resumen A computer-implemented method can include: receiving a request from an entity to submit a wager corresponding to

an electronic game to be executed on a remote electronic gaming device; inputting the wager into a queue
corresponding to at least one of the remote electronic gaming device or the electronic game; receiving a game play
outcome of a game play of the electronic game executed on the remote electronic gaming device; generating
supplemental game play content associated with execution of at least one of the electronic game or the game play
based at least in part on receipt of a second request from the entity; providing at least one of the supplemental game
play content or the game play outcome to the entity; and recording on a blockchain, one or more events associated
with the wager.
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SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR REGISTERING SHARE OF ASSET OF WHICH OWNER CANNOT BE SPECIFIED OR
OWNERSHIP DOES NOT EXIST

Nº publicación    11/05/2023US2023142659A1
Solicitantes SONG EUN HA [KR] 
Resumen The present inventive concept relates to a system and method

for registering a share of an asset of which an owner cannot be
specified or ownership does not exist, and to a system and
method that, for a share of an asset which is an
owner-non-specific asset of which an owner cannot be
specified or does not exist, allow the public to participate in
registration by using a trust system based on blockchain, so
that ownership of the share can be objectively recognized by
the public.

SYSTEMS AND METHODS FOR COMMUNICATION, STORAGE AND PROCESSING OF DATA PROVIDED BY AN ENTITY
OVER A BLOCKCHAIN NETWORK

Nº publicación    11/05/2023US2023146137A1
Solicitantes NCHAIN LICENSING AG [CH] 
Resumen A computer-implemented method for submitting feedback for an

entity to a blockchain is disclosed. The method, which is
implemented at one of a plurality of participating nodes,
includes: obtaining a first key, the first key being one of a fixed
set of keys distributed to participating nodes that are eligible to
submit feedback for the entity; generating first feedback (rj) of
the entity for submission to the blockchain; encrypting the first
feedback (rj) using at least the first key; and submitting the
encrypted first feedback to a mixing service, the mixing service
being configured to generate a mixed transaction based on the
encrypted first feedback and at least one other encrypted
feedback submission from one or more eligible participating
nodes.
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TRUSTLESS MONITORING AND VALIDATION

Nº publicación    11/05/2023US2023142106A1
Solicitantes DOWNES ERIC [US] 

ALI ASRA [US] 
NELTNER BRIAN [US] 

Resumen Systems and methods to trustlessly provide resource
consumption and/or pollution emission readings at cooperating
industrial, commercial, or consumer locations, including
mechanisms for trustless blockchain-based verification by third
parties by employing a measure-perturb-measure sensor
validation cycle, and to safe guard both the privacy and value of
collected data during an adjustable pre-determined lifecycle.

METHOD OF PROVIDING REAL ASSET AUTHENTICATION SERVICE USING DECENTRALIZED IDENTIFIER AND
NON-FUNGIBLE TOKEN

Nº publicación    11/05/2023US2023145439A1
Solicitantes SUK IN SOO [KR] 
Resumen Provided is a method of providing an authentication service

using a decentralized identifier (DID) and a non-fungible token
(NFT) which includes storing, in an authentication information
database, authentication information, packing the
authentication information in the NFT and then registering the
NFT authentication information in a block chain, transmitting the
NFT to a user terminal, comparing, by a purchaser terminal
who intends to purchase the NFT, the NFT uploaded from the
user terminal with the NFT registered in the block chain and
then transmitting the result to the purchaser terminal, and
allowing the purchaser terminal to photograph the surface
fingerprint of the product when the purchaser terminal receives
the product which is the real asset certified with the NFT and
authenticating that the product is an original when the surface
fingerprint packed in the NFT registered in the block chain
matches the surface fingerprint photographed by the purchaser
terminal.
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DATA PROCESSING METHOD AND APPARATUS, COMPUTER DEVICE, AND STORAGE MEDIUM

Nº publicación    11/05/2023US2023144811A1
Solicitantes TENCENT TECH SHENZHEN CO LTD [CN] 
Resumen This application relates to a data processing method performed

by a computer device. The method includes: for each block of a
plurality of blocks in a first block file of a blockchain platform,
detecting a to-be-maintained transaction record in the block;
selecting, from a hash tree of the block, nodes used for proving
that the transaction record belongs to the block; constructing a
node maintenance tree according to the selected nodes; storing
the transaction record at a corresponding leaf node of the node
maintenance tree; migrating an association between a block
head of the block and the node maintenance tree storing the
transaction record from the first block file to a second block file,
the block head of the block being adjacent to a block head of a
previous block in the second block file; and deleting the first
block file after the update processing for each block is
completed.

PATENT LICENSING METHOD UTILIZING A DISTRIBUTED LEDGER INFRASTRUCTURE

Nº publicación    11/05/2023US2023144697A1
Solicitantes CAERUS INST LLC [US] 
Resumen A method for utilizing a patent distributed ledger includes a

computing device of a computing infrastructure obtaining an
indication of potential use of a set of patents by a user
computing device and issuing a bilateral licensing request to
the user computing device. The method further includes
interpreting a request from the user computing device to cause
a license of the set of patents for use by the user computing
device to produce licensee information and identifying a
non-fungible token (NFT) associated with the set of patents.
The method further includes establishing agreed license terms
and agreed payment terms of a smart contract to produce a
new smart contract and causing generation of a new block with
the new smart contract for a blockchain of the patent distributed
ledger associated with the NFT.
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METHOD AND SYSTEM FOR PROVIDING PRIVACY-PRESERVING DATA ANALYSIS

Nº publicación    11/05/2023US2023147654A1
Solicitantes COMMON COMPUTER INC [KR] 
Resumen A computing method for privacy-preserving data analysis is provided, in which the computing method is performed by

at least one processor and includes receiving a data analysis request including data-to-be-analyzed from a client,
homomorphically encrypting the data-to-be-analyzed using an encryption engine, and uploading the homomorphically
encrypted data-to-be-analyzed to a target path of a blockchain, and then, the method includes, based on the request
to check analysis result, decrypting an analysis result of the homomorphically encrypted data stored in a designated
path of the blockchain by using the encryption engine, and providing the decrypted analysis result to the client, in
which the analysis result of the homomorphically encrypted data is data analyzed by a worker linked to the
blockchain, and stored in a designated path in association with the target path of the blockchain.

SEPARATING HASHING FROM PROOF-OF-WORK IN BLOCKCHAIN ENVIRONMENTS

Nº publicación    11/05/2023US2023147204A1
Solicitantes INVENIAM CAPITAL PARTNERS INC [US] 
Resumen Blockchain environments may mix-and-match different

encryption, difficulty, and/or proof-of-work schemes when
mining blockchain transactions. Each encryption, difficulty,
and/or proof-of-work scheme may be separate, stand-alone
programs, files, or third-party services. Blockchain miners may
be agnostic to a particular coin's or network's encryption,
difficulty, and/or proof-of-work schemes, thus allowing any
blockchain miner to process or mine data in multiple
blockchains. GPUs, ASICs, and other specialized processing
hardware components may be deterred by forcing cache
misses, cache latencies, and processor stalls. Hashing,
difficulty, and/or proof-of-work schemes require less
programming code, consume less storage space/usage in
bytes, and execute faster. Blockchain mining schemes may
further randomize byte or memory block access, further
improve cryptographic security.
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METHODS, MODULE AND BLOCKCHAIN FOR DISTRIBUTED PUBLIC KEYSTORE

Nº publicación    11/05/2023US2023146338A1
Solicitantes WONE SAGL [CH] 
Resumen Disclosed is a universal plug-in Distributed Public Keystore

(DPK) module provided on a user equipment. The DPK module
approves its identifier with a Public Key Manager (PKM) and
obtains cryptocurrency from the PKM. The APPs on the user
equipment generate and transmit user public keys to the DPK
module. The DPK module generated its own user public key as
well. After a storage transaction requirement by the DPK
module is approved by a blockchain, the DPK module sends
obtained user public keys to the blockchain so that the user
public keys are stored in the blockchain. The user public keys
are never stored outside the blockchain or in a third part server.
The stored user public keys are retrieved to the DPK module
when necessary, such as when a P2P communication is
performed by any of the APPs.

GAMING SYSTEMS WITH BLOCKCHAIN JACKPOTS

Nº publicación    11/05/2023AU2022256208A1
Solicitantes ARISTOCRAT TECHNOLOGIES INC [US] 
Resumen A blockchain system comprising a plurality of electronic gaming

devices configured to perform proof of work computations and a
processor configured to: collect transaction datafrom a
blockchain; create a block body that includes the transaction
data; transmit a message to a set of electronic gaming devices
that includes the block body; receive, from a first electronic
gaming device, a success message that includes at least a
nonce string; create a new block for the blockchain that
includes at least the block body and the nonce string; transmit the new block into the blockchain, thereby causing the
new block to be added to the blockchain; identify a mining reward on the blockchain based on the adding of the new
block, the mining reward being in a first value of cryptocurrency supported by the blockchain; and increment a
progressive jackpot by the first value, the progressive jackpot being provided in the cryptocurrency. 400 402
BLOCKCHAIN NETWORK 404 SYSTEM SERVER -420B - _SANJ LINKED STAND-ALONE / '-- 104 414-
PREVIOUS 418-, TX DATA 412 412 412
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TRAFFIC INFORMATION PROCESSING METHOD AND APPARATUS, ELECTRONIC DEVICE, SERVER, AND STORAGE
MEDIUM

Nº publicación    04/05/2023WO2023070386A1
Solicitantes BOE TECHNOLOGY GROUP CO LTD [CN] 

BEIJING BOE TECHNOLOGY DEV CO LTD [CN] 
Resumen A traffic information processing method, comprising: receiving

transaction information sent by a first vehicle, the transaction
information carrying violation information of a target vehicle
(S101); a smart contract being used for determining a second
vehicle for verifying the transaction information, and sending
the violation information to the second vehicle, so that the
second vehicle generates a verification result according to the
violation information (S102); and determining, according to the
verification result, whether the target vehicle violates a traffic rule, and if it is determined that the target vehicle
violates the traffic rule, storing the violation information in a blockchain network (S103). By mutual monitoring between
vehicles, a target vehicle violating a traffic rule is determined, and compared with the mode of arranging a camera on
a fixed road section to determine a vehicle violating a traffic rule, vehicles in more road sections can be monitored, a
monitoring range for the condition that a vehicle violates a traffic rule is widened, and the cost is relatively low.

DATA PROCESSING METHOD AND APPARATUS BASED ON BLOCKCHAIN NETWORK, AND DEVICE AND STORAGE
MEDIUM

Nº publicación    04/05/2023WO2023071554A1
Solicitantes TENCENT TECH SHENZHEN CO LTD [CN] 
Resumen Disclosed in the embodiments of the present application are a

data processing method based on a blockchain network, and a
related device. The method comprises: sending a first data
clearing request to a consensus node of a blockchain network,
and receiving statement data which is returned by the
consensus node in response to the first data clearing request
and is associated with a hold node in the blockchain network,
wherein the returned statement data is statement data which is
obtained by means of clearing and is associated with the hold
node (S201); generating identity expression data of the hold
node according to the statement data (S202); determining a first visible node identifier that is allowed to access the
identity expression data (S203); and storing the identity expression data and the first visible node identifier in a
blockchain of the blockchain network (S204).

A BLOCKCHAIN SYSTEM

Nº publicación    04/05/2023WO2023075713A1
Solicitantes GOKSOY OMER [TR] 
Resumen A blockchain system comprising a block pool (20) in which each block request (19) of at least one user and/or service

(16) operating over an internet network (10) is transmitted and accumulated; at least two block generators (24); at
least one block structure (28); at least one miner (32); a nonce pool (40); a chain system (48) generated to be defined
in multiple blocks (50), a miner pool (30) is arranged such that the results of calculated nonce numbers (36) of miners
(32) are set to be accumulated; at least one block structure (28) created by each block generator (24) by performing
the nonce calculations (34) and distributed to the network (10) when at least one miner (32) by pulling the block
request (19) in the miner pool (30) is not connected to the internet network (10); each block generator (24) is
configured to reduce different block types from a multi-block structure (46) to a single-block structure (52) with
different hashes (38) for each case with or without miners (32) and to verify the nonce numbers (26) in the nonce pool
(20) corresponding to the operation performed with the block generator (24).
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DISTRIBUTED WIDE AREA NETWORK USING BLOCKCHAIN

Nº publicación    04/05/2023WO2023075612A1
Solicitantes PASSIVE INNOVATION LTD [NZ] 
Resumen A distributed wide area network, and method, in which network access and/or network services are provided via one

or more hardware devices acting as a full or partial node in a blockchain. Each of said hardware devices stores or
accesses a copy of the blockchain and uses credentials in the stored blockchain to authenticate access to the
network. Consensus between nodes in the network includes receiving a proof of throughput from a node. Network
nodes may be incentivized by network rewards tokens.

ZERO KNOWLEDGE PROOF-BASED BLOCKCHAIN VIRTUAL MACHINE VERIFICATION SYSTEM

Nº publicación    04/05/2023WO2023074984A1
Solicitantes ONTHER INC [KR] 
Resumen Disclosed is a verification system. More specifically, the present

invention relates to a zero knowledge proof-based blockchain
virtual machine verification system that defines and verifies
requirements necessary for developing a zero knowledge
proof-based blockchain virtual machine. According to an
embodiment of the present invention, suggested is a virtual
machine that completes general verification procedures at high
speed by replacing verification for all transactions in a
blockchain network through zero knowledge proof, and there is
the effect of performing verification through a plurality of
verification means for the virtual machine.

INFORMATION PROCESSING SYSTEM

Nº publicación    04/05/2023WO2023074878A1
Solicitantes NO 1 SOLUTIONS INC [JP] 
Resumen The objective of the present invention is to improve the convenience of information management employing a

blockchain or a distributed ledger.　A personal blockchain generating unit 51 of a service providing server group 1
generates or updates a unit file that contains a history of data change transactions relating to a predetermined unit
among units such as accounts or data of a plurality of users in a virtual currency account management service or a
medical information management service. When a transaction of an item to which the predetermined unit relates is
complete, a finality transaction file generating unit 52 generates a file containing the content of the transaction. A
management control unit 53 executes control to store the unit file independently of other units, and to manage each of
the plurality of units in the predetermined service. At this time, the unit files are associated and managed as blocks of
a blockchain. Further, the content of a finality transaction file is included in the unit file. The problem described
hereinabove is thus resolved.
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BLOCKCHAIN TRANSACTION PROCESSING METHOD AND SYSTEM

Nº publicación    04/05/2023WO2023070924A1
Solicitantes HUNAN TIAN HE GUO YUN TECH CO LTD [CN] 
Resumen The present invention relates to a blockchain transaction

processing method and system. The core of the invention is
that fragmentation improvement of a blockchain transaction
pool structure is provided by using the thought of divide and
conquer, a single complete large blockchain transaction pool is
divided into several small standard transaction pools, and a
proper small standard transaction pool is called according to a
feature value of a current transaction to complete processing.
Readers-writer lock competition of a thread to the transaction
pool is controlled within a defined small standard transaction
pool range, and in the locking or unlocking operation of a
readers-writer lock, the locking or unlocking operation of the
readers-writer lock does not need to be performed on the whole
large blockchain transaction pool, such that the congestion
problem among a plurality of operations is avoided, the conflict
frequency can be effectively reduced, and the transaction
throughput is improved, thereby improving the overall
processing efficiency of the transaction pool, and further
improving the overall performance of a blockchain system.

SHARDING METHOD FOR BLOCKCHAIN TRANSACTION POOL, SYSTEM, STORAGE MEDIUM AND COMPUTER SYSTEM

Nº publicación    04/05/2023WO2023070925A1
Solicitantes HUNAN TIAN HE GUO YUN TECH CO LTD [CN] 
Resumen The present invention relates to a sharding method for a

blockchain transaction pool, a system, a storage medium and a
computer system. Using the principle of divide and conquer, an
improvement to sharding a structure of a transaction pool is
proposed. A single complete large blockchain transaction pool
is sharded into multiple small standard transaction pools, so as
to permit subsequent calls to process transactions or participate
in other processes of the blockchain system. The present
invention causes read-write lock competition of a thread for the
transaction pool to be controlled within a limited small standard
transaction pool. During a lock or unlock operation of the
read-write lock, there is no need to lock or unlock the entire large blockchain transaction pool, preventing congestion
problems between multiple operations, which can effectively reduce the frequency of conflicts and increase
transaction throughput, thereby increasing the overall processing efficiency of the transaction pool and further
increasing the overall performance of the blockchain system.
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BLOCK CONFIRMATION METHOD AND DEVICE

Nº publicación    04/05/2023WO2023070831A1
Solicitantes WEBANK CO LTD [CN] 
Resumen A block confirmation method and device. The method

comprises for any transaction, a client determining k block
chain nodes from m block chain nodes as priority nodes (101);
generating a first confounding factor on the basis of public keys
of the k priority nodes (102); generating a first priority
commitment on the basis of the first confounding factor and the
transaction (103); generating a first priority transaction on the
basis of the first priority commitment and a hash value of the
transaction (104); and sending the first priority transaction to a
block chain network (105). In this case, under the condition that
the computing capabilities of the block chain nodes are the
same or approximate, the priority nodes specified by the client
have a great probability of first recovering the transaction by
means of the first priority commitment in the first priority
transaction, so as to rapidly complete the block confirmation
process, thereby effectively improving the block on-chain
efficiency. Moreover, the client confounds the transaction by
means of the first confounding factor and then sends the
confounded transaction to the block chain network, such that
the privacy security of transaction data can be ensured.
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SM2-BASED TRANSACTION SIGNING METHOD AND DEVICE UNDER BLOCKCHAIN

Nº publicación    04/05/2023WO2023070830A1
Solicitantes WEBANK CO LTD [CN] 

UNIV HONG KONG SCIENCE & TECH [CN] 
Resumen An SM2-based transaction signing method and device under a

blockchain, the method comprising: a generator determines a
first three-dimensional coordinate for a transaction to be sent;
determines a first inverse element by means of a z coordinate
value of a first three-dimensional coordinate and a first
parameter on the basis of a first preset step, and converts,
according to the first inverse element, the first
three-dimensional coordinate into a first two-dimensional
coordinate, any first preset step comprising a first preset perfect
power, the first preset perfect power in the any first preset step
being determined according to the first parameter; determines a
first signing parameter according to the first two-dimensional
coordinate, a hash value of the transaction, and a second
parameter; generates a second inverse element according to a
private key of the generator and the second parameter;
determines a second signing parameter according to the
second inverse element; and the generator sends the
transaction, the first signing parameter and the second signing
parameter. The calculation amount when determining a first
inverse element and then a second inverse element is reduced,
thereby reducing the time consumption of generating a
signature, and improving the efficiency of signature generation.

POLICY RECOMMENDED METHOD AND APPARATUS, DEVICE, AND STORAGE MEDIUM

Nº publicación    04/05/2023WO2023071127A1
Solicitantes PING AN TECH SHENZHEN CO LTD [CN] 
Resumen The present application relates to artificial intelligence

technology, and discloses a policy recommendation method
which comprises: constructing an economic analysis index
system by using economic features in economic information;
according to the economic analysis index system, analyzing
economic development trend by using a fusion model to obtain
an economic analysis result; and extracting an economic
analysis index from the economic analysis result, analyzing an
economic problem corresponding to the economic analysis
index to obtain the field to which the economic problem belongs
and a governance method, and extracting a corresponding
economic policy from a basic economic material policy library
by using an economic policy recommendation algorithm to
obtain an economic policy recommendation result. In addition,
the present application further relates to blockchain technology,
wherein the economic information may be stored in a node of a
blockchain. The present application also provides a policy
recommendation apparatus, an electronic device, and a storage
medium. In the present application, the accuracy of economic
policy recommendation may be improved.
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SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR STORING ENCRYPTION KEYS FOR PROCESSING A SECURED TRANSACTION ON A
BLOCKCHAIN

Nº publicación    04/05/2023WO2023076795A1
Solicitantes VESTO LLC [US] 
Resumen A method for storing a plurality of encryption keys for

processing a secured transaction on a blockchain includes:
configuring at least one user device to authorize at least one
user for performing the secured transaction; deploying a smart
contract on the blockchain for the at least one user; storing a
first private key in a memory of the at least one user device;
storing a second private key in a cloud server; initiating a
request for the at least one transaction by using the second
private key by the cloud server; receiving from the cloud server,
a notification on the at least one user device for signing the at
least one transaction; using the first private key to generate a
first signature in response to the at least one transaction; and
sending the signed at least one transaction on the blockchain to
process the at least one transaction.

SYSTEMS, METHODS AND MACHINE READABLE PROGRAMS FOR MANAGING REAL ESTATE

Nº publicación    04/05/2023WO2023077164A1
Solicitantes STAKE NETWORK INC [US] 

HOBBS ROWLAND [US] 
JACOBSON JAMES [US] 

Resumen Certain aspects of the disclosure are directed toward systems methods and computer-readable media containing
machine readable programs thereon for managing real estate. Specifically, the invention provides an improved
interface accessible on a computing device, which provides users with a versatile and efficient tool for matching
renters with homes and income, and matching owners with renters and cost savings. It facilitates the display of, and
projection of, real-estate investment values traded on a blockchain.

TRUSTLESS MONITORING AND VALIDATION

Nº publicación    04/05/2023WO2023076430A1
Solicitantes DOWNES ERIC [US] 
Resumen Systems and methods to trustlessly provide resource

consumption and/or pollution emission readings at cooperating
industrial, commercial, or consumer locations, including
mechanisms for trustless blockchain-based verification by third
parties by employing a measure-perturb-measure sensor
validation cycle, and to safe guard both the privacy and value of
collected data during an adjustable pre-determined lifecycle.
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COMPUTER IMPLEMENTATION METHOD FOR EXERCISING RIGHT ASSOCIATED WITH NON-FUNGIBLE TOKEN OF
BLOCKCHAIN, COMPUTER SYSTEM, METHOD FOR PRODUCING NON-FUNGIBLE TOKEN, AND NON-FUNGIBLE TOKEN

Nº publicación    04/05/2023WO2023074744A1
Solicitantes XCREATION CO LTD [JP] 

BACOOR DAPPS INC [JP] 
AI SHOJI CO LTD [JP] 

Resumen The present invention facilitates the exercising of rights associated with non-fungible tokens. The disclosed method is
a computer implementation method that is executed by a computer system to exercise a right associated with a
non-fungible token of a blockchain, and includes: providing an operation display associated with the non-fungible
token to a terminal of an owner of the non-fungible token, for the operation display to be displayed on a screen of the
terminal; and, if an operation of the operation display is executed, executing processing relating to the right
associated with the non-fungible token associated with the operation display.

FAST ROBUST ORACLES VIA DECENTRALIZED AUTONOMOUS ORGANIZATIONS

Nº publicación    04/05/2023WO2023073678A1
Solicitantes GOLDMAN SACHS & CO LLC [US] 
Resumen An oracle that is fast enough to publish data to the blockchain

in a timely manner while remaining decentralized and robust to
the failure of any one part. A blockchain node may receive data
to introduce to the blockchain from the oracle, determine
whether the data was provided by a primary party or parties
designated as an oracle by a DAO. If so, the node may process
the data from the one or more primary parties and introduce the
processed data to the blockchain.

Universal tokenisation system for blockchain-based cryptocurrencies

Nº publicación    04/05/2023AU2023202079A1
Solicitantes NCHAIN HOLDINGS LTD [AG] 
Resumen A method of creating, redeeming and transferring tokens

associated with tokens on a peer-to-peer distributed ledger.
The method includes including metadata associated with the
token in a redeem script, wherein the redeem script is
associated with a transaction of cryptocurrency on the
peer-to-peer distributed ledger. One aspect of the invention
provides a method of issuing and/or transferring a token,
comprising the steps of generating a blockchain transaction
(Tx) having an output (Tx) related to a quantity of
cryptocurrency such as Bitcoin, and a hash of a redeem script.
The redeem script comprises metadata which in turn comprises
a token. The token is a representation of, or a reference to, a
tokenised entity. The redeem script also comprises at least one
(preferably two or more) public cryptographic keys. The
metadata is provided in the redeem script at a location which is
designated in the underlying blockchain protocol as a location
for a cryptographic key.
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RANKING CRYPTOCURRENCIES AND/OR CRYPTOCURRENCY ADDRESSES

Nº publicación    04/05/2023US2023140247A1
Solicitantes STANFORD RES INST INT [US] 
Resumen This disclosure describes techniques for ranking cryptocurrencies or cryptocurrency addresses. An example

cryptocurrency ranking system includes memory and one or more processors, the one or more processors are
configured to obtain blockchain including data indicative of a plurality of cryptocurrency transactions, open web data,
and non-open web data. The one or more processors are configured to determine a multi-dimensional data structure
for at least one cryptocurrency address based on the obtained blockchain data, the obtained open web data, and the
obtained non-open web data. The one or more processors are configured to determine a reputation ranking for the at
least one cryptocurrency address based on the determined multi-dimensional data structure and output the
determined reputation ranking for the at least one cryptocurrency address.

DECENTRALIZED COMPUTER SYSTEMS AND METHODS FOR USING A DEBIT NETWORK AS AN INTERMEDIARY
BETWEEN DISTRIBUTED LEDGERS

Nº publicación    04/05/2023US2023139952A1
Solicitantes WORLDPAY LLC [US] 
Resumen Decentralized computer systems and methods are disclosed for

using a debit network as an intermediary between distributed
ledgers. One method includes: receiving, at a first blockchain
network from a merchant, transaction information comprising a
consumer identification, an issuer identification from a payment
vehicle presented for a transaction, and a transaction amount in
resources of a first type, wherein the merchant and/or its
acquirer are participants of the first blockchain network but the
consumer and/or issuer are not participants of the first
blockchain network; sending the transaction information to a
debit network; identifying, using the debit network, a second
blockchain network having the consumer and/or the issuer as
participants, using the received consumer identification or
issuer identification; and if participants of the second blockchain
network accept the transaction, generating a new immutable entry to the second blockchain network indicating a
change in the resources of a second type.

METHOD FOR SUPPLYING BLOCKCHAIN COMPUTING POWER AND SYSTEM THEREOF

Nº publicación    04/05/2023US2023139432A1
Solicitantes LU LIANG [CN] 
Resumen The present disclosure relates to a method for supplying

blockchain computing power and a system thereof. The method
comprises the steps of: receiving a computing power purchase
request sent by a user-side terminal; generating purchase
result data according to the computing power purchase request;
scheduling a first blockchain server to provide users with
computing service according to the purchase result data; when
the first blockchain server stops serving, starting timing to
obtain the target duration; judging whether the first blockchain
server restarts the service when the target duration is less than
the preset duration threshold, and obtaining a preset result;
when the preset result is YES, improving the computing power
of the first blockchain server correspondingly, so that the total
service duration of the user and the actually obtained total
computing power remain unchanged; when the preset result is
NO, scheduling a second blockchain server to provide users
with computing service. The present disclosure enables the
user to obtain stable computing power.

https://worldwide.espacenet.com/patent/search/family/publication/?q=US2023140247A1
https://worldwide.espacenet.com/patent/search/family/publication/?q=US2023139952A1
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DYNAMIC EXECUTION OF DISTRIBUTED RECORDS BASED ON TRIGGER CONDITIONS

Nº publicación    04/05/2023US2023136805A1
Solicitantes PAYPAL INC [US] 
Resumen There are provided systems and methods for dynamic execution of distributed records based on trigger conditions. A

service provider may provide operations for dynamic execution of smart contracts that are recorded to records of a
distributed ledger for a blockchain. The smart contracts include trigger conditions that cause automatic execution of
the smart contracts when met, such as when an exchange rate is met or exceeded for converting funds from a
currency to another currency. The smart contracts include wait times for monitoring the exchange rate until the smart
contracts end. A blockchain oracle serves as a secure middleware application that may monitor live exchange data
while pushing data to the blockchain to determine if a smart contract is to be executed. If met, the smart contracts
may be executed based on the user input. If not, it will either be voided or executed at the latest exchange rate.

PROTOCOL FLOW FOR NOTARIZING A TRANSACTION

Nº publicación    04/05/2023US2023135313A1
Solicitantes R3 LTD [GB] 
Resumen A method and system are provided to support a decentralized

distributed ledger in which transactions are recorded by parties
to the transactions without the use of a blockchain. A distributed
ledger system provides a protocol framework that supports the
development of protocol flows. A protocol flow is computer code
that controls the performance of a transaction by the party or
parties to the transaction. Protocol flows can be developed for
different types of transactions. The distributed ledger system
allows transactions to be proposed, accepted, and notarized by
a notary and stored without the use of a blockchain ledger. The
distributed ledger system can avoid the expense of the
computational and storage resources needed to redundantly
verify a transaction and store evidence on the many nodes of a
blockchain distributed ledger.

METHOD AND SYSTEM FOR MANAGING DECENTRALIZED DATA USING ATTRIBUTE-BASED ENCRYPTION

Nº publicación    04/05/2023US2023138102A1
Solicitantes ELECTRONICS & TELECOMMUNICATIONS RES INST [KR] 
Resumen Provided is a method of managing decentralized data using attribute-based encryption. The method includes

generating a ciphertext-policy attribute-based encryption (CP-ABE) key pair, registering the generated CP-ABE key
pair with a blockchain, encrypting data based on the CP-ABE key pair, uploading the encrypted data to a
decentralized repository, generating a smart contract on the blockchain in response to a data sharing request
received from a data sharing requester terminal, and sharing the encrypted data through a data sharer terminal by
using the generated smart contract.

https://worldwide.espacenet.com/patent/search/family/publication/?q=US2023136805A1
https://worldwide.espacenet.com/patent/search/family/publication/?q=US2023135313A1
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Cosigning Using Tokenized Reputation Scores

Nº publicación    04/05/2023US2023135294A1
Solicitantes EBAY INC [US] 
Resumen Techniques are described, as implemented by computing devices, to control access to transactions through use of

cosigning based on tokenized reputation scores. This is performed by leveraging a blockchain such that tokenized
reputation scores are generated based on amounts of cryptographic reputation tokens associated with blockchain
account addresses associated with applicant and co-signer service provider accounts. Transactional functionality is
made available to an applicant service provider account having an insufficient tokenized reputation score by using a
co-signer service provider account having a sufficient tokenized reputation score to at least partially back an
obligation of the applicant service provider for a transaction.

COMPUTER-IMPLEMENTED SYSTEMS AND METHODS FOR USING A BLOCKCHAIN TO PERFORM AN ATOMIC SWAP

Nº publicación    04/05/2023US2023137104A1
Solicitantes NCHAIN HOLDINGS LTD [AG] 
Resumen A computer-implemented security may be implemented on a

blockchain comprising applying a one-way function to a first
secret value to create a first veiled secret value; communicating
the first veiled secret value to a user; receiving a second veiled
secret value from the user, wherein the second veiled secret
value is created by applying a one-way function to the second
secret value; and constructing a first blockchain transaction
comprising the first veiled secret value and the second veiled
secret value, the first blockchain transaction arranged to be
unlockable to transfer control of a first resource upon provision
of both the first secret value and the second secret value to a
respective blockchain transaction.

METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR ESTABLISHING ASSOCIATION BETWEEN VIRTUAL AND REAL VEHICLES IN
BLOCKCHAIN NETWORK

Nº publicación    04/05/2023US2023132804A1
Solicitantes ZHIJI AUTOMOTIVE TECH CO LTD [CN] 
Resumen The present disclosure provides a method for establishing an

association between a virtual vehicle and a real vehicle in a
blockchain network. The method includes receiving a code of
the virtual vehicle in the blockchain network and an
identification code of the real vehicle; verifying whether the
code of the virtual vehicle is associated with the identification
code of the real vehicle by calling a smart contract; in response
to that the association is successful, recording the association
in an association table; receiving driving data uplinked to the
blockchain network by the real vehicle; and determining a value
reward based on a blockchain network gain of the associated
virtual vehicle and the driving data of the real vehicle.

https://worldwide.espacenet.com/patent/search/family/publication/?q=US2023135294A1
https://worldwide.espacenet.com/patent/search/family/publication/?q=US2023137104A1
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BLOCKCHAIN SERVER COMPUTING CAPABILITY ALLOCATION METHOD AND SYSTEM

Nº publicación    04/05/2023US2023132657A1
Solicitantes LU LIANG [CN] 
Resumen The present invention relates to a blockchain server computing

capability allocation method and system. The method includes:
acquiring, by a computing scheduling module, first sub-account
information sent by a blockchain computing distribution module,
wherein the blockchain computing distribution module includes
a plurality of sub-accounts; scheduling, by the computing
scheduling module, the blockchain server to provide computing
capability for a first sub-account according to the first
sub-account information; determining an up-to-standard result
of the computing capability of the first sub-account, and feeding
back the up-to-standard result to the computing scheduling
module by the blockchain computing distribution module;
scheduling the blockchain server to provide computing
capability for a second sub-account when the computing
scheduling module determines that the computing capability of
the first sub-account is up to standard according to the
up-to-standard result; or scheduling, by the computing
scheduling module, the blockchain server to continue to provide
the computing capability for the first sub-account; and repeating
the above steps until the computing capability of all
sub-accounts is up to standard. The present invention realizes
the purpose of accurately dividing the computing capability of
the blockchain server, and ensures the stability of the computing capability of each of the sub-accounts.

SAFE DELIVERY CONTAINER, AND SYSTEM AND METHOD THEREOF

Nº publicación    04/05/2023US2023133756A1
Solicitantes VEROFAX LTD [AE] 
Resumen A safe delivery container, system and method which permits

tracking of the state of the container and controlled release of
its contents. Determination of the state of the container is
preferably provided according to a plurality of sensors, including
without limitation a temperature sensor, GPS tracking device,
accelerometer, gyroscope, and an IMU. Tracking of the state of
the container is preferably supported through a communication
module which may for example comprise a SIM card. Such a
communication module preferably enables the sensor signals to
be transmitted to a remote location. Alternatively and/or
additionally, communication of such sensor signals may occur
when the container is brought into communication contact with
each of a plurality of local communication devices. Upon receipt
of such state information for the container, optionally and
preferably the state information is written to a distributed ledger
technology (DLT) such as for example the blockchain.

https://worldwide.espacenet.com/patent/search/family/publication/?q=US2023132657A1
https://worldwide.espacenet.com/patent/search/family/publication/?q=US2023133756A1
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Latency and Computational Performance On A Blockchain

Nº publicación    04/05/2023US2023133349A1
Solicitantes PAYPAL INC [US] 
Resumen Blockchain latency is improved by unclogging a mempool,

which frees up electronic memory and reduces CPU usage and
network bandwidth. Mining data of one or more initial blocks of
a blockchain is accessed. The mining data reveals, for each
miner, the time delay between individual transactions mined by
that miner. A subset of miners is then determined to have lower
time delays than miners not in the subset. Thereafter, a
different random number is generated for each new block of the
blockchain system to be mined. Based on a comparison of this
random number and a predefined threshold, either an
exploitation phase or an exploration phase is entered for the
mining of each new block. In the exploitation phase, mining
tasks are assigned only to the subset of the miners. In the exploration phase, mining tasks are assigned to both
miners within the subset and miners not in the subset.

METHOD AND SYSTEM FOR TAMPER-RESISTANT EVENT SOURCING USING A DISTRIBUTED LEDGER

Nº publicación    04/05/2023US2023140623A1
Solicitantes MASTERCARD INTERNATIONAL INC [US] 
Resumen A method for verifying the state of an object through

tamper-resistant event sourcing includes: receiving, by a
receiver of a processing server, state data for a computing
object and an identification value associated with the computing
object; applying, by a processor of the processing server, a
one-way cryptographic function to the received state data to
generate a comparison hash value; identifying, by the
processor of the processing server, a published hash value
stored in a blockchain with the identification value; and
verifying, by the processor of the processing server, a state of
the computing object according to the state data based on a
match of the generated comparison hash value with the
identified published hash value.

SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR PROVIDING PERSISTENT AUTHENTICATABLE NON-FUNGIBLE TOKEN

Nº publicación    04/05/2023US2023139878A1
Solicitantes WISEKEY SA [CH] 
Resumen A method and system for long-term authentication of non-fungible tokens is described. In various embodiments the

system includes an off-chain storage system having one or more elements of identifying information for an object
including at least one element that authenticates the object. In various embodiments the system further includes a
blockchain network adapted for recording a non-fungible token located at a public address on a blockchain. In
embodiments the minted non-fungible token includes at least an identification manifest and/or a hash of all or part of
the elements of identifying information and/or a digital NFT certificate including a digital signature from a certifying
authority and the hash of at least one of said elements of identifying information and/or of the identification manifest,
such that the non-fungible token is independently authenticatable against said certifying authority and/or a
corresponding validating authority and/or against the off-chain storage system.

https://worldwide.espacenet.com/patent/search/family/publication/?q=US2023133349A1
https://worldwide.espacenet.com/patent/search/family/publication/?q=US2023140623A1
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METHOD AND SYSTEM OF MACHINE LEARNING MODEL VALIDATION IN BLOCKCHAIN THROUGH ZERO KNOWLEDGE
PROTOCOL

Nº publicación    04/05/2023US2023139656A1
Solicitantes MASTERCARD INTERNATIONAL INC [US] 
Resumen A method for determining the validity of a computational model

using a blockchain and zero knowledge principles includes:
storing, in a memory of a first computing system, a
computational model; receiving, by a receiver of the first
computing system, a blockchain data value from one block of a
plurality of blocks comprising a blockchain, wherein the
blockchain data value includes a data set; receiving, by the
receiver of the first computing system, an expected accuracy
value; applying, by a processor of the first computing system,
the data set to the computational model to generate a result
value; and determining, by the processor of the first computing
system, a validity measurement for the computational model
based on a comparison of the generated result value and the
expected accuracy value.

STORAGE DEVICE FOR A BLOCKCHAIN NETWORK BASED ON PROOF OF SPACE AND SYSTEM INCLUDING THE SAME

Nº publicación    04/05/2023US2023139330A1
Solicitantes SAMSUNG ELECTRONICS CO LTD [KR] 
Resumen Storage devices and systems implementing blockchain

networks based on proof of space (PoS) are described. A PoS
module may be configured to perform PoS processing of PoS
data transferred through an interface circuit to generate
operation data. A security module may be configured to perform
encryption of user data (to generate first encrypted data) and
encryption of the operation data (to generate second encrypted
data) using different encryption algorithms. A nonvolatile
memory device may then store the first encrypted data and the
second encrypted data in different namespaces (e.g., user data
may be stored in a user namespace and PoS data may be
stored in a PoS namespace). Accordingly, interference and/or
malicious effect between the user data and the PoS data may
be reduced (e.g., blocked) and stability of the PoS algorithm
may be enhanced.

https://worldwide.espacenet.com/patent/search/family/publication/?q=US2023139656A1
https://worldwide.espacenet.com/patent/search/family/publication/?q=US2023139330A1
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METHOD AND SYSTEM FOR PRIVATE TRANSACTION PROCESSING

Nº publicación    04/05/2023US2023139343A1
Solicitantes MASTERCARD INTERNATIONAL INC [US] 
Resumen A method for facilitating secure private transfers in a blockchain

includes: receiving an initiate message from a device for a
proposed private transfer including a private group identifier,
entity identifier, and transfer amount; executing a smart contract
using the initiate message as input resulting in transmitting an
event message to a central authority system including the entity
identifier and transfer amount; receiving a response message
from the central authority system including an indication of
approval or rejection of the proposed private transfer; and
executing the smart contract using the response message as
input resulting in (i) adding a private blockchain transaction for
transfer of the transfer amount from a first blockchain wallet
associated with the entity identifier to a second blockchain wallet in a private group associated with the private group
identifier if the response message includes an indication of approval, or (ii) declining the proposed private transfer.

Website Integrity and Date of Existence Verification

Nº publicación    04/05/2023US2023139312A1
Solicitantes WILSON KELCE [US] 
Resumen Systems and methods are disclosed which use a block chain

(“blockchain”) to enable the establishment of file dates and the
absence of tampering, even for documents held in secrecy and
those stored in uncontrolled environments, but which does not
require trusting a timestamping authority or document archival
service. In an exemplary operation, an internet browser
retrieves a website document, hashes at least a portion of the
website document to produce a first hash value, retrieves
blockchain registration data for the website document;
compares the first hash value with a second hash value found
in a blockchain; and responsive to the first and second hash
values matching, displays a verification indication. Some
embodiments may be used as parental controls for internet
browsers.

https://worldwide.espacenet.com/patent/search/family/publication/?q=US2023139343A1
https://worldwide.espacenet.com/patent/search/family/publication/?q=US2023139312A1
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SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR HEALTHCARE SECURITY AND INTEROPERABILITY

Nº publicación    04/05/2023US2023138488A1
Solicitantes JANSSEN PHARMACEUTICA NV [BE] 
Resumen Embodiments facilitate interoperability and secure

determination of healthcare costs. An entity may receive a first
Electronic Health Record (EHR) sub-block with patient medical
coverage information and first treatments and may transmit a
first Device Drug Information (DIR) sub-block comprising first
treatment classes corresponding to each first treatment, first
treatment class members corresponding to each first treatment
class, and corresponding first treatment class member cost
information. In response, the entity may receive a second EHR
sub-block comprising second treatments each: associated with
a corresponding first treatment, and selected from
corresponding first treatment class members. Upon receipt of a
transaction confirmation, the entity may augment a
multi-dimensional blockchain with a multi-dimensional block
formed by linking: a DIR block including second treatment
information, an EHR block including information based on the
second EHR sub-block and a transaction block. Payment
assistance information determined from the second EHR block
may be transmitted to a patient.

SYSTEM AND METHOD TO REACH CONSENSUS IN A MULTI-CHAIN IOT ENVIRONMENT

Nº publicación    04/05/2023US2023138816A1
Solicitantes NGUYEN BINH MINH [VN] 

DINH HUU HAI QUAN [VN] 
NGUYEN THANG [VN] 
HOANG MINH TRI [VN] 
DAO THANH CHUNG [VN] 
DO BA LAM [VN] 

Resumen A system configured to assist blockchain-based Internet of Things (IoT) applications connect with one another and
share data securely and privately is described. The system includes an IoT network configured to interact with a
blockchain network. The IoT network includes IoT systems, which include IoT devices that comprise sensors. The
blockchain network includes a mainchain and sidechains. Each sidechain includes a consensus protocol that run on
each node and is configured to increase data and synchronization between nodes. The consensus protocol utilizes a
reasoning mechanism to enable each node to deduce states of events on other nodes, a gossip algorithm to
synchronize data between nodes, and a vector clock algorithm in a knowledge graph deployed on every node to allow
the event created during synchronization to be linked to the previous two events.

SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR USER, DEVICE, AND TRANSACTION AUTHENTICATION UTILIZING SMART CONTRACTS

Nº publicación    04/05/2023US2023137650A1
Solicitantes VIRTUAL HOLD TECH SOLUTIONS LLC [US] 
Resumen A system and method for user, device, and transaction authentication and callback management, utilizing a cloud

platform, a digital ledger, an authentication manager, and smart callback contracts, brokering user to user
communications and session establishment using an automated workflow built upon extensible root smart contract
templates which can be configured to connect various users and brands. Historical user identifier and behavior data
may be stored in a blockchain and/or smart callback contract and compared against current user data to authenticate
and validate a user, prior to the execution of the smart callback contract, all in a way that is transparent and
autonomous to the user. The system may comprise clout platform, that may further comprise a callback manager, a
brand interface server, an interaction manager, a media server, one or more blockchain digital ledgers, and various
smart contracts which are used to autonomously respond to received user requests.

https://worldwide.espacenet.com/patent/search/family/publication/?q=US2023138488A1
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NATIVE BUILDING AND MINTING OF NON-FUNGIBLE TOKENS ON A BLOCKCHAIN

Nº publicación    04/05/2023US2023135473A1
Solicitantes META PLATFORMS INC [US] 
Resumen Methods, systems, and storage media for minting a digital collectible are disclosed. Exemplary implementations may:

receive a request from a user to generate a digital collectible comprising user-created content; validate the
user-created content was created by the user; receive a designation of a number of copies of the digital collectible
that are to be generated; generate the digital collectible based on the user-created content; and record the digital
collectible to a blockchain.

SECURE AND TRUSTWORTHY BRIDGE FOR TRANSFERRING ASSETS ACROSS DIFFERENT NETWORKS WITH AN
UPDATING POOL OF WARDENS

Nº publicación    04/05/2023US2023134458A1
Solicitantes AVA LABS INC [US] 
Resumen Described herein are systems and methods for providing the

secure transfer of assets between blockchain networks. The
system can include a secure-execution server configured to
execute a bridge program to cause the secure-execution server
to perform operations may include: determining to initiate a
migration; receiving a portion of the first master secret;
receiving a listing of first and/or second assets generating a
second master secret; generating corresponding second
portions; deriving address information; generating second
transaction-data and first transaction-data; generating a
migration-prepared data-object; generating a
migration-prepared instruction; sending the corresponding
migration-prepared instruction; sending the second portion of the second master secret; and sending a complete
migration request.

FAST ROBUST ORACLES VIA DECENTRALIZED AUTONOMOUS ORGANIZATIONS

Nº publicación    04/05/2023US2023136446A1
Solicitantes GOLDMAN SACHS & CO LLC [US] 
Resumen An oracle that is fast enough to publish data to the blockchain

in a timely manner while remaining decentralized and robust to
the failure of any one part. A blockchain node may receive data
to introduce to the blockchain from the oracle, determine
whether the data was provided by a primary party or parties
designated as an oracle by a DAO. If so, the node may process
the data from the one or more primary parties and introduce the
processed data to the blockchain.
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METHOD OF PROCESSING INFORMATION, ELECTRONIC DEVICE, AND STORAGE MEDIUM

Nº publicación    04/05/2023US2023134162A1
Solicitantes BEIJING BAIDU NETCOM SCI & TECH CO LTD [CN] 
Resumen A method of processing an information, an electronic device,

and a storage medium, which relate to a field of a blockchain, in
particular to fields of cloud computing and cloud service. The
method includes: verifying a transaction request in response to
the transaction request being received, wherein the transaction
request includes a transaction information and an incentive
information for the transaction information; storing the
transaction information on a blockchain in response to the
transaction request being verified successfully, so as to obtain
an updated blockchain; updating a first existing incentive point
according to the incentive information, so as to obtain an
updated incentive point; and broadcasting the updated
blockchain and the updated incentive point to a plurality of
blockchain nodes in a blockchain network, wherein the incentive information includes a first quantity of incentive
points, and each incentive point corresponds to a first predetermined quantity of resources.

DECENTRALIZED SOCIAL NEWS NETWORK WEBSITE APPLICATION (DAPPLICATION) ON A BLOCKCHAIN INCLUDING A
NEWSFEED, NFT MARKETPLACE, AND A CONTENT MODERATION PROCESS FOR VETTED CONTENT PROVIDERS

Nº publicación    04/05/2023US2023134118A1
Solicitantes SEHREMELIS GEORGE J [US] 
Resumen A decentralized system for addressing disinformation in news

includes a number of nodes connected over a distributed
peer-to-peer blockchain-based network, a non-transitory
computer-readable storage medium of at least one node having
software instructions stored therein, which, when executed by a
processor of the at least one node, cause the processor to
display, on a display of an electronic device, a newsfeed
comprising a number of news items received from one or more
publishers, and moderate the content displayed on the display
of the electronic device in response to a vote by members of a
decentralized autonomous organization (DAO) in which the
members of the DAO include the one or more publishers.
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METHODS AND SYSTEMS FOR REGULATING OPERATION OF UNITS USING ENCRYPTION TECHNIQUES ASSOCIATED
WITH A BLOCKCHAIN

Nº publicación    04/05/2023US2023135204A1
Solicitantes FIDELITY INFORMATION SERVICES LLC [US] 
Resumen Methods and systems for regulating generation of units

according to at least one encryption technique associated with
a blockchain are disclosed. In some embodiments, a system
includes a communication device configured to communicate
with a computing device executing an application and a
processor configured to execute instructions to perform
operations. The operations include receiving transaction
information describing a transaction; based on the transaction,
determining product awards for at least one product awards
program for the transaction; using the blockchain, determining a
real-time conversion rate for the transaction, where the
real-time conversion rate is regulated by the at least one
encryption technique; based on the real-time conversion rate,
converting the product awards to units; and entering into the
blockchain encrypted data associated with the transaction,
wherein the encrypted data is encrypted according to the at
least one encryption technique.

METHOD OF GENERATING A HASH-BASED MESSAGE AUTHENTICATION CODE

Nº publicación    04/05/2023US2023134619A1
Solicitantes NCHAIN LICENSING AG [CH] 
Resumen A computer-implemented method of generating a hash-based

message authentication code, HMAC, of a message using
blockchain transactions. The method is performed by a first
party and comprises generating an output script of a first
blockchain transaction. The output script comprises a HMAC
script configured to, when executed alongside an input script of
a second blockchain transaction, generate the HMAC of the
message based on an input value included in the input script of
the second blockchain transaction. The method further
comprises causing the first blockchain transaction to be
transmitted to one or more nodes of a blockchain network for
inclusion in the blockchain.
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BLOCKCHAIN-BASED CERTIFICATION AUDIT DATA SHARING AND INTEGRITY VERIFICATION SYSTEM, DEVICE, AND
METHOD THEREOF

Nº publicación    04/05/2023US2023132505A1
Solicitantes PENTA SECURITY SYSTEMS INC [KR] 
Resumen A blockchain-based certification audit data sharing and integrity

verification system includes at least one user equipment
configured to participate in a blockchain-based platform and
mounted with a user authentication application; at least one
certification agency server configured to participate in the
blockchain-based platform and to provide authentication data
composed of user data for authenticity verification, certificate or
completion certificate data, and certification audit data; at least
one blockchain-based platform server configured to record an
authentication transaction in a block; and a blockchain-based
certification audit data sharing and integrity verification device
configured to: generate audit result data by auditing forgery
verification of a document requested by the user authentication
application of the user equipment using the authentication data of the at least one certification agency server in
interlock with the blockchain-based platform server, and share the generated audit result data with the at least one
certification agency server.

SYSTEM FOR PORFOLIO MANAGEMENT BASED ON BLOCKCHAIN AND BLOCKCHAIN-BASED PORFOLIO MANAGEMENT
SYSTEM INTEGRATED WITH RECRUITMENT PLATFORMS

Nº publicación    27/04/2023KR20230056362A
Solicitantes UNIV KOREA RES & BUS FOUND [KR] 
Resumen 학습자 측에 마련된 학습자 단말기; 평가자 측에 마련된 평가자 단말기; 및 포트폴리오의 인증서 발급에 대한 스마트

컨트랙트를 실행하여 서명된 평가 결과를 포함하는 인증서를 발급하는 블록체인 네트워크;를 포함하는 블록체인 기반
포트폴리오 관리 시스템을 제공한다.

DISTRIBUTED STORAGE SYSTEM AND METHOD OF STORING LARGE DATA USING BLOCKCHAIN

Nº publicación    27/04/2023KR20230056408A
Solicitantes PARAMETA CORP [KR] 
Resumen Provided is a distributed storage system for storing large data

using a blockchain. The distributed storage system includes a
client device configured to generate status data about data
status, transmit the status data to a blockchain system, and
transmit the data to a storage system, the blockchain system
configured to store the status data in a status database, and the
storage system configured to store the data received from the
client device in a file database or share the data through a
network based on the status database.
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METHOD FOR GENERATING NON-FUNGIBLE TOKEN BY USING BLOCKCHAIN-BASED CRYPTOCURRENCY

Nº publicación    27/04/2023KR20230056307A
Solicitantes BELIVVR INC [KR] 
Resumen Disclosed is a method for generating a non-fungible token by

using blockchain-based cryptocurrency. The method for
generating a non-fungible token by using blockchain-based
cryptocurrency, according to the present invention, comprises
the steps of: acquiring predetermined cryptocurrency
information from a cryptocurrency transaction platform server
via a data communication unit of a user device; generating, via
a data input unit of the user device, item information for linking
with the acquired cryptocurrency information; uploading the
item information to a non-fungible token management server
via the data communication unit; and receiving, via the data
communication unit, one piece of non-fungible token
information generated by combining the uploaded item
information with the acquired cryptocurrency information.

Web server that performs test report validation based on blockchain network and Validation system for the same

Nº publicación    26/04/2023KR20230055482A
Solicitantes LAON STORY INC [KR] 
Resumen 실시예에 따른 블록체인 네트워크에 기반한 시험성적서 유효성 검증을 수행하는 웹서버는, 원본 시험성적서의 등록을

관리하는 시험성적서 관리부; 상기 원본 시험성적서의 제1 해시값을 블록체인 네트워크상에 기록하는 제1 블록체인
연동부; 비교 대상 시험성적서의 제2 해시값을 추출하는 추출부; 및 상기 추출된 제2 해시값을 포함하는 상기 비교
대상 시험성적서의 유효성 검증 요청을 상기 블록체인 네트워크상에 전송하며, 상기 블록체인 네트워크로부터 상기
제2 해시값과 상기 제1 해시값의 비교를 통한 유효성 검증 결과를 수신하는 제2 블록체인 연동부;를 포함할 수 있다.

METHOD APPARATUS AND COMPUTER PROGRAM FOR PROVIDING BLOCKCHAIN-BASED SERVICE IN VEHICLE

Nº publicación    26/04/2023KR20230055861A
Solicitantes LG UPLUS CORP [KR] 
Resumen 차량에서 블록체인 기반 서비스 제공 방법, 장치 및 컴퓨터 프로그램이 개시된다. 실시예들에 따른 차량에서 블록체인

기반 서비스 제공 장치는 차량의 소유주의 개인 정보를 기반으로 본인 인증을 수행하여 본인 인증 정보를 출력하는
인증부, 상기 차량의 차대 번호 정보를 저장하는 메모리, 및 상기 인증부에서 출력되는 본인 인증 정보와 상기 메모리에
저장된 차대 번호 정보를 조합하여 개인 키 값을 생성하고, 생성된 개인 키 값을 기반으로 블록체인 서버에 저장된
차량과 소유주의 이력 데이터를 관리하는 블록체인 기반 차량 관리 에이전트를 포함할 수 있다.
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REVOKING ACCESS TO A NETWORK

Nº publicación    27/04/2023US2023127516A1
Solicitantes LI LAN [US] 

ROEDER RYAN K [US] 
Resumen A computer-implemented method for revoking access to a first

network, wherein the first network comprises a set of bridging
nodes and a set of devices controllable by one or more of the
set of bridging nodes, wherein each bridging node is also a
respective node of a blockchain network, and wherein each
bridging node and device is associated with a respective
certificate granting access to the first network; the method
being performed by a registration authority and comprising:
obtaining an alert transaction, the alert transaction being a
blockchain transaction and comprising a first output, the first
output comprising an alert message identifying one or more
bridging nodes and/or one or more devices; and revoking
access to the first network by the identified one or more
bridging nodes and/or one or more devices by revoking the
respective certificate of the identified one or more bridging
nodes and/or one or more devices.

NON-TRANSFERABLE TOKEN

Nº publicación    27/04/2023WO2023069505A1
Solicitantes AVA LABS INC [US] 
Resumen Various aspects of the subject technology relate to systems, methods, and machine-readable media for providing a

digital credential. Various aspects may include receiving a request for execution of a transaction on a blockchain.
Aspects may also include identifying a party that originated the request. Aspects may also include selecting an issuer
of a non-transferable credential stored on the blockchain. Aspects may also include requesting receipt of the
non-transferable credential from the party. Aspects may include performing a credential check based on a digitally
signed statement comprising key pairs of the non-transferable credential.

BLOCKCHAIN-BASED CERTIFICATE LIFECYCLE MANAGEMENT

Nº publicación    27/04/2023WO2023069062A1
Solicitantes HEWLETT PACKARD DEVELOPMENT CO [US] 
Resumen In one example in accordance with the present disclosure, an electronic device is described. An example electronic

device includes a processor. The example processor is to run an application that uses a certificate. The example
processor is to run an agent to request the certificate for the application from a blockchain service, and to perform a
certificate lifecycle management transaction for the application based on the certificate received from the blockchain
service.
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METHOD FOR GENERATING NON-FUNGIBLE TOKEN BY USING BLOCKCHAIN-BASED CRYPTOCURRENCY

Nº publicación    27/04/2023WO2023068752A1
Solicitantes BELIVVR INC [KR] 
Resumen Disclosed is a method for generating a non-fungible token by

using blockchain-based cryptocurrency. The method for
generating a non-fungible token by using blockchain-based
cryptocurrency, according to the present invention, comprises
the steps of: acquiring predetermined cryptocurrency
information from a cryptocurrency transaction platform server
via a data communication unit of a user device; generating, via
a data input unit of the user device, item information for linking
with the acquired cryptocurrency information; uploading the
item information to a non-fungible token management server
via the data communication unit; and receiving, via the data
communication unit, one piece of non-fungible token
information generated by combining the uploaded item information with the acquired cryptocurrency information.

PSEUDONYMOUS TRANSACTIONS ON BLOCKCHAINS COMPLIANT WITH KNOW YOUR CUSTOMER REGULATIONS AND
REPORTING REQUIREMENTS

Nº publicación    27/04/2023WO2023067555A1
Solicitantes GOLDMAN SACHS & CO LLC [US] 
Resumen A method for compliance with Know Your Customer (KYC) and

other regulations includes a pseudonymous globally unique
identifier stored on a blockchain that associates a
pseudonymous first party address with a globally unique
identifier representing the vetted identity of the owner of the
address. The method also includes a trusted third party issuing
a verifiable credential for a first pseudonymous party to a
proposed transaction to a second pseudonymous party to the
transaction.
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SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR REVENUE GENERATION AND MANAGEMENT ON A BLOCKCHAIN PLATFORM

Nº publicación    27/04/2023WO2023067378A1
Solicitantes FERNANDES MANUEL ANTONIO [IN] 

PATIL JYOTIBA [IN] 
Resumen A system for revenue generation and management on a blockchain platform is provided. The system includes a

registration module configured to register a plurality of entities on the blockchain platform; an article publishing
module configured to publish at least one article and one or more details associated to the corresponding at least one
article; an article asset generation module configured to generate a value for the corresponding at least one article
published by at least one of the plurality of entities; a non-fungible unique identification generation module configured
to generate a unique ID for the corresponding at least one article; a revenue assessment module configured to
assess a revenue for the at least one article based on the value generated; a transaction module configured to enable
the plurality of entities to transact the at least one article based on a revenue assessed, wherein the transaction is
achieved via NFT on the blockchain platform.

ELECTRONIC IMMUNITY PASSPORT SUPERVISION METHOD BASED ON BLOCK CHAIN

Nº publicación    27/04/2023WO2023065842A1
Solicitantes UNIV NANJING POSTS & TELECOMMUNICATIONS [CN] 
Resumen The present invention provides an electronic immunity passport

supervision method based on a block chain. The method
comprises: a certificate authority (CA) generates and
correspondingly distributes public and private key pairs; a
hospital h generates an immunity passport m for an inoculator i
and distributes a passport number PUIDi; the hospital h
encrypts the immunity passport m and the passport number
PUIDi; the hospital h generates a transaction TC and uploads
same to a national alliance chain node; the national alliance
chain node generates a transaction TW and uploads same to a
world alliance chain; when the inoculator i is required to check
the immunity passport m, the passport number PUIDi is
provided, a trapdoor TQ is generated and uploaded to the world
alliance chain; after receiving the trapdoor TQ, the world
alliance chain sends ciphertext C1 of the immunity passport m
to the inoculator i; the inoculator i receives the ciphertext C1
and then decrypts same to obtain immunity passport plaintext
data m; and the alliance chain nodes use a smart contract to
regularly maintain. According to the present invention, the
publicity, traceability, and tamper resistance of data can be
ensured, the effective supervision on the immunity passport
data can be realized, the reliable immunity passport data can be provided, and the search and the regular
maintenance of the immunity passport can be realized.
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RISK PREDICTION METHOD AND APPARATUS, AND DEVICE AND STORAGE MEDIUM

Nº publicación    27/04/2023WO2023065545A1
Solicitantes PING AN TECH SHENZHEN CO LTD [CN] 
Resumen The present application relates to artificial intelligence

technology. Disclosed is a risk prediction method, comprising:
constructing a temporal knowledge graph on the basis of a risk
perception factor set that is extracted from a multi-source
information set, and performing implicit relationship
supplementation and causal relationship supplementation on
the temporal knowledge graph, so as to obtain a standard
knowledge graph and an event evolutionary graph; performing
prediction by using a risk prediction model that is constructed
on the basis of a reinforcement learning algorithm, so as to
obtain a target risk entity; and performing relationship
quantification and degree quantification on the standard
knowledge graph, so as to obtain a dependency closeness and
an event hazard degree, performing training on the basis of the
event evolutionary graph, the dependency closeness and the
event hazard degree and in view of a graph neural network and
a semi-supervised method, so as to obtain a macro prediction
model, and performing prediction by using the macro prediction
model, so as to obtain a risk industry corresponding to the
target risk entity. In addition, the present application further
relates to blockchain technology. The event evolutionary graph
can be stored in a node of a blockchain. Also provided in the
present application are a risk prediction apparatus, an
electronic device and a storage medium. By means of the
present application, the accuracy of performing risk pr
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SYSTEMS AND METHODS FOR MONITORING, ANALYZING AND REGULATING BLOCKCHAIN TRANSACTIONS

Nº publicación    27/04/2023WO2023069142A1
Solicitantes OCEIDON CORP [US] 

ETHERSTONE INC [CA] 
Resumen Systems and methods for generating a metric based on

blockchain data for use in controlling, evaluating, or otherwise
regulating a transaction. The metric may be used to control the
release of assets, to trigger an event, or as a measure of the
satisfaction of contractual conditions based on whether the
characteristics of a transaction or of a party engaging in a
transaction are associated with a score that satisfies a
threshold value. In some embodiments, a state-change derived
score or metric allows the creation of a layer of trust or reliability
that a blockchain network can reference in situations where a
greater degree of trust is desired.
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ELECTRONIC DEVICE FOR TRANSMITTING TRANSACTION BY USING EXTERNAL DEVICE AND OPERATION METHOD
THEREFOR

Nº publicación    27/04/2023WO2023068609A1
Solicitantes SAMSUNG ELECTRONICS CO LTD [KR] 
Resumen An electronic device may comprise a processor for: generating

first identification data including a unique value corresponding
to an external device; transmitting, to the external device, an
authentication request including information on a blockchain
application and the first identification data; if authentication is
successful, receiving a generated random value from the
external device; transmitting, to the external device, a signature
request including the random value and information on a
transaction; generating a first hash value for the transaction;
receiving signature data obtained by digitally signing the
transaction with a private key stored in the external device and
a second hash value for the transaction, which is generated on
the basis of verification of the random value; and determining
whether to transmit the transaction to a blockchain network, on
the basis of the first hash value and the second hash value.
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METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR PROCESSING INFORMATION TO BE UPLOADED TO BLOCKCHAIN

Nº publicación    27/04/2023WO2023065476A1
Solicitantes WEBANK CO LTD [CN] 
Resumen Embodiments of the present invention provide a method and an

apparatus for processing information to be uploaded to a
blockchain. The method comprises: constructing a
corresponding logical structure tree for a Json string to be
uploaded to a blockchain; recursively traversing nodes in the
logical structure tree to determine a traversal path
corresponding to each leaf node; for each traversal path,
splicing each node belonging to the traversal path to obtain
spliced fields; and aggregating hash values of the spliced fields
in accordance with a commutative law to obtain a hash value of
said Json string. In this way, because the characteristic of the
aggregation method in accordance with the commutative law
used in the solution is consistent with the characteristic that
keys of a same level in the Json string can be switched
arbitrarily, there is no need to define the sequence rules of the
keys, and the versatility is good. In addition, there is no need to
sort the keys of the same level in the Json string, and the time
complexity is low, thus improving the performance of a system
when calculating the hash value of the Json string.

METHOD FOR COLLABORATIVE WORK BETWEEN BLOCKCHAIN AND INTERNET OF THINGS

Nº publicación    27/04/2023WO2023065467A1
Solicitantes ZHONGCHENG BLOCKCHAIN RES INSTITUTE NANJING CO LTD [CN] 
Resumen Disclosed is a method for collaborative work between a

blockchain and an Internet of Things, comprising: forming an
Internet of Things blockchain using an Internet of Things server,
an Internet of Things service gateway, and an Internet of
Things access gateway as nodes of the blockchain; connecting
an Internet of Things device to the Internet of Things access
gateway, and sending an identity authentication request; the
Internet of Things blockchain performing identity authentication
of the Internet of Things device according to an authentication
process, and communicating with an Internet of Things device
which passes authentication; encrypting Internet of Things data
by using a preset key, to obtain an Internet of Things data ciphertext; sending the Internet of Things data ciphertext to
the nodes on the blockchain to determine legitimacy of the Internet of Things data; and if the Internet of Things data
ciphertext is legitimate, writing the Internet of Things data ciphertext to the Internet of Things blockchain. In the
present invention, the blockchain and the Internet of Things work collaboratively to form an Internet of Things
blockchain, which is a decentralized service platform, the Internet of Things blockchain supporting Internet of Things
entities to collaboratively work with each other in a decentralized mode.
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BLOCKCHAIN DATA ACCESS AUTHORIZATION METHOD, APPARATUS, AND DEVICE

Nº publicación    27/04/2023US2023125083A1
Solicitantes CHINA UNIONPAY CO LTD [CN] 
Resumen A method for authorizing a blockchain data access on a

blockchain platform includes: obtaining from a third-party
institution a data access request containing a user ID of data
access, a data scope, and a random number of a signature,
which is generated by the third-party institution after receiving a
random number sent by a client terminal and signing on the
received random number; performing a verification on the
random number of the signature and the data scope; and after
the verification is passed, sending data ciphertext
corresponding to the user ID to the third-party institution, such that the third-party institution decrypts the data
ciphertext using a data secret key sent by the client terminal.

IMPLEMENTATION OF A FILE SYSTEM ON A BLOCK CHAIN

Nº publicación    27/04/2023US2023125725A1
Solicitantes SPIDEROAK INC [US] 
Resumen Disclosed is a system and method to create an encrypted file

system on a block chain. The system creates the block chain
controlling an access to the encrypted file system. The block
chain defines a user permission to access at least a portion of
the encrypted file system. The system creates the encrypted file
system by recording a unique file ID in the block chain, where
the unique file ID stores a chunk index including memory
locations of multiple chunks storing portions of a file in the
encrypted file system. The system encrypts the file using a
channel session key and a file encryption key. The channel
session key includes a cryptographic key computed based on
information known to users granted at least a temporary access
to the file, and the file encryption key includes a cryptographic
key used to encrypt each file in the encrypted file system.
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BLOCKCHAIN TRANSACTION DOUBLE SPEND PROOF

Nº publicación    27/04/2023US2023125507A1
Solicitantes NCHAIN LICENSING AG [CH] 
Resumen A computer-implemented method of testing whether or not a

blockchain transaction is a double spend attempt, the method
being performed by a first party and comprising: generating a
first blockchain transaction, wherein the first blockchain
transaction comprises an input for unlocking an output of a
blockchain transaction previously transmitted to one or more
nodes of a blockchain network for inclusion in the blockchain;
generating a signature based on the first blockchain transaction
and one or more time indicators, each time indicator indicating
when the first blockchain transaction was generated and/or
transmitted to a second party; and transmitting to the second
party, the first blockchain transaction, the signature and the one
or more time indicators, wherein at least the first blockchain
transaction is transmitted to the second party via an off-chain
communication channel.

Apparel to be Associated with a Digital Asset with Associated Methods

Nº publicación    27/04/2023US2023131380A1
Solicitantes SANDU IDDRIS [US] 
Resumen A method for associating a digital asset to apparel and said apparel to a user, where the apparel includes an

embedded chip that is assigned a blockchain ID. The user utilizes a mobile device to create an account for linking the
asset to the user and scans the apparel with the mobile device. During the scan by the mobile device the mobile
device detects the presence of the embedded chip and further detects the chip ID. This chip ID is transmitted to a
server, where the server validates the chip ID and transmits a confirmation of the authenticity of the chip ID to the
mobile device. Upon receipt of the confirmation by the mobile device the apparel is determined to be authentic.
Authenticated apparel can be logged to a user account.

SYSTEM, DEVICES AND/OR PROCESSES FOR MODIFYING ELECTRONIC CONTRACTS

Nº publicación    27/04/2023US2023130086A1
Solicitantes ADVANCED RISC MACH LTD [GB] 
Resumen Example methods, apparatuses, and/or articles of manufacture are disclosed that may be implemented, in whole or in

part, using one or more computing devices to deploy smart contract images in a blockchain. In a particular
implementation, a graph may be used to identify agreements for which deployment of an updated smart contract may
be avoided if the identified agreements are unaffected by a modification of an associated agreements.
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SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR STORING ENCRYPTION KEYS FOR PROCESSING A SECURED TRANSACTION ON A
BLOCKCHAIN

Nº publicación    27/04/2023US2023130024A1
Solicitantes VESTO LLC [US] 
Resumen A method for storing a plurality of encryption keys for

processing a secured transaction on a blockchain includes:
configuring at least one user device to authorize at least one
user for performing the secured transaction; deploying a smart
contract on the blockchain for the at least one user; storing a
first private key in a memory of the at least one user device;
storing a second private key in a cloud server; initiating a
request for the at least one transaction by using the second
private key by the cloud server; receiving from the cloud server,
a notification on the at least one user device for signing the at
least one transaction; using the first private key to generate a
first signature in response to the at least one transaction; and
sending the signed at least one transaction on the blockchain to
process the at least one transaction.
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METHOD AND SYSTEM FOR PRUNING BLOCKS FROM BLOCKCHAINS FOR DATA RETENTION AND STORAGE
SCALABILITY PURPOSES

Nº publicación    27/04/2023US2023129559A1
Solicitantes MASTERCARD INTERNATIONAL INC [US] 
Resumen A method for confirming configuration of a new current genesis

block in a blockchain configured to enable pruning before the
new current genesis block includes: receiving, by a blockchain
node in a blockchain network, a genesis response message
from another node in the network, the message including a
configuration value and an ordinal value; identifying a plurality
of standard blocks in the blockchain added subsequent to an
earlier genesis block that includes a number preceding the
ordinal value; aggregating smart contract state changes from
each of the identified plurality of standard blocks; and validating
the configuration value included in the received genesis
response message based on the aggregated smart contract
state changes. The aggregating of smart contract states can be
done by the processor of the blockchain node configuring the
new current genesis block, or by another blockchain node.

SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR SMART CONTRACT DECODING AND ENCODING

Nº publicación    27/04/2023US2023129576A1
Solicitantes ROOT KAREN [US] 

VCB TECH LLC [US] 
Resumen A system and method for decoding and encoding a smart contract stored on a blockchain platform is described. A

blockchain platform is in communication with a decentralized network. A token including a smart contract is stored in
the blockchain platform and an artificial intelligence engine and a machine learning engine decodes the smart
contract to permit a user to read and comprehend the decoded smart contract. The user may also encode a newly
generated smart contract using the artificial intelligence and machine learning engines.

SYSTEMS AND METHODS FOR MAINTAINING A DISTRIBUTED LEDGER OF TRANSACTIONS PERTAINING TO AN
AUTONOMOUS VEHICLE

Nº publicación    27/04/2023US2023129685A1
Solicitantes STATE FARM MUTUAL AUTOMOBILE INSURANCE CO [US] 
Resumen Methods and systems for maintaining a distributed ledger

and/or blockchain of transactions and/or events pertaining to
autonomous vehicles and/or smart contracts are provided. One
or more processors may monitor one or more sensors
associated with an autonomous vehicle. Based upon the
outputs of the sensors, a change in condition of the
autonomous vehicle may be detected. The condition may relate
to operation, or an operational state of the vehicle and/or a
condition associated with a smart contract. The processors may
generate a transaction describing the detected change in the
condition of the vehicle. The transaction may be transmitted to
an enforcement server. As a result, an up-to-date ledger of
autonomous vehicle and/or smart contract transactions and/or
events may be maintained.
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SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR INTERNAL ETCHING SURFACES OFTRANSPARENT MATERIALS WITH INFORMATION
PERTAINING TO ABLOCKCHAIN

Nº publicación    27/04/2023US2023128931A1
Solicitantes ELLANSALABS INC [US] 
Resumen In one embodiment, a system including a tangible token

comprising a single integrated transparent gemstone produced
by fusing together a first transparent gemstone and a second
transparent gemstone, a first internal side of the first
transparent gemstone is etched with information pertaining to a
blockchain, and the information comprises at least a private
key, a public key, and an address, the first internal side of the
first transparent gemstone is aligned with a second internal side
of the second transparent gemstone, and the aligning
encapsulates the information within a perimeter of the second
internal side such that the information does not extend beyond
the perimeter. The system includes a computing device that executes instructions to: read the information, validate,
via a network and the address, the public key and private key are associated with the blockchain, and present an
indication of whether or not the information is validated.

SYSTEMS AND METHODS FOR CONSENSUS IN A BLOCKCHAIN NETWORK

Nº publicación    27/04/2023US2023127714A1
Solicitantes QWITI HOLDINGS II LLC [US] 
Resumen Systems and methods using blockchain technology to track and

reconcile “collisions” on a blockchain network, where multiple
nodes attempt to post data representations of the same
transaction. Various techniques are used to determine which of
the competing data representations shall be deemed correct
and included in a block, such as proof-of-vote, endorsement,
consent, and the use of an AI trained to examine supporting
documentation and issue a confidence score as to which of
competing values is most likely correct. Data tagging can be
used to connect the granular level transactional data on the
blockchain ledger to categories of information on summary
documents to measure impacts of events, whether external or
internal, accidental or program-based, on firm performance.

SYSTEMS AND METHODS FOR AI/MACHINE LEARNING-BASED BLOCKCHAIN VALIDATION AND REMEDIATION

Nº publicación    27/04/2023US2023127913A1
Solicitantes VERIZON PATENT & LICENSING INC [US] 
Resumen A system described herein may utilize artificial intelligence/machine learning (“AI/ML”) or other suitable techniques to

automatically identify blocks added to or proposed to be added to a blockchain, with conflicting and/or otherwise
incompatible information, and to automatically remediate the blockchain based on the identified conflict and/or
incompatibility. The model may associate different types of conflicts and/or incompatibilities with different types of
remedial measures. The remedial measures may include the rejection of a proposed block, recording a new block
that takes precedence or priority over a previously recorded block, or other suitable remedial measures.
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BLOCKCHAIN-BASED SUPERVISION SYSTEM OF HAZARDOUS CHEMICAL PRODUCTION

Nº publicación    27/04/2023US2023125955A1
Solicitantes HANGZHOU VASTCHAIN TECH CO LTD [CN] 
Resumen A blockchain-based supervision system of hazardous chemical

production includes: a collection layer, for collecting production
data information, wherein a collection device in the collection
layer sets a TEE to encrypt or hash the collected production
data information; a data layer, for uplinking a hash certificate of
the production data information through an alliance chain,
wherein the collection layer communicates with the data layer;
a blockchain, for deploying a file uplink contract and encrypting
and storing a file on a privacy computing server after the file is
connected to the trusted environment; and a privacy computing
system, for forming a metadata market of the data from file
description information, recording the metadata information of
the collected data. A data user applies for the right of use to a
production enterprise that produces the data, and after
obtaining authorization, the data user performs various
applications on the privacy computing system.

USING VIRTUAL BLOCKCHAIN PROTOCOLS TO IMPLEMENT A FAIR ELECTRONIC EXCHANGE

Nº publicación    27/04/2023US2023125327A1
Solicitantes ALGORAND INC [US] 
Resumen Methods for a virtual blockchain protocol include generating a

public key and a private key for transmitting a message from a
sender to a recipient. The sender encrypts the message using
the public key and a cryptographic key of the recipient to
generate a first data package. The sender signs a hash function
of the first data package using a cryptographic key of the
sender to generate a third data package. The sender transmits
the first data package and the third data package to the
recipient. The sender receives a signed version of the third data
package signed using the cryptographic key of the recipient.
The sender determines that the signed version of the third data
package has been posted to a blockchain. The sender posts
the private key to the blockchain.
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DISTRIBUTED KEY SECRET FOR REWRITABLE BLOCKCHAIN

Nº publicación    27/04/2023US2023132211A1
Solicitantes ACCENTURE GLOBAL SOLUTIONS LTD [IE] 

GSC SECRYPT LLC [US] 
Resumen A system includes circuitry for rewriting blockchains in a

non-tamper-evident or tamper-evident operation using a key
secret held in portions by multiple individually untrusted parties.
The blockchains may include a series of blocks secured by
integrity codes that may prevent non-tamper-evident rewrites by
non-trusted parties that are not in possession of the key secret
or individually-untrusted parties in possession of only a portion
of the key secret. In some cases, multiple individually-untrusted
parties may combine their portions into the key secret. As a
group, the multiple individually-untrusted parties may perform
non-tamper-evident operation with respect to at least one
integrity code within the blockchain.

METHOD AND SYSTEM FOR AUTHORIZATION AND SETTLEMENT IN BLOCKCHAIN TRANSACTIONS

Nº publicación    27/04/2023US2023131813A1
Solicitantes MASTERCARD INTERNATIONAL INC [US] 
Resumen A method for expedited inclusion of pre-authorized blockchain transactions in new blocks. A blockchain node will

utilize a traditional pending transaction pool of unconfirmed transactions, but will also utilize a new transaction pool
that is comprised of pending blockchain transactions that have been confirmed, but have not yet been added to the
blockchain. When a new block is being generated by a node, they can select pending transactions from the confirmed
transaction pool and include them in the new block without repeating the confirmation process, which can save time
and computing resources, thereby enabling the new block to be generated faster and increasing the chance that the
new block will be the one that is validated and added to the chain. Additional rules and criteria can be applied to
ensure that transactions that are in the confirmed transaction pool are added to a new block in a timely fashion.
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COMPUTER-IMPLEMENTED SYSTEMS AND METHODS FOR AUTHORISING BLOCKCHAIN TRANSACTIONS WITH
LOW-ENTROPY PASSWORDS

Nº publicación    27/04/2023US2023131970A1
Solicitantes NCHAIN HOLDINGS LTD [AG] 
Resumen There may be provided a blockchain-implemented security

method involving a requestor and a group of nodes, which
includes generating a cryptographic key of the requestor based
on a password chosen by the requestor and first quantities sent
by the group of nodes (which are derived from private key
shares of the group of nodes and a generator function of a
digital signature scheme employing a bilinear mapping on an
elliptic curve). A cryptographic signature for a requestor
blockchain transaction can be generated where the signature
corresponds to the requestor's cryptographic key. The
signature can be based on the password and second quantities
sent by the group of nodes (which are also derived from the
group private key shares). The method can further include
verifying the cryptographic signature of the blockchain
transaction using the requestor's cryptographic key. Additionally
or alternatively, the method can employ a consensus
mechanism involving the group of nodes to allow the requestor
to authorise a transaction with a password. The method can be
logically partitioned into a sequence of phases, including an
initialisation phase, a funding phase, and a payment
authorization phase (which involves a pre-spending transaction
and a spending transaction).

EXECUTABLE CODE BLOCKS BASED ON CAPTURED USER INTERACTIONS

Nº publicación    27/04/2023US2023131294A1
Solicitantes CLEAR CONTRACTS INC [US] 
Resumen A first contract generation interface may be provided on a first user device, and, through the first contract generation

interface, a first user may select a contract type and enter contract formation values (e.g., payment associated with
the contract). A template may be retrieved based on the selected contract type and the retrieved template may be
populated using the contract formation values. A second contract generation interface may be provided on a second
user device for a second user to accept or modify the entries from the first user. Should there be disagreements
between the first and second users, a third contract generation interface may be provided to a third user device for a
third user to arbitrate the contract formation between the first user and the second user. An executable coded block
may be generated based on the captured interactions (e.g., using the templates) and deployed on the blockchain.

GENERATING AND MANAGING IMMUTABLE LICENSE GRANT RECORDS FOR AUTHORIZED DERIVATIVE WORKS

Nº publicación    27/04/2023US2023130182A1
Solicitantes MIR ARIA [US] 
Resumen Systems and methods are described for generating and storing immutable blockchain records with respect to

authorized derivative works based on content associated with a non-fungible token (NFT). For example, a first NFT
stored on a blockchain may be owned by a first blockchain address, and that owner may cryptographically sign a
message indicating or representing that the individual approves of a created or to-be-created second NFT that is
based at least in part on content of or associated with the first NFT. The cryptographic signature may be
authenticated, and then a system may generate new data for storage in a new blockchain record. The new blockchain
record may identify both the first NFT and the second NFT, and also include data proving that the owner of the first
NFT approved of the second NFT.
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Method and device for authenticating a user with an application

Nº publicación    27/04/2023US2023130191A1
Solicitantes ORANGE [FR] 
Resumen A method for authenticating a user with at least one service

application, the user being equipped with a user device that has
at least one address and is able to obtain at least one
authentication datum for the user. The method is implemented
by the user device and includes: receiving, from the service
application, a request comprising an identifier of the user;
sending, to an application registered in a blockchain, a request
comprising the identifier of the user; receiving, in response to
the sending, a message comprising at least one first datum
corresponding to a first address of the user device, the at least
one first datum having been obtained on the basis of the
identifier of the user; and sending, to the first address, a
request to send a message comprising the at least one
authentication datum for the user to an address of the service
application.

SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR GENERATING A TABLE-DRIVEN MUTABLE BLOCKCHAIN

Nº publicación    27/04/2023US2023129227A1
Solicitantes INTERNATIONAL INSTITUTE OF INFORMATION TECH HYDERABAB [IN] 
Resumen A system and method for generating a table-driven mutable blockchain are provided. The system includes one or

more users 102A-102N associated with one or more nodes 104A-104N, a distributed file unit 106, a distributed ledger
108. The distributed file unit 106 stores a Lineage Table 200 and a global variable P 112, to keep count on the total
number of blockchains in the system. The distributed ledger 108 stores one or more blockchains. The node 104A
receives transaction details of transaction provided by user 102A through network 110, and defines transaction. The
node 104 initializes linked list structure and creates a transaction of which a plurality of modifications is performed on
it. The node 104 creates modified transaction in subsequent blockchains and then links these versions by adding
sequence of elements in Linked List. The node 104 authenticates new transactions in main blockchain and the
modified transactions in subsequent blockchains.
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Validating tracked portions of received sensor data using computer cryptographic processing

Nº publicación    03/05/2023GB2612551A
Solicitantes IBM [US] 
Resumen A computer identifies capture device output that represents an

aspect of a recorded event. The computer cryptographically
processes the tracked portions of capture device output to
produce a validatable master file which includes master file
media data tracked portion from the capture device output,
master tracked portion metadata of said master file media data
tracked portion, and master file blockchain data. The master file
blockchain data includes a master file block history portion, a
master file signature key portion, and a signed hash of said
master file media data tracked portion. The computer also
modifies the master file media data tracked portion to produce a
reference file media data tracked portion. reference files and
distributable files. The computer verifies the authenticity of each
of these files.

Electronic wallet allowing virtual currency expiration date

Nº publicación    26/04/2023GB2612270A
Solicitantes IBM [US] 
Resumen A computer-implemented system and method uses a processor

of a device of an expiring virtual currency (EVC) wallet user. An
EVC transaction is retrieved that is associated with a
blockchain and addressed to an address associated with the
EVC wallet. The EVC transaction comprises an expiration date
for the EVCs, as part of virtual currency user rules (VCURs). If
the expiration date of the EVCs has passed, the method
automatically, and without user intervention, transfers the EVCs
to a transferee designated in the VCURs.
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Sustainble tokens for supply chain with privacy preserving protocol

Nº publicación    26/04/2023GB2612267A
Solicitantes IBM [US] 
Resumen A computer-implemented system and method provide a privacy

preserving token generation protocol. The method comprises
initiating an order request, where the order request includes
order public information and order private information. The
method further comprises generating an address in a
blockchain network that includes encrypting the address using
a private key, and generating a hash of data incorporating the
order private information and a signature of the hash. The
signature of the hash is generated using the private key. The
method further comprises transmitting the order request with
the address, hash, and signature to a transport associated with
the order, and identifying that the transport fulfilled the order
request. The method further comprises validating that the
transport fulfilled the order, calculating a token value associated
with the transport, where the token value is related to a carbon
emission footprint of the transport, and assigning the token
value to the address.

System and method for managing verification and identity information

Nº publicación    26/04/2023GB2612236A
Solicitantes MARKAAZ INC [US] 
Resumen Systems and methods for managing verification and identity

information comprises a private blockchain configured to be
accessed by a user associated with a first entity. The private
blockchain comprises an immutable ledger. Information
associated with the first entity is stored on the private
blockchain. A digital passport is generated containing blocks
corresponding to the private blockchain that are associated with
the first entity. The user causes to be transmitted attestation
information verifying that the user is associated with the first
entity.
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Blockchain-based transactions using token types

Nº publicación    10/05/2023GB2612695A
Solicitantes VIVID SEATS LLC [US] 
Resumen Methods, systems and program products for processing one or

more records in an electronic ledger platform 101 include
receiving an indication to exchange a first token of a first type,
such as a demand token 108, with a second token of a second
type, such as an admission token 109, the indication being
authorized by a first entity. The first token is associated with
ownership information and comprises activity information, the
ownership information indicating that the first token is owned by
the first entity. The ownership of the first token is transferable to
other entities over the electronic ledger platform. The second
token is generated in response to the receiving of the
indication, the second token associated with the ownership information and comprising admission information
indicating admission to the first activity. The redemption of the second admission token is subject to redemption rules
different than the validation rules associated with the electronic ledger to improve the speed of admission.

METHODS AND DEVICES FOR INCREASING ENTROPY OF A BLOCKCHAIN USING BLINDED OUTCOME DIVERSIFICATION

Nº publicación    10/05/2023EP4178151A1
Solicitantes NCHAIN HOLDINGS LTD [AG] 
Resumen A computer-implemented method to increase security of a

blockchain-implemented transaction is provided. A network
comprises a dealer node, and a plurality of participating nodes
each having its own public key and private key. The dealer
node orders the participating nodes, such that there exists a
node order, designates the first node in the node order as a
message originator, and the last node as a propagator, and
designates one of the remaining participating nodes as a
selector. The message originator generates ciphertext
comprising two nested encrypted messages and transmits the
ciphertext to the next participating node in the node order. Each
remaining participating node receives ciphertext from a prior
node, decrypts the ciphertext using the node's private key, and
transmits the ciphertext to the next participating node in the
node order. However, if the participating node is the selector, it
also chooses one of the nested encrypted messages and
discards the other one, such that the ciphertext comprises a
single nested encrypted message. Finally, the propagator node
receives the ciphertext comprising one nested encrypted
message, decrypts it, and uses the message to generate a
blockchain transaction.

SYSTEMS, DEVICES, AND METHODS OF USING BLOCKCHAIN FOR TRACKING PATIENT IDENTIFICATION

Nº publicación    19/05/2023WO2023086270A1
Solicitantes ABBOTT DIABETES CARE INC [US] 
Resumen A system for bi-directional communication of patient data can include a first database having a first record including

first data associated with a personal identification of a patient, a second database having a second record including
second data associated with a user identification of the patient; and one or more processors configured to: pair the
first data and the second data based upon a shared data item contained in the first record and the second record, and
display a combination of the first data paired with the second data. A blockchain is used to paid the first and second
records associated with different user identifications of the same patient.
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PROCESSING OF CONSENT DATA AND DYNAMIC STORAGE IN A DISTRIBUTED REGISTER

Nº publicación    11/05/2023WO2023079244A1
Solicitantes DRDATA SAS [FR] 
Resumen The invention relates to a method for processing consent data,

which method is implemented by a computer platform.
Following storage of medical information on a patient in a
database, the platform receives (200) an identifier of the patient
and transmits (201) a consent request to the identified patient
and adds (205) consent-request information to a
blockchain-based distributed register. On receipt (209; 213) of
consent data from the patient, the method further comprises
updating (210; 214) a consent status corresponding to the
consent data in the distributed register and providing
notification (212; 216; 220) of the updated consent status to the
database. The consent data of the patient comprise the
patient's consent or refusal to consent to use of personal health
data stored in the database.

NATIVE BUILDING AND MINTING OF NON-FUNGIBLE TOKENS ON A BLOCKCHAIN

Nº publicación    04/05/2023WO2023076644A1
Solicitantes META PLATFORMS INC [US] 
Resumen Methods, systems, and storage media for minting a digital collectible are disclosed. Exemplary implementations may:

receive a request from a user to generate a digital collectible comprising user-created content; validate the
user-created content was created by the user; receive a designation of a number of copies of the digital collectible
that are to be generated; generate the digital collectible based on the user-created content; and record the digital
collectible to a blockchain.

DISTRIBUTED LEDGER SYSTEM

Nº publicación    19/05/2023WO2023084243A1
Solicitantes ECORADLT LTD [GB] 
Resumen There is disclosed a distributed ledger system and method for

creating secure data records that can prevent tampering. The
system creates blockchain records for data shared by one or
more computational node. A first block in the blockchain is
created containing data relating to a data exchange involving
the one or more node. A further data block created
subsequently to the first data block to form the blockchain,
where said data record is distributed across the first and further
data block. The record in each respective data block is
validated by respective validation processes. The record may
be partitioned or divided across two or more blocks. A consensus mechanism may be performed by at least one
counterparty, where at least one counterparty is selected from the one of the computational nodes comprising a data
record in the data block.
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TOKENIZING SCARCE GOODS WITH PROVENANCE HISTORY BOUND TO BIOLOGICAL FINGERPRINTS

Nº publicación    04/05/2023WO2023076847A1
Solicitantes NUMERAIRE FINANCIAL INC [US] 
Resumen Techniques for enabling the creation of a digital asset

representation of physical goods (e.g., luxury items) produced
in limited quantities or heirloom-goods associated with
restricted ownership rules. Anti-counterfeiting mechanisms are
proposed for both classes of goods. The provenance of both
classes of goods is traced using cryptography and
decentralized ledger technology. For example, mechanisms to
restrict ownership of heirloom-goods are proposed based on
the combination of the DNA biological fingerprint of the patron
who originated the goods and smart contract technology. The
goods can be represented as digital tokens on the blockchain, binding manufacturing evidence to the token. For
heirloom-goods that have restricted ownership rules, persons seeking to acquire the good via the digital token and
smart contract are required to prove that they satisfy the entitlement rules based on a biological relationship to the
patron.

Multiple transfers of blockchain-based tokens

Nº publicación    10/05/2023GB2612700A
Solicitantes VIVID SEATS LLC [US] 
Resumen The invention relates to a system and methods for providing

operations on an electronic ledger to cause a portion of
cryptocurrency paid in a token transfer to be provided to an
upstream seller. The operations include receiving an indication
S210 authorized by a selling entity to transfer a token to a
buying entity, the indication comprising a first quantity of
cryptocurrency to be provided by the buying entity, the token
comprising a record of a record of a second quantity of
cryptocurrency provided to one or more other entities by the
selling entity and a reference to an executable program. In
response to execution of the executable program S220, one or
more records of an electronic ledger in the electronic ledger
platform are committed S230 in accordance with a first protocol.
The first protocol includes transferring the token to the buying
entity, transferring S250 a first portion of the first quantity of
cryptocurrency to the other entity which is determined based on
the first quantity and the second quantity, and transferring a
second portion of the first quantity of the cryptocurrency to the
selling entity.
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METHOD FOR AUTHENTICATING DATA

Nº publicación    19/05/2023WO2023084096A1
Solicitantes VERITISE [FR] 
Resumen The invention relates to a method for authenticating at least one

datum (Exp1, Exp2), comprising the following steps: - a user
providing identification information via a computer application, -
a supervision authority checking the identification information, -
storing at least some of the identification information in a new
record in a database, - creating a digital identification wallet in a
computer register that is structured as a blockchain, said digital
identification wallet comprising an encrypted key and a link that
connects said digital identification wallet to said new record in
the database, and - authenticating said datum by way of said
digital identification wallet.

OPERATING SYSTEM FOR BLOCKCHAIN IOT DEVICES

Nº publicación    24/05/2023EP4184410A1
Solicitantes NCHAIN LICENSING AG [CH] 
Resumen The invention provides a generic operating system for

coordinating, controlling and/or influencing the activities of a
device. The invention is implemented using a blockchain
platform with which the operating system is arranged to
interact. The blockchain may be the Bitcoin blockchain. In a
preferred embodiment, the device is an Internet of Things (IOT)
device. The invention provides a computer-implemented control
system and corresponding method for controlling a device, the
system comprising a device configured for wireless
communication with a network and having an IP address and a
public-private key cryptographic key pair associated with the
device; a software-implemented control component arranged to
monitor the state of a blockchain network and/or transmit
blockchain Transactions to the blockchain network; and a set of
instructions arranged for execution by the control component to
control the functionality of the device. The control component is
arranged to access the set of instructions from a stored location
which is separate to the device. The instructions may be stored
in a Distributed Hash Table (DHT) and accessed for download
and installation by the control component from the DHT as and
when needed. The location of the DHT and/or instructions may
be indicated or provided using metadata provided within a
blockchain transaction. The set of instructions may be
accessed by the control component using a look-up key which
is related to a cryptographic key pair. The cont
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BLOCKCHAIN AND IMAGING BASED CARBON DIOXIDE TRANSACTION SYSTEM AND METHOD

Nº publicación    19/05/2023WO2023083955A1
Solicitantes GREENEMISSIONS 44 AB [SE] 
Resumen The present disclosure relates to a computer-implemented method for processing carbon dioxide related transactions,

the method comprising the steps of: providing a distributed blockchain ledger; storing at least a portion of the
distributed blockchain ledger on a plurality of computing devices; adding a transaction of carbon dioxide to the
distributed blockchain ledger, wherein the transaction comprises a carbon dioxide token assigned to a carbon dioxide
sequestration associated with a geographic area; obtaining at least a first image of the geographic area before the
sequestration; obtaining at least a second image of the geographic area after the sequestration; determining, based
on the first image and second image whether the carbon dioxide sequestration has been effectuated; and in case the
carbon dioxide sequestration has been effectuated, automatically triggering a payment for the carbon dioxide token
and updating the transaction of carbon dioxide in the distributed blockchain ledger on the plurality of computing
devices.

METHODS AND SYSTEMS FOR DISTRIBUTED BLOCKCHAIN FUNCTIONALITIES

Nº publicación    04/05/2023WO2023073066A1
Solicitantes NCHAIN LICENSING AG [CH] 
Resumen Embodiments of the disclosure provide systems and associated

methods for improving the performance of
blockchain-implemented or related operations, and for providing
novel architectures for blockchain networks. In particular, the
system is suited for distributing blockchain-related operations
across multiple processing resources. These include operations
such as block and/or transaction validation, mining tasks such
as Proof-of-Work calculations, identification and searching of
blockchain-related data, and efficient load balancing across the
multiple resources used for performance of such operations. In
some embodiments, tasks relating to a given type of blockchain
operation e.g. validation or mining are outsourced or delegated to one or more dedicated resources. In a preferred
embodiment, the individual blockchain functionalities are separated out and performed by different resources which
can be located anywhere in the world and/or controlled by non-related, trustless entities.

METHODS AND SYSTEMS FOR DISTRIBUTED BLOCKCHAIN FUNCTIONALITIES

Nº publicación    04/05/2023WO2023073103A1
Solicitantes NCHAIN LICENSING AG [CH] 
Resumen The present disclosure provides methods and systems for

generating, storing, processing, accessing and/or maintaining a
record of at least a portion of a transaction (Tx). The record
comprises transaction data for determining the at least a portion
of a transaction (Tx) is included in the Merkle path of a
blockchain block (B). The record functions to hold information
e.g. data items. Records can be stored in allocated resources
e.g. a database, which can be part of a node connected to the
blockchain network. Records can comprise, at least, transaction
data and can also comprise a status flag/state, verification
information, validation data, details of where an unspent
transaction outputcan be found, reference to at least one
previous record e.g. the location, signatures and authorization
data. The record enables data related to a transaction to be
stored, and to be stored in a catalogued manner.
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METHODS AND SYSTEMS FOR DISTRIBUTED BLOCKCHAIN FUNCTIONALITIES

Nº publicación    04/05/2023WO2023073105A1
Solicitantes NCHAIN LICENSING AG [CH] 
Resumen The present disclosure provides methods and systems for

using a portion of data derived from a blockchain to identify
and/or allocate a processing and/or storage resource. The data
from which the portion of data is derived comprises an unspent
transaction output (UTXO) and/or a transaction (Tx) containing
a unspent transaction output. By using a portion of data to
allocate the resource a relationship between the data, its
associated information and the resource in which it is stored is
maintained. The database can hold at least one of: a flag of the
validity of the unspent transaction output (UTXO) and/or a
transaction (Tx) containing an unspent transaction output; and
information enabling the validity of an unspent transaction
output and/or a transaction (Tx) containing an unspent
transaction output to be determined, e.g. SPV information.
Processing the data includes determining a key, wherein the
key determines the allocated resource. The key can be hashed
and the resulting hash determines the allocated resource. At
least one of the data, the key, and the resulting hash comprises
at least one of: an alphanumeric number; and a binary number,
and said number is used to determine the allocated resource. A portion of the number is parsed to determine the
allocated resource.

METHODS AND SYSTEMS FOR DISTRIBUTED BLOCKCHAIN FUNCTIONALITIES

Nº publicación    04/05/2023WO2023072955A1
Solicitantes NCHAIN LICENSING AG [CH] 
Resumen The present disclosure provides methods and systems for

distributed and/or parallel processing of data records, and in
particular validation of blockchain transactions in a blockchain
block. In a preferred embodiment, a distributed validation node
is disclosed in which one or more transactions are allocated to
a validating resource in a plurality of validating resources. The
one or more transactions relates to a portion of a Merkle tree
for the block, so that each validation resource is able to operate
independently on verification of a subset of the block's
transactions, each subset being based on a segment of the
Merkle tree. The disclosure includes advantageous techniques
for at least: allocation of tree segments to different validation
resources, load balancing, download of the transactions to be
validated, distributed UTXO pools, indexing schemes and
prevention of double spend events.
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METHODS AND SYSTEMS FOR DISTRIBUTED BLOCKCHAIN FUNCTIONALITIES

Nº publicación    04/05/2023WO2023072959A1
Solicitantes NCHAIN LICENSING AG [CH] 
Resumen The present disclosure provides methods and systems for

distributed and/or parallel processing of data records, and in
particular validation of blockchain transactions in a blockchain
block. In a preferred embodiment, a distributed validation node
is disclosed in which one or more transactions are allocated to
a validating resource in a plurality of validating resources. The
one or more transactions relates to a portion of a Merkle tree
for the block, so that each validation resource is able to operate
independently on verification of a subset of the block's
transactions, each subset being based on a segment of the
Merkle tree. The disclosure includes advantageous techniques
for at least: allocation of tree segments to different validation
resources, load balancing, download of the transactions to be
validated, distributed UTXO pools, indexing schemes and
prevention of double spend events.
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METHODS AND SYSTEMS FOR DISTRIBUTED BLOCKCHAIN FUNCTIONALITIES

Nº publicación    04/05/2023WO2023072965A1
Solicitantes NCHAIN LICENSING AG [CH] 
Resumen The present disclosure provides methods and systems for

distributed and/or parallel processing of data records, and in
particular mining of blockchain transactions in a blockchain
block, and further still for generation of a Proof-of-Work (PoW)
for a blockchain block. Advantageously, embodiments allow for
separation of the PoW calculation from other blockchain
mining/validation tasks. Preferably, a PoW requester sends a
specialist PoW provider one or more of: i) a Merkle root for a
Merkle tree that represents a set of transactions ii) a control
transaction (TX0) and iii) a Merkle proof which confirms that
TX0 is included in the set of transactions. TX0 may provide or
comprise control data that the PoW provider can use to
determine whether or not performance of the PoW calculation is
to be performed or completed.

METHODS AND SYSTEMS FOR DISTRIBUTED BLOCKCHAIN FUNCTIONALITIES

Nº publicación    04/05/2023WO2023072948A1
Solicitantes NCHAIN LICENSING AG [CH] 
Resumen The present disclosure provides methods and systems for

distributed and/or parallel processing of data records, and in
particular validation of blockchain transactions in a blockchain
block. In a preferred embodiment, a distributed validation node
is disclosed in which one or more transactions are allocated to
a validating resource in a plurality of validating resources. The
one or more transactions relates to a portion of a Merkle tree
for the block, so that each validation resource is able to operate
independently on verification of a subset of the block's
transactions, each subset being based on a segment of the
Merkle tree. The disclosure includes advantageous techniques
for at least: allocation of tree segments to different validation
resources, load balancing, download of the transactions to be
validated, distributed UTXO pools, indexing schemes and
prevention of double spend events.
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METHODS AND SYSTEMS FOR DISTRIBUTED BLOCKCHAIN FUNCTIONALITIES

Nº publicación    04/05/2023WO2023072774A1
Solicitantes NCHAIN LICENSING AG [CH] 
Resumen The present disclosure provides methods and systems for

distributed and/or parallel processing of data records, and in
particular validation of blockchain transactions in a blockchain
block. In a preferred embodiment, a distributed validation node
is disclosed in which one or more transactions are allocated to
a validating resource in a plurality of validating resources. The
one or more transactions relates to a portion of a Merkle tree
for the block, so that each validation resource is able to operate
independently on verification of a subset of the block's
transactions, each subset being based on a segment of the
Merkle tree. The disclosure includes advantageous techniques
for at least: allocation of tree segments to different validation
resources, load balancing, download of the transactions to be
validated, distributed UTXO pools, indexing schemes and
prevention of double spend events.
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METHOD AND SYSTEM FOR PRIVATE TRANSACTION PROCESSING

Nº publicación    11/05/2023WO2023080971A1
Solicitantes MASTERCARD INTERNATIONAL INC [US] 
Resumen A method for facilitating secure private. -transfers in a

blockchain includes: receiving an initiate message from a
device for a proposed private transfer including a private group
identifier, entity identifier, and transfer amount; executing a
smart contract using the initiate message as input resulting in
transmitting an event message to a central authority system
including the -entity identifier and transfer amount; receiving a
response message from the central authority- system including
an indication of approval or rejection of the proposed private
transfer; and executing the smart contract using the response
message as input resulting in (i) adding a.private: blockchain
transaction for transfer of the transfer amount from a first
blockchain wallet associated with the entity identifier to a second blockchain wallet in a private group associated with
the private group identifier if the response message includes an indication of approval, or (ii) declining the proposed
private transfer.

BLOCK AWARENESS

Nº publicación    24/05/2023EP4184405A1
Solicitantes NCHAIN LICENSING AG [CH] 
Resumen There may be provided a computer-implemented method. It

may be implemented using a blockchain network such as, for
example, the Bitcoin network. The computer-implemented
method includes: i) receiving, at a node in a blockchain
network, a first transaction associated with a digital asset, the
first transaction specifying at least: a) a first set of constraints
on a second transaction to transfer control of the digital asset,
the first set of constraints including one or more constraints that
cause the second transaction to contain a set of data from the
blockchain network; and b) a second set of constraints on the
second transaction, the second set of constraints including a
constraint that the set of data includes a block that includes the
first transaction, the block included in a blockchain associated
with the blockchain network; ii) verifying that the first set of
constraints and the second set of constraints are satisfied; and
iii) transferring control of the digital asset based at least in part
on the verifying.
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SCRIPT-BASED BLOCKCHAIN INTERACTION

Nº publicación    24/05/2023EP4184404A1
Solicitantes NCHAIN LICENSING AG [CH] 
Resumen There may be provided a computer-implemented method. It

may be implemented using a blockchain network such as, for
example, the Bitcoin network. The computer-implemented
method includes: i) receiving, at a node in a blockchain
network, a first transaction associated with a digital asset, the
first transaction including a first script that specifies a set of
constraints on a second transaction to transfer control of the
digital asset, the set of constraints including a constraint that a
set of data obtained by the node includes information obtained
from a blockchain associated with the blockchain network; ii)
obtaining the second transaction, the second transaction
including a second script that, as a result of being executed,
causes the node to obtain the set of data; and iii) validating the
second transaction by executing the first script and the second
script.

METHOD AND SYSTEM FOR TAMPER-RESISTANT EVENT SOURCING USING A DISTRIBUTED LEDGER

Nº publicación    11/05/2023WO2023080973A1
Solicitantes MASTERCARD INTERNATIONAL INC [US] 
Resumen A method for verifying the state of an object through

tamper-resistant event sourcing includes: receiving, by a
receiver of a processing server, state data for a computing
object and an identification value associated with the computing
object; applying, by a processor of the processing server, a
one-way cryptographic function to the received state data to
generate a comparison hash value; identifying, by the
processor of the processing server, a published hash value
stored in a blockchain with the identification value; and
verifying, by the processor of the processing server, a state of
the computing object according to the state data based on a
match of the generated comparison hash value with the
identified published hash value.
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METHOD AND SYSTEM OF MACHINE LEARNING MODEL VALIDATION IN BLOCKCHAIN THROUGH ZERO KNOWLEDGE
PROTOCOL

Nº publicación    11/05/2023WO2023080972A1
Solicitantes MASTERCARD INTERNATIONAL INC [US] 
Resumen A method for determining the validity of a computational model

using a blockchain and zero knowledge principles includes:
storing, in a memory of a first computing system, a
computational model; receiving, by a receiver of the first
computing system, a blockchain data value from one block of a
plurality of blocks comprising a blockchain, wherein the
blockchain data value includes a data set; receiving, by the
receiver of the first computing system, an expected accuracy
value; applying, by a processor of the first computing system,
the data set to the computational model to generate a result
value; and determining, by the processor of the first computing
system, a validity measurement for the computational model
based on a comparison of the generated result value and the expected accuracy value.

STORAGE DEVICE, STORAGE SYSTEM HAVING THE SAME AND METHOD OF OPERATING THE SAME

Nº publicación    17/05/2023EP4181005A1
Solicitantes SAMSUNG ELECTRONICS CO LTD [KR] 
Resumen Storage systems including a host device, a switch device, and

storage devices connected to the host device through the
switch device are described. Moreover, techniques for
operating a host device, a switch device, and/or one or more
storage devices are also described. One or more aspects of the
present disclosure may provide for improved storage devices
and systems via implementation of blockchain networks. In
some cases, a storage device itself may be a node of a
blockchain network, or a system including a storage device may
be a node of a blockchain network. One or more aspects of the
present disclosure provide for attestation of firmware (e.g.,
qualification verification to identify whether the firmware is operating normally) performed using the blockchain.
Further, one or more aspects of the present disclosure describe techniques for performing device authentication
between devices, for performing qualification verification for firmware, for performing firmware updates, etc.

FAST BLOCKCHAIN PAYMENT METHOD AND SYSTEM

Nº publicación    19/05/2023WO2023083525A1
Solicitantes NEC LABORATORIES EUROPE GMBH [DE] 
Resumen Disclosed is a method for fast blockchain payment, the payment involving a transfer of funds from an account of a

user (110) to a private collateral account of a service provider (120). According to embodiments, the method
comprises receiving, by the service provider (120), a private payment intent from the user (110), the private payment
intent including a payment index, a random payment ID and an address of the service provider's (120) private
collateral account; modifying, by the service provider (120), the payment intent by replacing the address of the service
provider's (120) collateral account by a commitment and providing the modified payment intent to a majority of a
blockchain's (140) statekeepers (130); receiving, by the service provider (120), payment approvals from blockchain's
(140) statekeepers (130), each payment approval including the modified payment intent signed with a private key of
the respective statekeeper (130); evaluating, by the service provider (120), the received payment approvals,
aggregating the successfully evaluated payment approvals, and transmitting the aggregation result to the user (110);
and receiving, by the service provider (120), a final transaction created by the user (110) after having verified the
aggregation result, verifying that the user (110) correctly constructed the final transaction according to a given
protocol, and accepting the payment in case of successful verification of the final transaction.
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METHOD AND SYSTEM FOR DATA RETENTION IN PRUNED BLOCKCHAINS

Nº publicación    27/04/2023WO2023069202A1
Solicitantes MASTERCARD INTERNATIONAL INC [US] 
Resumen A method for verification of a pruned blockchain transaction

includes: receiving, by a receiver of a computing device, a
subset of blocks included in a plurality of blocks comprising a
blockchain, wherein each block includes one or more
blockchain data values; receiving, by the receiver of the
computing device, an authentication code; identifying, by a
processor of the computing device, a plurality of data chunks in
the subset of blocks using the authentication code, where each
data chunk of the plurality of data chunks is included in one of
the one or more blockchain data values in a block of the subset
of blocks; decoding, by the processor of the computing device,
a transaction value using at least the identified plurality of data
chunks and a fountain code algorithm; and verifying, by the
processor of the computing device, the decoded transaction value.

METHOD AND SYSTEM FOR PRUNING BLOCKS FROM BLOCKCHAINS FOR DATA RETENTION AND STORAGE
SCALABILITY PURPOSES

Nº publicación    04/05/2023WO2023075941A1
Solicitantes MASTERCARD INTERNATIONAL INC [US] 
Resumen A method for confirming configuration of a new current genesis

block in a blockchain configured to enable pruning before the
new current genesis block includes: receiving, by a blockchain
node in a. blockchain network, a genesis response message
from another node in the network, the message including a
configuration value and an ordinal value: identifying a plurality
of standard blocks in the blockchain added subsequent to an
earlier genesis block that includes a number preceding the
ordinal value; aggregating smart contract state changes from
each of the identified, plurality of standard blocks; and
validating the configuration value included in the received
genesis response message based on the aggregated small
contract state changes. The aggregating of smart contract
states can be done by the processor of the blockchain node configuring the new current genesis block, or by another
blockchain node.
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BLOCKCHAIN SERVER COMPUTING CAPABILITY ALLOCATION METHOD AND SYSTEM

Nº publicación    10/05/2023EP4178150A1
Solicitantes LU LIANG [CN] 
Resumen The present invention relates to a blockchain server computing

capability allocation method and system. The method includes:
acquiring, by a computing scheduling module, first sub-account
information sent by a blockchain computing distribution module,
wherein the blockchain computing distribution module includes
a plurality of sub-accounts; scheduling, by the computing
scheduling module, the blockchain server to provide computing
capability for a first sub-account according to the first
sub-account information; determining an up-to-standard result
of the computing capability of the first sub-account, and feeding
back the up-to-standard result to the computing scheduling
module by the blockchain computing distribution module;
scheduling the blockchain server to provide computing
capability for a second sub-account when the computing scheduling module determines that the computing capability
of the first sub-account is up to standard according to the up-to-standard result; or scheduling, by the computing
scheduling module, the blockchain server to continue to provide the computing capability for the first sub-account;
and repeating the above steps until the computing capability of all sub-accounts is up to standard. The present
invention realizes the purpose of accurately dividing the computing capability of the blockchain server, and ensures
the stability of the computing capability of each of the sub-accounts.

METHOD FOR SUPPLYING BLOCKCHAIN COMPUTING POWER AND SYSTEM THEREOF

Nº publicación    10/05/2023EP4177809A1
Solicitantes LU LIANG [CN] 
Resumen The present disclosure relates to a method for supplying

blockchain computing power and a system thereof. The method
comprises the steps of: receiving a computing power purchase
request sent by a user-side terminal; generating purchase
result data according to the computing power purchase request;
scheduling a first blockchain server to provide users with
computing service according to the purchase result data; when
the first blockchain server stops serving, starting timing to
obtain the target duration; judging whether the first blockchain
server restarts the service when the target duration is less than
the preset duration threshold, and obtaining a preset result;
when the preset result is YES, improving the computing power
of the first blockchain server correspondingly, so that the total
service duration of the user and the actually obtained total
computing power remain unchanged; when the preset result is
NO, scheduling a second blockchain server to provide users
with computing service. The present disclosure enables the
user to obtain stable computing power.
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RAPID APPROVAL OF BLOCKCHAIN-BASED TRANSACTIONS

Nº publicación    10/05/2023EP4176401A1
Solicitantes ALDELO LP [US] 
Resumen The present disclosure involves systems, software, and

computer implemented methods for providing rapid approval of
blockchain-based transactions. This includes approval of
transactions prior to the transaction being written to the
blockchain. A transaction system can register with a transaction
manager, such as a cloud-based or cloud transaction manager,
which can maintain a queue of pending transactions and
provide approval for transactions in real-time or near real-time,
while later verifying the pending transactions are written into the
blockchain as expected. This allows the transaction system to
securely confirm the transaction is approved prior to the
transaction being written in the blockchain, based on a real-time
or near real-time analysis of each customer's corresponding
account and transactions.

CONTROL METHOD, INFORMATION PROCESSING DEVICE, AND CONTROL PROGRAM

Nº publicación    10/05/2023EP4177804A1
Solicitantes FUJITSU LTD [JP] 
Resumen To reduce a load required for recording on a blockchain, a

computer executes processing of acquiring, when receiving a
request to determine an evaluation value of a target to be
evaluated, a calculation formula of the evaluation value
recorded in a ledger of a first blockchain network according to
an input by a first user, and a first condition of a value of a
variable included in the calculation formula recorded in a ledger of a second blockchain network according to an input
by a second user, calculating the evaluation value based on the acquired calculation formula of the evaluation value
and a value selected from values that satisfy the acquired first condition; and controlling transmission of information
that indicates that the selected value is the value of the variable to the second blockchain network.
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BLOCKCHAIN-BASED TRANSACTION PROCESSING METHOD, CLIENT, PROCESSING TERMINAL AND SYSTEM

Nº publicación    03/05/2023EP4174747A1
Solicitantes JINGDONG TECH INFORMATION TECH CO LTD [CN] 

JINGDONG TECH HOLDING CO LTD [CN] 
Resumen Disclosed are a blockchain-based transaction processing

method, a client, a processing terminal and system. The
method includes: entering a live broadcast interface according
to a trigger operation acting on a live broadcast link, and
acquiring a user identity; acquiring order information associated
with the user identity based on the live broadcast interface;
determining multimedia data associated with the order
information; and sending the order information and the
multimedia data to each node of the blockchain network for
recording.

PROXY METHOD, DEVICE, AND COMPUTER-READABLE STORAGE MEDIUM

Nº publicación    03/05/2023EP4174702A1
Solicitantes ZTE CORP [CN] 
Resumen A proxy method, a device, and a computer-readable storage

medium are disclosed. The proxy method includes: obtaining
transaction data of a user, the transaction data including a
transaction request and private data (S100); sending the
transaction request to a blockchain platform, completing, by the
blockchain platform, a transaction according to the transaction
request, and storing the private data locally (S200); and
sending the private data to a peer proxy for transaction
verification after the transaction is completed (S300).

METHODS AND SYSTEMS FOR SYNCHRONIZING A DEVICE WITH A BLOCKCHAIN

Nº publicación    24/05/2023EP4184360A1
Solicitantes NAGRAVISION SARL [CH] 
Resumen A method of synchronizing a device with a blockchain includes: receiving information about a first state of a

blockchain; generating an RF broadcast signal encoding the information about the first state of the blockchain; and
transmitting, at a first time, the first broadcast signal to the device. Similar methods for maintaining synchronization
and for writing new data to a blockchain are also provided, as well as corresponding devices.
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PROVIDING SECURE INTERNET ACCESS TO A CLIENT DEVICE IN A REMOTE LOCATION

Nº publicación    24/05/2023EP4184863A1
Solicitantes NAGRAVISION SARL [CH] 
Resumen A system for providing a client device in a remote location secure access to the internet via a satellite connection is

provided includes: a client device; a satellite system configured to provide the client device with access to the internet;
and an internet service provider (ISP), wherein, during a registration process: the satellite system is configured to
receive a first blockchain state signal which encodes information about a first state of a blockchain, and to generate
and transmit a first RF broadcast signal encoding the information about the first state of the blockchain; the client
device is configured to receive the first RF broadcast signal, to generate a registration request based on the
information about the state of the blockchain, the registration request including a public key ID associated with the
client device, and to be transmitted to an electronic address corresponding to a blockchain associated with the ISP,
and to transmit the registration request to the satellite system; the satellite system is configured to receive the
registration request, and to transmit it to the electronic address associated with the ISP; the ISP is configured to
determine whether the registration request is a valid request, and if the registration request is a valid request, to add
the public key ID to an authorized list, wherein when a public key ID is on the authorized list, the client device or user
thereof is permitted to access the internet via the satellite system. Similar

SYSTEMS AND METHODS FOR STREAMLINING CREDIT AND/OR DEBIT CARD TRANSACTIONS UTILIZING BLOCKCHAIN
SUPPORTED CREDIT TOKENS AND/OR DEBIT TOKENS

Nº publicación    26/04/2023EP4168962A1
Solicitantes TRADOVE INC [US] 
Resumen Systems and methods are provided for processing credit token

and debit token based transactions in a blockchain supported
network.

DATABASE SYNCHRONIZATION SYSTEM IN HIGH SECURITY ZONES USING BLOCKCHAIN

Nº publicación    26/04/2023EP4169228A1
Solicitantes PAYPAL INC [US] 
Resumen There are provided systems and methods for a database

synchronization system in high security zones using blockchain.
A service provider, such as an electronic payment provider,
may maintain data stores across different zones that may need
to synchronize data across these zones. As such, the subject
technology provides for data storage using interplanetary file
system (IPFS) technology in compliment with blockchain
technology to create a secure, scalable and reliable data
synchronization system. The IPFS may be implemented as a
data storage layer and the blockchain may be implemented as
a transaction management system, where the IPFS address of data files and synchronization points are stored in a
distributed ledger. In various aspects, the integration of the IPFS network with the fabric network can enhance IPFS
with the fabric network to create a more secure file sharing platform to improve the transfer of data and database
synchronization between different zones.
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Computer-implemented system and method

Nº publicación    03/05/2023GB2612338A
Solicitantes NCHAIN LICENSING AG [CH] 
Resumen A computer-implemented method comprises the step of

generating, storing and/or maintaining a UTXO repository for
recording, searching and/or processing a plurality of unspent
transaction outputs (UTXOs), each associated with a
transaction (Tx) in a plurality of blockchain transactions (Txs) of
a blockchain block. The plurality of blockchain transactions
provides and/or is represented by a portion of a Merkle tree for
the blockchain block. One or more further UTXO repositories,
as well as a database log that comprises a history of actions,
changes and events relating to the UTXO repositories may be
generated, and/or maintained. The UTXO repositories may
comprise at least one record associated with a UTXO and/or an
identifier that is associated with an unspent transaction output
and/or a transaction (Tx) in the plurality of blockchain
transactions. The records may comprise a record identifier
having a block identifier (block_ID) associated with a blockchain
block and/or a transaction identifier (TxID) associated with a
transaction (Tx). The record identifiers may comprise a function
of the block identifier (block_ID) and the transaction identifier
(TxID) and/or a concatenation of the block identifier (block_ID)
and the transaction identifier (TxID) being associated with a
UTXO.
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Computer-implemented system and method

Nº publicación    03/05/2023GB2612337A
Solicitantes NCHAIN LICENSING AG [CH] 
Resumen A method of downloading at least part of a blockchain block

with a plurality of transactions and a root of a Merkle tree by
allocating respective subsets to a plurality of processing
resources, and using them to download their respective subset
of blockchain transactions. Some of the processing resources
may send their respective subset of blockchain transactions to
a central storage location. The method may also arrange the
respective subsets of blockchain transactions based on the
respective position of a respective node of the Merkle tree. The
method may include verifying that the respective candidate
inner node matches the respective inner node of the Merkle
tree or verify that the respective candidate inner node is a node
of the Merkle tree by performing a Merkle proof based on the
root of the Merkle tree or send the respective candidate inner
node of the Merkle tree to one or more other processing
resources.
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Authenticating a device

Nº publicación    17/05/2023GB2612769A
Solicitantes VODAFONE GROUP SERVICES LTD [GB] 
Resumen A method 10 for authenticating a device using a distributed

ledger (e.g. a blockchain). An authentication request, including
data indicating one or more steps of an authentication method,
is received from the device at a node of a distributed ledger 30.
The device is authenticated across a plurality of nodes of the
distributed ledger, with each of the nodes following the
authentication steps indicated by the received data 40. The
authentication may be unsuccessful unless a majority of the
nodes involved in the authentication authenticate the device.
The data indicating the steps of the authentication method may
be included in a header of the request. The steps of the authentication method may indicate an authentication
protocol of a plurality of authentication protocols. The device may select the authentication method from a plurality of
authentication methods available to it before generating the authentication request, including data indicating one or
more steps of the selected authentication method 20.

Distributed energy infrastructure and method

Nº publicación    03/05/2023GB2612348A
Solicitantes SITIGRID LTD [GB] 
Resumen The invention concerns a distributed energy infrastructure, method of carrying out a transaction for supply of energy,

and a method for determining the level of function of an asset for supply of energy. Transactions are performed in a
distributed energy infrastructure comprising energy generating and consuming endpoints, and optionally an energy
market endpoint. Data is exchanged between endpoints and the transaction is verified and recorded in a
non-blockchain distributed ledger, for example a private ledger. A transaction is verified using settlement information
and a smart contract. Endpoints are messaged to accept, by majority, the transaction as verified. A level of function of
an energy asset is determined by comparing an output specification of the asset, or an output specification modified
based on an external condition, with logged units of energy supplied according to transactions.
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Sharded Merkle tree

Nº publicación    03/05/2023GB2612340A
Solicitantes NCHAIN LICENSING AG [CH] 
Resumen A computer-implemented method of representing a first set of

data items, e.g. blockchain transactions, is performed by a first
tree generator. The first set of data items is allocated into a
plurality of subsets. For each subset, a hash tree is generated
based on the data items in the subset. A first hash set or
“Merkle tree shard” representing the first set of data items is
generated, comprising the root nodes of the hash trees. The
hash trees for different subsets may be combined to form a
single Merkle tree with a single Merkle root for all the data
items, such as all the transactions in a blockchain block. This
method allows for the generation of Merkle trees to be
parallelised.
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Computer-implemented system and method

Nº publicación    03/05/2023GB2612336A
Solicitantes NCHAIN LICENSING AG [CH] 
Resumen A system that validates at least a portion of a blockchain block

by allocating respective subsets of blockchain transactions to a
plurality of validating resources, where each respective subset
provides a respective portion of a Merkle tree, and using the
validating resources to validate their respective blockchain
transactions. Validating the blockchain transaction may include
validating at least one blockchain transaction, or performing at
least part of a simplified payment verification process, or
confirming whether a given blockchain transaction is contained
within the blockchain block, or generating a hash of at least one
of the blockchain transactions, using the hash to construct a
Merkle path or checking whether the hash matches a
transaction identifier in a header of the blockchain block. At
least one of the subsets of blockchain transaction may include
an identifier that is associated with, identifies or represents the
subset.
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Computer-implemented system and method

Nº publicación    03/05/2023GB2612339A
Solicitantes NCHAIN LICENSING AG [CH] 
Resumen A system that validates at least a portion of a blockchain block

by using at least one processor that causes a validating
resource to validate at least a subset of the plurality of
blockchain transactions, where the subset provides a portion of
a Merkle tree and is represented by an inner node of the Merkle
tree. The system may further include a load balancing
component arranged to facilitate balancing of the distribution of
a plurality of subsets of the plurality of blockchain transactions
among the plurality of validating resources, a segment
identification component arranged to facilitate identification of
the at least one subset of the plurality of blockchain
transactions, an allocation unit, or one or more interfaces for
sending or receiving communications between the system and
one or more data sources or destinations. At least two
transactions may be siblings in Merkle tree or the inner node is
a parent or ancestor of the subset of blockchain transactions.
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ESTABLISHING COMMUNICATIONS CHANNELS

Nº publicación    19/05/2023WO2023083449A1
Solicitantes ELBSTACK GMBH [DE] 

LG MEMORABILIA LTD [GB] 
Resumen In an embodiment, a method (300) is described. The method facilitates communications in a computing network (100)

between a first computing device (108a) associated with an owner (106a, 212a) of a first asset (210a) and a second
computing device (108b) associated with an owner (106b, 212b) of a second asset (210b). A first identifier (204a) is
associated with the first asset. A second identifier (204b) is associated with the second asset. A blockchain (104, 200)
accessible to the computing network is indicative of: an association (208a) between the first identifier and the owner
of the first asset; and an association (208b) between the second identifier and the owner of the second asset. The
method comprises determining (302) whether a communications channel (430) between the first computing device
and the second computing device can be established for facilitating communications in the computing network by
using the blockchain to verify that the first computing device is associated with the owner of the first asset and the
second computing device associated with the owner of the second asset. If this is verified, the method further
comprises causing (304) the communications channel to be established between the first computing device and the
second computing device for facilitating the communications.
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BLOCKCHAIN-BASED CERTIFICATION AUDIT DATA SHARING AND INTEGRITY VERIFICATION SYSTEM, DEVICE, AND
METHOD THEREOF

Nº publicación    10/05/2023EP4178155A1
Solicitantes PENTA SECURITY SYSTEMS INC [KR] 
Resumen A blockchain-based certification audit data sharing and integrity

verification system includes at least one user equipment
configured to participate in a blockchain-based platform and
mounted with a user authentication application; at least one
certification agency server configured to participate in the
blockchain-based platform and to provide authentication data
composed of user data for authenticity verification, certificate or
completion certificate data, and certification audit data; at least
one blockchain-based platform server configured to record an
authentication transaction in a block; and a blockchain-based
certification audit data sharing and integrity verification device
configured to: generate audit result data by auditing forgery
verification of a document requested by the user authentication
application of the user equipment using the authentication data
of the at least one certification agency server in interlock with
the blockchain-based platform server, and share the generated
audit result data with the at least one certification agency
server.
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Physically unclonable functions

Nº publicación    24/05/2023EP4183103A1
Solicitantes NCHAIN LICENSING AG [CH] 
Resumen A method for enabling a verifying party to verify an identity of a

target party or device. The method comprises, in a set-up
phase (702): inputting of each of a set of one or more
challenges into a PUF module associated with the target party
and comprising a physically unclonable function (PUF), to
generate a respective one of a set of responses from each
challenge (710); and causing to be stored, on a blockchain, a
respective piece of response data for each of the set of one or
more responses generated by the PUF module (720). The
piece of response data for each response comprises the
respective response or data derived therefrom. The pieces of
response data are stored in one or more storage transactions
recorded on the blockchain, thereby making at least one of the
pieces of response data available (730) to the verifying party for
verifying the identity of the target in a subsequent verification
phase (704). Instead of storing the actual responses, the record
could include an attestation of the response e.g. a signed hash,
or a public/private key pair generated from the response.

METHODS, ARCHITECTURES, APPARATUSES AND SYSTEMS DIRECTED TO MESSAGING THROUGH BLOCKCHAIN
NETWORKS

Nº publicación    03/05/2023EP4172797A1
Solicitantes INTERDIGITAL PATENT HOLDINGS INC [US] 
Resumen Procedures, methods, architectures, apparatuses, systems,

devices, and computer program products directed to messaging
through blockchain networks are provided. Among such
methods is a method that may be implemented in a device
comprising circuitry, including a transmitter, a receiver and a
processor, and may include any of receiving a request to send
a message including a message and information indicating a
source of the message, a destination of the message and a
distributed ledger system; determining a first node associated
with a distributed ledger system based, at least in part, the
information indicating the distributed ledger system and the
information indicating the destination; generating a transaction
for the message; and sending the transaction to a second node
of the distributed ledger system.
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Pseudo-ramdom selection on the blockchain

Nº publicación    26/04/2023EP4168890A1
Solicitantes NCHAIN LICENSING AG [CH] 
Resumen A computer-implemented method of pseudo-randomly selecting

a data element using blockchain transactions, performed by a
first party, involves obtaining an ordered list of data elements
and a plurality of seed inputs, and generating a first transaction
that is made available to one or more blockchain nodes for
inclusion in the blockchain. The first transaction has a first
output script (a locking script) that, when executed alongside an
input script (an unlocking script) of a second transaction,
outputs a re-ordered list of the data elements, generates a
pseudorandom number based on the seed inputs, and selects
the data element at a position in the reordered list of data
elements corresponding to the pseudorandom number. The
data elements may be game elements such as the public keys
of users or players participating in blockchain lottery or game of
luck. Winning funds may be locked to the owner of the
randomly selected public key. Each user may provide a
respective seed input, and seed inputs may be combined by
summation or concatenation.

A METHOD FOR BUILDING A BLOCKCHAIN

Nº publicación    03/05/2023EP4173277A2
Solicitantes BASF SE [DE] 
Resumen Computer implemented method for generating a hash value

(110) is disclosed, the method comprises the following steps: i)
Providing a first digital RGB image (112) having first RGB
colors of a physical object (114); ii) Combining first transaction
data (116)and the first digital RGB image (112), thereby
generating a second RGB image (118) having second RGB
colors; iii) Converting (128) color values of the second RGB
image (118) from RGB color space (130) to a secondary color
space (132) having at least four primary colors and determining
(134) a number of respectively colored pixels for each primary
color of the secondary color space (132); iv) Generating (136)
the hash value (110) by converting the determined number of
respectively colored pixels for each primary color of the
secondary color space (132) to hexadecimal numerals.
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